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BASF Report on Employment Policies for Gay and Lesbian Attorneys

PREFACE

The Bar Association of San Francisco is pleased to present this Report on Employment
Policies for Gay and Lesbian Attorneys. Overall, our sponsor law firms and corporate legal
departments have espoused a commitment to equal opportunity for gay and lesbian
attorneys. We applaud the numerous sponsors who have adopted the Recommendations
prqmulgated by the Bar Association in 1991 to eliminate sexual orientation discrimination.

This effort is a continuation of our Bar's commitment to encourage diversity in our
profession, as shown by efforts such as our Minority Employment Goal and Timetables,
and our model policies on sexual harassment in employment. However, this Report
involves the more subtle-and therefore, sometimes more difficult-issue of addressing
discrimination against gay and lesbian attorneys who are neither necessarily self
identified, nor otherwise known to other members of their firm.

The challenge presented by this report is to create an open and inclusive environment all
day, every day-whether or not we know that a minority, woman, gay or lesbian or
disabled attorney will be present at any given time. Through these efforts, we will all help
in creating and maintaining a professional environment of which we can be proud.

We hope that our legal community will obtain some useful insights from this Report on
our current status regarding the employment of gay and lesbian attorneys. Most of all, we
hope that this Report will encourage legal employers to take more proactive steps in
creating an environment conducive to diversity and equal opportunity for lesbian and gay
attorneys.

~~hicia~~
PRESIDENT
BAR ASSOCIATION OF SAN FRANCISCO
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The prevailing ethic among legal employers in San 'Francisco is to provide full equal employment
opportunity to lesbian and gay attorneys. Indeed, every firm completing this Survey espoused a
commitment "to equal employment opportunity ... for gay and lesbian attorneys." Despite this ethic, true
equality has not yet been achieved. Lesbian and gay attorneys will be denied equal employment
opportunity until employers provide their lesbian and gay attorneys with health benefits for their domestic
partners as routinely as they extend social invitations to "guests" rather than "spouses."

In 1991, the Bar Association of San Francisco (the "Bar Association" or "BASF") adopted and sent to its
sponsor firms l a manual titled Creating an Environment Conducive to Diversity: A Guide for Legal
Employers on Eliminating Sexual Orientation Discrimination, which included twenty-three
"Recommeilded Steps for Legal Employers to Achieve Equal Employment Opportunity for Lesbian and
Gay Attorneys and Law Students" (the "Recommendations"). The "1995 Bar Association of San Francisco
Survey of Employment Policies for Gay and Lesbian Attorneys" (the "Survey") investigated to what extent
employers of attorneys in San Francisco have implemented the Bar Association's twenty-three
Recommendations.

The Bar Association's Committee on Sexual Orientation Issues drafted the Survey, which consists of
twenty-eight "yes/no" questions designed to ascertain whether the Association's sponsors have put into
practice what each Recommendation advises. Of the 339 Surveys mailed to Bar Association sponsor firms,
sixty-four were completed and returned, representing a response rate of 19%. It is not known how non
responding firms would have completed the Survey, nor how non-sponsor firms would have responded.
Nevertheless, because of the high proportion of San Francisco legal employers who are Bar Association
sponsors, sponsor firms are likely to be representative of the prevailing ethic among legal employers in San
Francisco. Although it is possible that the firms completing this Survey are more likely or less likely than
other firms to have adopted the Recommendations, the Recommendations most popular among responding
firms are likely to be most popular among San Francisco legal employers generally.

Approximately half of the Recommendations address equal employment opportunity by addressing
matters of equal treatment directly. The other Recommendations address equal employment opportunity by
recommending policies and procedures that foster the less tangible goal of creating an environment
conducive to diversity. Compliance with Recommendations addressing equal treatment directly was
generally higher than compliance with Recommendations aimed at fostering diversity.

The Survey results demonstrate a very prevalent commitment to the goal of equal treatment among
responding firms. The extent to which this commitment translates into specific policies appears to be
governed by the ease with which the particular policy can be implemented. For example, all responding
firms endorsed a commitment to equal employment opportunity for gay and lesbian attorneys, but over a
third of them had not put this policy in writing. Similarly, all respondents that compile directories naming
employees' spouses reported that they would list lesbian and gay attorneys' domestic partners, and almost
all that extend social invitations to attorneys' spouses reported that they address the invitations to "guests"
rather than "spouses." But most firms that provide health benefits to employees' spouses do not yet provide
their lesbian and gay attorneys with health benefits for their domestic partners. Because health benefits are
a key component of most employees' compensation packages, employers that fail to provide domestic
partner benefits deny equal compensation to their lesbian and gay employees.

1 A Bar Association sponsor is a law firm or corporate legal department that pays Bar Association dues for all of its attorneys Law firms and corporate
legal departments are collectively referred to as "firms" in this Report The Bar Association currently has approximately 400 sponsor firms,
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Many of the Recommendations that directly address equal treatment concern whether the households of
lesbian and gay employees are treated equivalently to the households of heterosexual employees. In
addition to extending social invitations to lesbian and gay domestic partners, most firms reported that they
are willing to extend leave benefits to their attorneys for the purposes of meeting family needs concerning
domestic partners and children, if the firm provided such benefits at all. Not all firms, however, provide
these types of benefits even to married attorneys with children.

The other half of the Recommendations are based on the principle that equal opportunity is achieved in
part through the creation of an environment conducive to diversity. Implementation of this principle begins
with recruitment and hiring. The Bar Association recommends that lesbian and gay student groups be
targeted for recruitment and that a lesbian or gay man serve on the hiring committee. Most firms that
engage in these recruitment and hiring activities reported that they comply with these Recommendations,
but it is only the larger firms that are likely to engage in such activities at alP

Diversity is promoted also by training all employees on sexual orientation issues, with additional training
provided for interviewers. The Recommendations addressing training had among the lowest compliance
rates of the Survey, with only a minority of firms saying they provide such training.3

Mentoring programs in general promote equal opportunity because they promote interaction between
seasoned employees and novices, which often is not as readily available to minority novices as it is to
members of the majority group(S).4 Fewer than half of the firms of all sizes that employ associates reported
that they provide all associates with mentors. Firms were much more likely to say that they "foster
opportunities for lesbian and gay attorneys to support each other in the work environment," but much less
likely to report that they "identify a lesbian- and/or gay-sensitive contact for attorney applicants."

Another way to promote diversity is to ensure that firm newsletters, welcome packets, firm resumes, legal
issue lunches, and the like include information of particular interest to lesbians and gay men. Most of the
firms for which these Recommendations are applicable reported compliance with most of them. However,
fewer than a third of all the responding firms found these Recommendations to be applicable, because
smaller firms were much less likely than larger firms to engage in these activities.

Some firms commented that many of these diversity-oriented Recommendations are unnecessary because
the firms employ only liberal-minded, non-discriminatory people. Even if they have accurately assessed
the intent of their personnel, however, it cannot be determined from these Survey results alone whether that
is enough. Further, the Survey responses represent only what firms report that they do, not how successful
they have been in creating a non-discriminatory environment for lesbian and gay attorneys from the
perspective of the attorneys themselves. What the Survey does show is a prevailing ethic among employers
of attorneys in San Francisco for equal opportunity regardless of sexual orientation. The Survey also shows
where the challenges to make this a reality remain, such as the need for more firms to provide health
benefits to the domestic partners of lesbian and gay attorneys in the absence of their legal right to marry.

2 For purposes of this Report "smaller firms" are defined as employing from one to fifteen attorneys; "larger firms" are those employing sixteen or more
attorneys.

3 The "compliance rate" indicates the percentage of firms that have adopted the Recommendation in relation to the number of firms for which the
Recommendation is applicable to their size and practice, The compliance rate is computed by dividing the number of firms that answered "Yes" by
the number of firms that indicated the Recommendation was applicable to their practice (which Includes responses of "Yes" and "No," but excludes
responses of "Not Applicable" and "Not Known"),

4 The need for mentors to create an environment conducive to diversity also was recently addressed In the Association's Goals '95 Report: Goals and
Timetables for Minonty Hiring and Advancement.
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REASON FOR THE SURVEY

The Bar Association of San Francisco has been at the forefront of programs to ensure equal employment
opportunities for gay and lesbian lawyers. In 1986, the Bar Association established a Committee on
Equality, with a mandate to make recommendations to the Bar Association's Board of Directors on how to
eliminate barriers to the advancement of minorities, women, lesbians and gay men, and attorneys with
physical or mental disabilities in the San Francisco legal community. The Committee on Sexual
Orientation Issues was established in 1990 to address the specific needs of gay and lesbian attorneys.s
After exhaustive research, the Committee on Sexual Orientation Issues (the "Committee") drafted
Creating an Environment Conducive to Diversity: A Guide for Legal Employers on Eliminating Sexual
Orientation EJiserimination, which was adopted by the Bar Association's Board of Directors in 1991. The
Guide was disseminated to the Bar Association's sponsor law firms and corporate legal departments. It
included twenty-three specific "Recommended Steps for Legal Employers to Achieve Equal Employment
Opportunity for Lesbian and Gay Attorneys."

In the ensuing years, the Bar Association and the Committee have informally monitored the progress of
sponsor law firms with respect to the Recommendations. For example, in June 1992, the Bar Association
distributed to the managing partners, chief counsel, and recruitment administrators of sponsor law firms
and corporate legal departments a Survey of Implementation of Guide for Legal Employers on Eliminating
Sexual Orientation Discrimination. Of the 350 questionnaires distributed, only twenty responses were
returned. Given the low response rate, no detailed report was prepared.

In an effort to more fully monitor the status of gay and lesbian attorneys in the San Francisco legal
community, the Committee endeavored once again, in 1995, to survey sponsor law firms and corporate
legal department with respect to their implementation of the Bar Association's Recommendations. This
Report attempts to measure and report how successfully the Recommendations have been adopted by San
Francisco legal employers as steps toward the achievement of equal opportunity for lesbian and gay
attorneys.

5 The Committee on Sexual Orientation Issues was established as a subcommittee of the Equality Committee. Until 1995, it was known as the
Committee on Gay and Lesbian Issues.

... page 4
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SURVEY METHOD AND RESULTS

SURVEY DESIGN
The goal of the Survey was to assess how widely the Bar Association of San Francisco's
Recommendations on gay and lesbian employment have been adopted. In order to do this, the Survey was
mailed to the Bar Association's sponsoring law firms and corporate legal departments.

Rather than require the Survey respondent to read through the full text of the Bar Association's twenty
three Recommendations before answering the Survey questions, it was thought that the response rate
would be higher if the respondent were required to answer only single-sentence, "yes/no" questions. An
effort was made to construct a single, simple, and direct question for each Recommendation that asks
whether the responding firm had adopted the Recommendation's core principle. If the Recommendation
recommen.ds that the firm do X, then the question asks whether the firm does X. The Recommendation
may offer suggestions as to how the firm might accomplish X, but the question only refers to X directly.

For example, Recommendation 2 states the following:

Employers should articulate, in all appropriate publications, policies, and procedures, the organization's
commitment to and policy of equal opportunity in employment, which should specifically prohibit
discrimination, including harassment, on the basis of sexual orientation and marital status. The policy should
include a statement that AIDS and HIV-related conditions will be treated in the same manner as any other
disability protected by law.

Because the core principle in Recommendation 2 is a written policy prohibiting discrimination, the Survey
question corresponding to this Recommendation was: "Question 2. Does your firm or corporation have a
written policy prohibiting employment discrimination against attorneys on the basis of sexual
orientation?"

For each of three Recommendations, more than one question was required, because the Recommendation
includes more than one core principle. Specifically, Recommendation 3 concerns training of employees on
sexual orientation issues. Two questions related to this Recommendation: Question 3a asks whether the
firm provides such training to attorneys, and Question 3b asks whether the firm provides such training to
non-attorney staff members. Recommendation 19 concerns parenting leave: Question 19a asks about full
leave, and Question 19b asks about part-time work opportunities. Finally, Recommendation 21 concerns
care-taking and bereavement leave. Four questions relate to this Recommendation, reflecting the four
combinations of care-taking and bereavement leave on the one hand, and domestic partners and children
as the reasons for the leave on the other hand.

In order to make the correspondence between each question and its associated Recommendation apparent,
the number of the question incorporates the number of the Recommendation. For example, Question 2
corresponds to Recommendation 2 and Questions 3a and 3b correspond to Recommendation 3. There are
twenty-eight questions relating to the twenty-three Recommendations.

Respondents were asked to respond either "Yes" or "No" to each question. For some questions, an
additional response alternative meaning "not applicable" is included. The Survey questions do not permit
the respondent merely to check "not applicable," because that would have provided no information as to
why the questions would not be applicable. Instead, where appropriate, the question includes as a response
alternative a single sentence stating what was believed to be the most likely reason for the question to be
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not applicable. For example, Question 4 asks: "Does your firm or corporation have at least one lesbian or
gay attorney sit on the hiring committee?" Response alternatives are "Yes," "No," and "Our
firm/corporation does not have a hiring committee."

In March 1995, the Survey was mailed to 339 law firms and corporate legal departments that are
Association sponsors. Accompanying the Survey was the full text of the Recommendations as a separate
document and a cover letter from Melvin Goldman, the 1995 Bar Association president.

Firms returning the Survey were asked to identify themselves solely for purposes of keeping track of which
firms responded, and they were assured that their responses would be kept strictly confidential. As each
response was received, the first page, which contained the firm's identifying information, was separated
from the rest of the Survey. The part of the Survey containing the responses to questions was marked only
with the firm's size category: small, mid-size, or large.6 Because only five mid-size firms returned Surveys,
they were analyzed together with the large firms. Accordingly, this Report refers only to "smaller" and
"larger" firms.

Sixty firms responded to the Survey within six months of the Survey's first being sent out. In order to
assess whether the responses of these sixty firms accurately reflected the policies of all Bar Association
sponsor firms, an additional effort was made to Survey a sample of the non-responding firms. This effort
will be described only briefly, because it resulted in only four additional Surveys being returned.

First, all of San Francisco's twenty largest firms, in terms of number of attorneys employed in San
Francisco, which had not yet returned the Survey were identified. In addition, a random sample of thirty
of the remaining firms was selected. These firms were then contacted by telephone by the Bar
Association's President or Executive Director, or a member of the Committee on Sexual Orientation
Issues. Although these contacts did result in a few additional Surveys being completed and returned, most
of these telephone contacts were met with responses ranging from an unfulfilled promise to return a
completed Survey to overt hostility.

The last Survey responses were received in January 1996.

RESPONDENTS
A total of sixty-four firms responded to the Survey.? This represents a response rate of 19%.
Approximately eight percent of the respondents were corporate legal departments, and the rest were law
firms.

Thirty-six respondents (56%) employ one to fifteen attorneys in San Francisco and are designated "smaller
firms" in this report. The median number of attorneys employed by these firms is four. Eleven percent of
the smaller firms are solo practitioners. Together, these smaller firms employ approximately 175 attorneys
in San Francisco and over 300 attorneys total.

Twenty-eight respondents (44%) employ more than fifteen attorneys in San Francisco and are designated
"larger firms" in this report. Approximately twenty-three percent of these firms employ more than 100
attorneys in San Francisco; approximately fifty-eight percent employ more than 100 attorneys firm-wide.
Together, these larger firms employ over 2,000 attorneys in San Francisco and over 5,000 attorneys total.

6 In the Survey, a firm was designated as "small" if it employed from one to fifteen attorneys, "mid-size" if It employed from sixteen to fifty attorneys, and
"large" if It employed fifty-one or more attorneys in San FranCISco

7 One firm returned two identical sets of survey responses, and so only one set was included in the analysis. Another firm submitted two sets of
responses, one from its San FranCISco office and the other from an office in another city Only the San Francisco office's responses were Included in
the analysis.
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There are reasons for caution in interpreting the results of this Survey, in that the results might not
accurately reflect actual attorney-employment practices in San Francisco. First, what the responding firms
say they do has not been compared with the perceptions and experiences of their attorneys. Second, only
the Bar Association's sponsor firms were surveyed. Third, only a minority of the Bar Association's sponsor
firms responded. It is not known how similar responses from the non-responding firms would be.

Nevertheless, there are also reasons to believe that these Survey responses are a good index of the
prevailing ethic of employment policies for lesbian and gay attorneys in San Francisco. First, Bar
Association sponsor firms employ approximately 4,500 attorneys in San Francisco.8 A survey of Bar
Association sponsors is therefore likely to be informative about a significant body of San Francisco's legal
employers. Second, although only a minority of the sponsor firms responded to the Survey, the firms that
chose not to respond did so despite multiple contacts from the Bar Association on the subject. Accordingly,
if the non7responding firms had strong feelings about the Recommendations-either favorable or not
they were given ample opportunity to express them. Third, the compliance rates for many of the
Recommendations can be attributed to various factors such as legal requirements mandating non
discrimination policies based on sexual orientation, the ease with which a particular Recommendation can
be implemented, or firms' perceptions of whether particular Recommendations are necessary. It is likely
that these factors affect responding and non-responding firms equally, and that the pattern of compliance
of non-responding firms would therefore mirror that of the responding firms.

RESPONSE ALTERNATIVES
This Report reproduces the twenty-three Recommendations promulgated by the Bar Association.

Answers checked, together with any comments supplied, were considered carefully in coding each
respondent's response to each question. Two members of the Committee on Sexual Orientation Issues
independently reviewed each response. Responses were classified as "Yes," "No," "Not Applicable," or
"Not Known," depending upon the answer checked and any comment provided for each question. In some
cases the response was classified differently from the response checked because a comment suggested that
a different classification would be more accurate. "Not Applicable" responses include both the checking
of the statement provided that means not applicable as well as responses including a comment that means
not applicable. "Not Known" responses include comments indicating that the person completing the
Survey did not know the answer, as well as ambiguous answers or no answer at all. Responses are tabled
in this Report for each question.

For each question a "Compliance" score has been calculated, which represents the number of firms that
have adopted the Recommendation among the responding firms for which the question was applicable.
Compliance is equal to the number of "Yes" responses divided by the total number of "Yes" and "No"
responses.

COMMENTS
For each question, a few especially interesting comments provided by responding firms are presented as
"Selected Comments."

8 In addition to the approximately 4,500 attorneys employed by Bar ASSOCiation sponsor firms, the Bar Association has approximately 4,000 other
attorney members.
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OVERALL SUMMARY OF RESPONSES
This report contains a question-by-question analysis of Survey responses. Twenty-eight questions covered
twenty-three Recommendations. When the Recommendations were promulgated they were grouped into
four subject categories. A brief summary of responses by Recommendation category is presented here,
followed by the question-by-question analysis.

General Employment Policies and Practices
The three Recommendations in this section address each firm's general commitment to equal
employment and anti-discrimination training concerning sexual orientation issues. All respondent
firms represented that they have a commitment to equal employment opportunity for gay. and lesbian
attorneys. Larger firms are more likely than smaller firms to a have written anti-discrimination policy
and to provide formal anti-discrimination training concerning sexual orientation issues.

Recruitment and Hiring
The six Recommendations in this section address each firm's recruitment efforts to make itself
accessible to gay and lesbian applicants. To the extent that the Recommendations were relevant to their
overall recruitment and hiring practices, most larger firms have adopted these Recommendations.
Smaller firms are both less likely to find the Recommendations compatible with their overall recruiting
practices and to adopt them.

Retention. Advancement. and Compensation
The eight Recommendations in this section address each firm's efforts to create an environment in
which gay, lesbian, and heterosexual attorneys are equally able to integrate their personal and
professional lives at the firm. A vast majority of firms regard lesbian and gay professional associations
as equivalent to other comparable associations and regard domestic partners as spousal equivalents for
social purposes. Recommendations concerning mentors, mutual support, newsletters, and legal issue
lunches have been adopted by about half of the firms for whom they are relevant. Nearly all firms have
a policy against bias on the basis of sexual orientation in performance evaluations, work assignments,
and grievance procedures.

Employee Benefits
The six Recommendations in this section address each firm's provision of employment benefits to gay
and lesbian attorneys and their families. With the notable exception of health benefits, a solid majority
of firms provide benefits to the households of lesbian and gay attorneys that are equivalent to the
benefits provided to the households of married attorneys.

.... page 8
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Management Commitment to
Equality and Diversity

~ Legal employers must make a commitment to the fair and equal
recruitment, hiring, retention, advancement, and compensation of gay and
lesbian employees and applicants. In order to effectively move the entire
institution toward adoption of these goals as important business and
management objectives, the managing partner/chief counsel, or a formally

'and publicly designated high-profile attorney with authority and clout,
should assume an active leadership role in the organization's efforts.

Selected Comments
"We always have been committed to equal

employment opportunity."
-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

"In the sense that we pay absolutely no attention to
such matters."

-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

"We were founded as a lesbian law collective. We have
recently hired heterosexual women for the first time.
(I suppose this is a form of equal employment!)"

-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

~ page 10
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Question

• Is your firm or corporation
committed to equal employment
opportunity (including recruitment,
hiring, retention, advancement, and
compensation) for gay and lesbian
attorneys?*

Smaller Firms

Larger Firms

Larger Smaller All Firms

All Firms

Comnliance
100 roo 100

100
25 90
~ 80
li 70
~ 60
u 50
~ 40
~ 30
~ 20

10
o

Every firm endorsed a commitment to equal
employment opportunity for gay and lesbian attorneys.
Some of the smaller firms commented that although
they are too small to have formal policies or to have
hired associates or staff, they nevertheless are "in
accord" with BASF's policies or intended to abide by
non-discrimination policies if they had an opportunity
to hire in the future. One of the larger firms specifically
noted that its non-discrimination policy applies to all
employees, regardless of job title or position. The high
rate of commitment to equal employment opportunity
may be attributable in part to the existence of
California Labor Code, section 1101.2, which prohibits
employment discrimination based on sexual
orientation.

•

*NO "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED.

-
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Anti-Discrimination and Equal Employment
Opportunity Policies

~ Employers should articulate, in all appropriate publications, policies, and
procedures, the organization's commitment to and policy of equal
opportunity in employment, which should specifically prohibit
discrimination, including harassment, on the basis of sexual orientation
and marital status. The policy should include a statement that AIDS and

, HIV-related conditions will be treated in the same manner as any other
disability protected by law.

Selected Comments
" Part of our Affirmative Action Plan."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

" Not needed."

-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "NO"

" Everyone knows there's a strong unwritten policy
against discrimination."

-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "NO"

"We are a very small, primarily lesbian office, so this
hasn't been necessary."

-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "NO"

A page 12
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Question
2

•
Does your firm or corporation
have a written policy prohibiting
employment discrimination
against attorneys on the basis
of sexual orientation? *

Smaller Firms
Not Known (3%)

Larger Firms

49

• Although written anti-discrimination policies
concerning sexual orientation are not universal, many
firms that do not have such policies do not have any
written policies concerning discrimination. Among
larger firms, where written anti-discrimination policies
are more common, 82% have a written policy that
includes sexual orientation. One of the larger firms
that did not include sexual orientation in its written
employment manual indicated an intent to revise the
manual to include it. Other larger firms without written
equal employment opportunity policies indicated their
commitment to anti-discrimination policies' including
sexual orientation. As for smaller firms, the primary
reason stated for not having a written anti
discrimination policy concerning sexual orientation
was their small size.

All Firms

Compliance
100 ...--...,.....----.----,

2l 90 h.,..-+---1----l
~ 80
'5. 70
~ 60
050
~ 40
~ 30
rf 20

10
o

Larger Smaller All Firms

b

*NO "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED.
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Training

~ Employers should conduct educational and training programs and provide
employees with written guidelines intended to educate all employees,
including non-lawyer staff, about sexual orientation issues, including HIV
related issues. Human relations workshops, either led by experienced
outside consultants or by gay and lesbian attorneys or others within the

, firm, and focused on issues affecting lesbians and gay men as well as
minorities, women and individuals with disabilities, can serve as an ideal
first step in such efforts. These workshops can result in a frank exchange
of views among employees, bringing to the attention of heterosexual
employees the everyday realities of law firm life as experienced by gay and
lesbian employees.

Selected Comments
" We showed Inside/Out for MCLE credit."

-LARGER FIRMS RESPONDING "YES"

"We had a firmwide meeting in April 1992 on diversity issues (sexual
orientation, ethnic, cultural, etc.). We have ongoing training on sexual
orientation issues as they relate to attorney recruitment."

-LARGER FIRMS RESPONDING "YES"

" Not formal, but since the managing partner is gay, I suppose they get some
kind of training."

-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "NO"

"We have no 'training' on anything other than how to practice law well."

-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "NO"

" This firm only hires liberal-minded people, but if, per chance, an employee
was discovered to be homophobic an effort would be made to educate the
employee to understand their ignorance and to shape-up or ship-out."

-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "NO

A page 14
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Question 3 a.

Question
3

• 3 a.- Does your firm or
corporation provide training for
attorneys on sexual orientation
issues? *

3 b.- Does your firm or
corporation provide training for
non-attorney staff members on
sexual orientation issues? *

Smaller Firms

(5
'''';:OS(14%)
1,'1,i

No (86%)

Larger Firms

~'"(])
Yes (54%)

__--------"S~u"'--"---"mL..!!L.!!Lm"----"--"'a"""_"___ryof Responses
• 3 a.- Larger firms are much more likely to provide

attorneys with training on sexual orientation issues
than are smaller firms. From the comments
received, it appears that most firms that address
sexual orientation issues do so in the context of
general diversity training. Of the larger firms that do
not provide sexual orientation training, three firms
indicated that they do not provide formal training, and
one firm stated its intention to include such training
later in the year. Not surprisingly, only a small
percentage of smaller firms answered yes to this
question, primarily because such firms consider
themselves too small to require diversity training of
any kind.

3 b.- Firms were somewhat less likely to provide
training to non-attorneys than to attorneys on sexual
orientation issues, apparently because firms are less
likely to provide training on diversity issues to non
attorney staff than to attorneys. Several firms noted,
however, that although they did not provide formal
training, the presence of gay or lesbian attorneys or
staff, and in one case "a beloved office partner who
died of AIDS," had helped both to educate and
sensitize employees to these issues.

*NO "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED.

All Firms

(9""
No (69%)

Compliance

100.~ 90
fij 80
"'5.70
~ 60() 50
~ 40
E 30
£ 2010

o Larger Smaller All Firms

Question 3 b.

Smaller Firms

N/ATP\1%l

NO(8~

Larger FirmsrT\39%)
(61~

All Firms
N/A(2%)(US (23%)

NO(7~

Compliance100.~ 90
fij 80
~70

~ 60() 50
~ 40
l::! 30
~ 2010

o Larger Smaller All Firms
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BASF Report on Employment Policies for Gay and Lesbian Attorneys

Representation on Hiring Committees

~ Employers should ensure that at least one lesbian or gay attorney sits on
the hiring committee. * This attorney can review resumes that are submitted
to ensure that openly lesbian and gay candidates (and those whose
resumes indicate that this may be the case) are matched with lesbian and
gay-sensitive attorneys in the course of their call-back interviews, and are
steered away from those who have consistently manifested bias based on
the sexual orientation of applicants.

Active participation of openly lesbian or gay members in the recruitment
and hiring process can often change the dynamics of the committee,
educating and sensitizing the other members, confronting and challenging
overt or subtle bias on the part of committee colleagues when necessary,
and causing the committee as a whole to be more objective and fair in its
deliberations and decisions.

Selected Comments
" I'm the hiring committee."

-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING BOTH "YES" AND "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION DOES NOT HAVE A HIRING
COMMITTEE" AND CLASSIFIED AS RESPONDING "NOT APPLICABLE"

" Because we do not inquire as to the sexual
orientation of our employees, we have not
established a mechanism to identify gay or lesbian
representation. We do, however, welcome
participation by interested and qualified gay and
lesbian attorneys."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "NO"

* If an employer Wishes to place an openly lesbian or gay attorney on its hiring committee, It can send a memo to all attorneys Indicating its desire to
place such a person on the committee and asking that anyone interested in this role contact the person in charge of hiring. The employer can then
make its selection from among the volunteers

~ page 16
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Not Known (11 %)

Question
4

•
Does your firm or corporation have
at least one lesbian or gay attorney
sit on the hiring committee? *

Smaller Firms

Larger Firms

79

• Among the firms with a hiring committee, a solid
majority declared that they did have at least one gay
or lesbian attorney on the committee. Favorable
responses to this question capture only whether the
committee currently includes a gay or lesbian
member. Thus, one larger firm noted: "Although this is
true at present, there is no policy requiring it. Hence, it
may not always be the case." Of the firms with hiring
committees that answered no to this question, all
indicated their commitment to have diverse
representation on their committees.

All Firms
Not Known (5%)

Compliance
100 100r--"'l_--'
~90 oI---+
.~ 80 ~1---1
0.70
~ 60
() 50
~40
~ 30
ct 20

10
o

Larger Smaller All Firms

* "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED: "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION DOES NOT HAVE A HIRING COMMITTEE."
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BASF Report on Employment Policies for Gay and Lesbian Attorneys

Recruitment Letters

~ Employers should ensure that recruitment letters are sent to law school
lesbian and gay student organizations. These letters should convey the
employer's commitment to workforce diversity, including assurances that
an applicant's sexual orientation, or openness about his or her sexual
,orientation, will not adversely affect the employment prospects of that
individual.

Selected Comments
"When sending distributions to student interest

groups, we include the gay, lesbian, and bisexual
organizations on campus in such mailings."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

"We do send notices of openings to gay and lesbian
bar associations."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "NO"

.... page 18
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Question
5

• Does your firm or corporation send
recruitment letters to lesbian and
gay student organizations? *

Smaller Firms

Larger Firms

Larger Smaller All Firms

• Most firms do not send recruitment letters to lesbian
and gay student organizations simply because they do
not target any student organizations. Among the
larger firms that do send recruitment letters, the vast
majority do include lesbian and gay student
organizations in their recruitment efforts. One of the
two larger firms that did not send letters to lesbian and
gay student organizations did note, however, that it
sends notices of available positions to gay and lesbian
bar associations. None of the four smaller firms who
send recruitment letters to student organizations do so
to lesbian and gay student organizations.

All Firms
.. ...•...,

. '.

Compliance
100 r---......--,--...,

2l 90 He---+--t---1
~ 80
"5. 70
§ 60
050
~ 40
~ 30
~ 20

10
o

* "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED: "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION DOES NOT SEND RECRUITMENT LEITERS
TO ANY STUDENT ORGANIZATION."
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BASF Report on Employment Policies for Gay and Lesbian Attorneys

Gay-Sensitive Contacts

~ Employers should identify and publicize the names of lesbian and gay
sensitive contacts (ideally, at least one male and one female) within the
organization whom applicants can contact with questions that they might
not feel comfortable raising during an interview. These individuals can be
identified in recruitment literature sent to lesbian and gay law student
'organizations, or in more generic materials sent to placement offices. If
there are currently no openly gay or lesbian attorneys in the organization,
a heterosexual attorney who is sensitive to lesbian and gay issues should
serve as the contact. This person must be fully briefed on the employer's
policies concerning gay and lesbian issues, understanding the applicants
must be given the option of having these discussions kept confidential.

Selected Comments
" One of our partners has been contacted by a

potential employee, because of a listing in the BALlF*
directory. (One such candidate is now an attorney
with our firm.)"

-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "NO"

"We do nothing like this for any group of any sort."
-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "NO"

* Bay Area Lawyers for Individual Freedom .

... page 20
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Question
6

• Does your firm or corporation
identify a lesbian-and/or gay
sensitive contact for attorney
applicants? *

Smaller Firms
Yes (6%)

Larger Firms

,.. 54

1=co..

• A slight majority of larger firms identify a lesbian
and/or gay-sensitive contact for attorney applicants,
but only a small minority of smaller firms do. One
larger firm that does not provide such contacts noted
"privacy considerations" as its reason. Among the
smaller firms, the primary reason stated for not doing
so was that they do not recruit.

All Firms

Compliance
100
~ 90
~ 80
'5. 70
~ 60
u 50
~ 40
~ 30
~ 20

10
o

Larger Smaller All Firms

*NO "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED.
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BASF Report on Employment Policies for Gay and Lesbian Attorneys

Firm Resumes

~ Firm resumes and brochures that include reference to pro bono activities
should include lesbian or gay-related pro bono services performed by
members of the firm, such as service on the AIDS Legal Referral Panel.
Similarly, service on the boards of lesbian, gay or HIV-related community
organizations should be highlighted along with the firm's other community
service activities.

Selected Comments
" If ALRP* counts."

-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

"We do much pro bono work for gay-related
organizations, but we do not identify clients in our
resume."

-LARGER FIRM NOT CHECKING RESPONSE, BUT CLASSIFIED AS RESPONDING "NO"

* AIDS Legal Referral Panel.

A page 22
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4

Question
7

• Does your firm or corporation's
resume refer to lesbian- and/or
gay-related pro bono services? *

Smaller Firms

Larger Firms
N/A(32%)

No (21%)

• Slightly fewer than half of the firms responded that
they had firm resumes with pro bono services
identified, and among these, a solid majority
responded that they included lesbian- and/or gay
related services. A number of firms noted that they
include their support of the AIDS Legal Referral Panel.

All Firms

Compliance
100 .,---r----r---,
~ 90 ~--+---+---1
ffi 80 ~--+-==--+~--1
~70 70 69

§ 60
050
55 40
~ 30
~ 20

10
o

Larger Smaller All Firms

* "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED: "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION'S RESUME DOES NOT REFER TO ANY PRO BONO
SERVICES."
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BASF Report on Employment Policies for Gay and Lesbian Attorneys

Specialized Training for All Interviewers

~ Training for interviewers should include identification both of inappropriate
areas of inquiry, such as the candidate's sexual orientation (unless
volunteered), marital or relationship status or family plans. It should also
emphasize exploring appropriate areas of inquiry, such as lesbian and gay
oriented activities or employment listed on the resume. It is important to
note that this is a sensitive area. Therefore, questions should be restricted
to activities and employment experiences that are disclosed, unless an
applicant volunteers information about his or her private life.

Selected Comments
"We show the Inside/Out video at least twice a year."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

"Our interviewers know that sexual orientation is
irrelevant to hiring and employment issues."

-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "NO"

"We do not 'train' interviewers on anything."
-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "NO"

"Interviewers are liberal-minded people."
-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "NO"

... page 24
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Yes (75%)

Question
8

• Does your firm or corporation train
employment interviewers on the
appropriate handling of sexual
orientation issues? *

Smaller Firms
N/A (14%)

Larger Firms

49.....-

r- ~

1=
l-

I"'""- ~

~ I---- '--

• Larger firms are more likely than smaller firms to
provide interviewer training on sexual orientation
issues. A majority of larger firms provide some type of
training ranging from informal discussions to more
formal presentations, including screenings of the
video INSIDE/OUT A Portrait of Lesbian & Gay
Lawyers. Most smaller firms do not provide interviewer
training on sexual orientation issues. Some of the
firms that do not provide this training commented that
they do not provide interviewer training on any
subject. Among those firms that do not train
interviewers, a few firms commented that their
interviewers were "liberal minded people" or knew how
to handle sexual orientation issues.

*NO "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED.

All Firms
N/A (8%)

Com pliance
100

2390
§ 80
"3.-70
§ 60
050
~ 40
~ 30
rf 20

10
o

Larger Smaller All Firms
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BASF Report on Employment Policies for Gay and Lesbian Attorneys

Welcome Packets

~ If a "Welcome Packet" is given to new employees or summer associates,
the packet should include the firm's policy of non-discrimination on the
basis, inter alia, of sexual orientation, marital status or HIV-status. It may
also identify gay and lesbian contacts within the firm. Community
resources should include those oriented toward the gay and lesbian
'communities. If a summer associate or new employee has clearly
identified herself or himself as lesbian or gay, a publication such as the
B.A.R., the Sentinel, and/or the Bay Times can be included in the packet.
If professional associations are listed, lesbian and gay organizations such
as BALIF and the Bar Association's Committee on Lesbian and Gay Issues
should be included. Calendars of local events should contain the
Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Parade, the San Francisco International
Lesbian & Gay Film Festival, and the AIDS Walk.

Selected Comments
" Included in our orientation materials is the firm's policy on discrimination

on the basis of sexual orientation."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

" To the same extent it would be of interest to all attorneys."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

"We provide new attorneys and summer associates with various firm-related
materials (although we would not label them a 'welcome packet'), but we
believe it would be inappropriate to target materials to gay or lesbian
attorneys, summer clerks, or staff. We do ensure that each new attorney
has a mentor (two mentors for summer clerks) to ensure that he or she is
properly integrated into the firm. Also, an Orientation Session, consisting
of two to three meetings, is provided to new associates as a group in the
fall to achieve this goaL"

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION DOES NOT PROVIDE
NEW ATTORNEYS OR SUMMER ASSOCIATES WITH WELCOME PACKETS."

.... page 26
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Question
9

• Do your firm or corporation's
welcome packets for new attorneys
and summer associates include
information of particular interest to
lesbians and gay men? *

Smaller Firms

Larger Firms

• Nearly half of the larger firms and almost all of the
smaller firms do not provide welcome packets. Among
the larger firms that provide welcome packets,
approximately half reported that they included
information of interest to gay and lesbian attorneys.
Some firms indicated that they satisfied this
recommendation because they included copies of
their anti-discrimination policy.

All Firms
Yes (14%)

No (16%)

Com pliance
100 r---,----r-----,
~ 90 f---+---+---I
aJ 80 f---_+_--+----I
'B.. 70 f---_+_--+----I
~ 60 ~~-+---+----I
050
~ 40
~ 30
~ 20

10 0
o

Larger Smaller All Firms

* "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED: "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION DOES NOT PROVIDE NEW ATTORNEYS OR SUMMER
ASSOCIATES WITH WELCOME PACKETS."
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BASF Report on Employment Policies for Gay and Lesbian Attorneys

Mentoring Program

~ Employers should provide their attorneys with formal support structures,
such as a mentoring program. The importance of the assignment of an
advisor or a mentor cannot be overemphasized. This is especially the case
for gay men and lesbians, women, minorities, and individuals with
disabilities, who have traditionally been excluded from the informal

'networking process existing in the workplace. The mentor can serve as a
resource in numerous ways: as a teacher of the law and lawyering; as a
source of business opportunities and career-enhancing work assignments;
as a source of feedback and publicity for the newer lawyer's
accomplishments; as a bridge/link for connecting to the organization; as a
troubleshooter; as a career counselor; as a source of collegiality and
friendship; and, as an advocate for the newer lawyer's advancement and
promotion.

The mentor should be a partner or comparable-level supervising attorney,
who mayor may not be in a direct line supervisory relationship with the
new lawyer. It is important that the mentor have the necessary position and
authority, and the commitment, ability, and sensitivity, to fulfill the role
effectively.

Selected Comments
" For almost twenty years, we have recognized the importance of a

mentoring program to the development and success of all new attorneys
and have made a strong commitment to our program. Our firm has had a
formal mentoring program for aU associates for the last eight years, the
functions of which are now part of the duties of our Diversity and
Associate Mentoring Committee."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

" We don't have mentors-It's sink or swim."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "NO"



BASF Report on Employment Policies for Gay and Lesbian Attorneys

Question
10

• Does your firm or corporation
provide all associates with in-house
mentors? *

Smaller Firms

No (33%)

Larger Firms
N/A (7%)

I-- - -
I-- - -
I-- - -
I-- - -
""-- "-- -

• Of the firms that employ associates, fewer
than half have formal mentoring programs.
Other firms noted that they have informal
mentoring or provide mentor programs in
specific departments.

All Firms

No (42%)

Com pliance
100
~ 90
~ 80
'"6..70
~ 60
u 50

~ 40
E 30
~ 20

10
o

Larger Smaller All Firms

* "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED: "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION DOES NOT EMPLOY ASSOCIATES."
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BASF Report on Employment Policies for Gay and Lesbian Attorneys

Non-Discrimination in Performance Evaluations,
Work Assignment, and Grievance Procedures

~ An employer's anti-discrimination policy with regard to sexual orientation is
given life through its application to existing personnel. Employers should
promote fairness and objectivity in performance reviews by making special
efforts to identify and overcome subtle bias in the evaluation of gay and lesbian
employees. Similarly, presumed or actual client preference should play no role
in the assignment of work to gay and lesbian lawyers, just as racist or sexist
client biases are not honored. If an employer exhibits confidence in an
employee, the client is likely to do the same. Finally, to ensure that homophobic
hostility can be remedied when it arises, an employer should provide employees
with a neutral mechanism, independent of an immediate supervisor, for
discussion of perceived bias. This could take the form of a general
announcement of the ability to raise diversity-related concerns to line
management, mentors, or a designated representative or committee, or by the
employer's use of independent evaluators-separate from those actually
providing the substantive evaluation-who invite response from the employee
and are in a position to probe and challenge evaluators as to their conclusions.

The difficult question may arise as to whether a partner/supervising
attorney/mentor should initiate a discussion with an openly gay or lesbian lawyer
concerning issues relating to sexual orientation if the employee has not first
raised them. Although some lawyers may regard this as intrusive, there are
many others who would prefer greater management recognition of and
sensitivity to their concerns, but who do not wish to be perceived as malcontents
with an "attitude problem."

If a manager does decide to inquire about the comfort level of an openly gay or
lesbian employees in the work environment, it should be done privately on an
individual basis. One opening might be, "We realize that there are only a few
openly gay or lesbian lawyers here and we recognize the issues that may be
posed by this. If there are any concerns you have in that regard that you would
like to discuss, please feel free to discuss them with me or [other designee]."

Selected Comments
" Successful."

-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

" In the sense that we have no bias on any subject; we have not set down in
a meeting and made a list of things against which we have no bias."

-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"
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Question
I I

• Does your firm or corporation have
a policy against bias on the basis
of sexual orientation in
performance evaluations, work
assignments, and grievance
procedures? *

Smaller Firms

Yes (89%)

Larger Firms

• The vast majority of all firms reported having a policy
against bias in these areas. In contrast, as required by
California Labor Code, section 1101.2, all firms
reported a "commitment" to equal employment
opportunity for gay and lesbian attorneys. (See
Question 1.) Firms responding "No" to this question
commented that they do not have a specific policy
addressing these areas.

*NO "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED.

Yes (93%)

All Firms
No (9%)

Yes (91%)

Compliance
100 ~"""-"'T"""::'::::--""T"""I'I"'l""""-'
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~ 40
~ 30
~ 20
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o

Larger Smaller All Firms
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Social Function Policy-
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Employers should establish a policy, communicated in personnel
manuals and orientation meetings, stating that invitations to
office functions or other employer-sponsored events should use
neutral designations such as "guest" rather than "spouse."

Selected Comments
" Absolutely."

-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

" Firm does not have social events."
-SMALLER FIRM NOT CHECKING RESPONSE, CLASSIFIED AS RESPONDING "NOT APPLICABLE"

~ page 32
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'f
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Question
12

• Does your firm or corporation
extend social invitations to "guests"
rather than "spouses"? *

Smaller Firms
N/A (25%)

No (3%)

Larger Firms

• Almost all of the firms that extend
social invitations use the term "guests"
or its equivalent, rather than the term
"spouses."

Yes (96%)

All Firms
N/A (16%)

Com pliance
100 1OO----,,...we._...,
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Larger Smaller All Firms
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"Spouse" Lists-
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~ Employers should list the domestic partners of lesbian and gay employees
who so desire in the same manner that the spouses of heterosexual
employees are listed, for example in "spouse" lists or "face books"
distributed either in-house or to applicants and clients.

Selected Comments
"We would if I could get a boyfriend."

-LARGER FIRM NOT CHECKING RESPONSE, BUT CLASSIFIED AS RESPONDING "YES"

"Upon request."
-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

"The matter has not arisen."
-SMALLER FIRM NOT CHECKING RESPONSE

... page 34
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Question
13

• Does your firm or corporation list
the domestic partners of lesbian
and gay attorneys in the same
manner as spouses of heterosexual
attorneys? *

8m aller Firms

N/A (78%)

Larger Firms

• Every firm that maintains a list of attorneys' spouses
reports that it will include domestic partners in the list.
Larger firms are more likely than smaller firms to
maintain such lists. Several comments suggest that
employees may have to request that their domestic
partners be listed while spouses are listed as a matter
of course.

All Firms

Com gliance
100 100 100 100

23 90
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rf 20
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Larger Smaller All Firms

* "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED: "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION DOES NOT IDENTIFY THE SPOUSES OF
HETEROSEXUAL ATTORNEYS IN ANY WAY."
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Professional Associations-
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~ Employers should pay employees' membership dues to lesbian and gay
professional associations, such as BALlF, on the same basis as the
employer pays for memberships in other professional associations.
Employees' activities in lesbian and gay professional associations should
be supported on the same basis as activities in other professional
associations, such as table sponsorship at annual dinners and fundraising
events.

•

Selected Comments
"The firm pays for any two bar memberships at the

choice of the attorney."
-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

"Firm policy states the firm pays for state bar dues
and sections only."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "NO"

"The issue has never arisen."

-LARGER FIRM NOT CHECKING RESPONSE, CLASSIFIED AS RESPONDING "NOT APPLICABLE"

... page 36
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Question
14

• Does your firm or corporation pay
membership dues for lesbian and
gay professional associations on
the same basis as other
professional associations? *

Smaller Firms
Not Known (3%)

N/A (31%)

Larger Firms

• A clear majority of both larger and smaller firms
reported that they do payor would be willing to pay
membership dues for lesbian and gay professional
associations on the same basis as other professional
associations. Some firms indicated either that the
issue of paying dues for gay and lesbian professional
associations had never arisen or that they have a
policy of paying dues only for a select group of
professional associations.

All Firms
Not Known (5%)

Compliance
100
~ 90
~ 80
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Larger Smaller All Firms

I * "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED: "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION DOES NOT PAY MEMBERSHIP DUES FOR ANY
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS."
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Internal Newsletters-
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~ If the employer has an internal newsletter, it should periodically include
items of particular interest to lesbian and gay employees. Internal
newsletters may also be used to help educate heterosexual employees
about issues affecting lesbians and gay men. Additionally, newsletters

, should report the achievements of those who work within the lesbian and
gay community.

Selected Comments
"I.e., AIDS walks, gay and lesbian picnics, or brown

bag lunches."
-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

" Our newsletter does not attempt to identify items as
being of 'particular interest' to any group or sub
group."

-LARGER FIRM NOT CHECKING RESPONSE, BUT CLASSIFIED AS RESPONDING "NO"

L

~ page 38
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Question
15

• Does your firm or corporation's
internal newsletter periodically
include items of particular interest
to lesbian and gay employees? *

Smaller Firms

N/A(100%)

Larger Firms

• Three quarters of the larger firms but none of the
smaller firms have internal newsletters. Of the firms
with newsletters, a large majority reported that they
periodically include items of particular interest to
lesbian and gay employees.

Yes (61 %)

All Firms
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Compliance
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Larger Smaller All Firms

* "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED: "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION DOES NOT HAVE AN INTERNAL* NEWSLETTER."
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Informal Exchanges-
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~ Employers should foster opportunities for gay and lesbian attorneys to
support each other in the work environment. For instance, an employer
may sponsor a periodic luncheon, dinner, or other appropriate social event
for lesbian and gay employees. Events should also be sponsored for

, lesbian and gay employees that include heterosexual employees, to build
mutual understanding and respect.

Selected Comments
" I'm the only one!"

-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "NO"

" This corporation does not seek to identify the sexual orientation of its
employees. Employees, including attorneys, may associate with each other
as they see fit."

-LARGER FIRM NOT CHECKING RESPONSE, CLASSIFIED AS RESPONDING "NO"

" Too small to be relevant. Frankly the biggest problem has been closeted
associates who are afraid of guilt by association."

-LARGER FIRM NOT CHECKING RESPONSE, CLASSIFIED AS RESPONDING "NOT APPLICABLE"

" I do not understand the question. Nor would I if any other adjective were
substituted."

-SMALLER FIRM NOT CHECKING RESPONSE, CLASSIFIED AS RESPONDING "NOT KNOWN"
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Question
16

• Does your firm or corporation foster
opportunities for lesbian and gay
attorneys to support each other in
the work environment? *

Smaller Firms
Not Known (11 %)

No (14%)

Larger Firms
Not Known (7%)

!

i

l

• Slightly more than half of the larger firms and slightly
fewer than half of the smaller firms reported that they
did foster opportunities for lesbian and gay attorneys
to support each other in the work environment. Other
firms commented that either the question was not
applicable or that they had no formal mechanism for
offering these opportunities. One corporate legal
department noted that the company has a support
group for gay and lesbian employees.

'NO "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED.

All Firms
Not Known (9%)

Compliance
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Lunch Programs-
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~ Employers who sponsor regular firm lunches focusing on legal issues of
interest to their attorneys should include programs on lesbian and gay
legal issues, pro bono opportunities with local lesbian and gay rights
groups, or the work of local lesbian and gay professional associations. The
employer may contact such organizations as BALlF, the National Center

, for Lesbian Rights, the AIDS Legal Referral Panel, Lambda Legal Defense
and Education Fund, the Committee on Lesbian and Gay Issues of the Bar
Association of San Francisco, or the Gay Rights Chapter of the ACLU of
Northern California to provide guest speakers for such programs.

Selected Comments
" The firm has periodically sponsored lunches on

matters involving diversity and equal employment
opportunity issues, including gay and lesbian
issues."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

"Not as a specific group."
-LARGER FIRM NOT CHECKING RESPONSE, CLASSIFIED AS RESPONDING "NO"

L
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Question
17

• Do your firm or corporation's legal
issue lunches periodically address
issues of particular interest to
lesbian and gay attorneys? *

Smaller Firms

Larger Firms
N/A (43%)

No (25%)

60

• Approximately half of the larger firms, but only four of
the smaller firms, sponsor legal-issue lunches. A
majority of the firms that sponsor such lunches report
that they include topics of particular interest to lesbian
and gay attorneys. However, two of these firms
commented that their lunches were of interest to
lesbian and gay attorneys "as people" and "to the
same extent that issues are of interest to all
attorneys."

All Firms

Compliance
100 ,.--..,....---y----,
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* "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED: "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION DOES NOT HAVE LEGAL-ISSUE LUNCHES,"
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Health Benefits

~ Employers should offer health benefits to the domestic partners of lesbian
and gay employees, to the extent possible under the federal tax law rules,
on the same terms that they are available to the spouses of heterosexual
employees: Children of lesbian and gay couples should also be eligible for
coverage on the same basis as the biological children, adopted children

, and stepchildren of married employees. See the appended Resources list
for further information on domestic partner health benefits.

Selected Comments
" For support staff."

-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

" We are presently looking at adding this provision."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "NO"

" We offer a financial subsidy to gay and lesbian couples equivalent to what
traditional coverage for a dependent would be (net). This is offered to all
employees who are gay or lesbian."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION DOES NOT
OFFER ANY HEALTH BENEFITS TO OUR ATTORNEYS' SPOUSES."

* Employers should seek the admiSSion of domestic partners to a covered group, with the cost of coverage to be paid on an after-tax basis. If an
employer is unable to obtain such coverage, it can pay the premium for outside Individual insurance for domestic partners, though thiS usually costs
more, covers less and excludes more pre-existing conditions. Since the value of this benefit IS not a non-taxable employee benefit under ERISA, and,
therefore, taxable Income to the employee, the employer should additionally pay the employee a dollar amount equal, after taxes, to the income tax
liability for the benefit. Employers are advised to seek the advice of tax counsel in promulgating their policies In this area.
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Question
18

• Does your firm or corporation offer
health benefits to the domestic
partners of lesbian and gay
attorneys, to the extent legally
allowable, on the same terms as
are offered to the spouses of
heterosexual attorneys? *

8m aller Firms

Larger Firms
Not Known (3%)

• Most larger firms offer benefits to spouses, but
exclude domestic partners of lesbian and gay
attorneys. Most smaller firms simply do not offer
health benefits to any of their employees' spouses or
domestic partners. Among those smaller firms that
offer spousal benefits, most include domestic
partners. Overall, about a quarter of the firms currently
offer health benefits to domestic partners. Some firms
allow domestic partners to participate in something
other than full health coverage, such as a dental plan
or an employee assistance program. Several firms
noted that they are considering the addition of
domestic partner benefits.

All Firms

f-- -
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Compliance
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Larger Smaller All Firms

* "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED: "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION DOES NOT OFFER ANY HEALTH BENEFITS TO OUR
ATTORNEY'S SPOUSES."
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Parenting Leave

~ Employers should ensure that all parenting leave policies and part-time
policies accommodating parenting are gender-neutral and are not
dependent on the biological relationship between the parent and the child:
This will ensure that the families of lesbian and gay employees, which may

, include children legally adopted only by the employee's partner, including
those where a primary caregiver is not the biological parent, are treated in
the same manner as are the families of heterosexual employees.

Selected Comments
" Codified policy specifically applies to women. Neutral as to sexual
orientation. Leave for men is case by case."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

" Our corporation offers parenting leave for foster care and adoption. We
fully comply with FMLA."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

" May be considered on a case by case basis."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "NO"

" Part-time schedules are discreti'onary. The decision is based on the
feasibility of a part-time schedule in individual circumstances without
regard to sexual orientation."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

" We have allowed it in the past but are unlikely to do so in the future."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "OUR FIRM/CORPORATiON DOES NOT ALLOW ATTORNEYS
TO WORK PART-TIMETO ACCOMMODATE PARENTING"

* The children of lesbians and gay men may be adopted, foster children, the product of donor insemination, or the children of an earlier marriage of
one of the parents it may be that neither parent has a biological relationship to the Child, or that a parent without a biological tie is taking pnmary
caretaking responsibility for the child.
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Question 19 b.

Larger Firms

All Firms

Smaller Firms

100c.om~Joiance
~ 90
ijj 80
"0-.70
~ 60
°50
C 40
~ 30
~ 2010

o Larger Smaller All Firms

Not Known (9%)

N/A(28~

NO(2~61%)

""lJ"~'
N/A(42%)

Larger Firms

Question 19 a.

100.989 89~ 90
[ij 80
"5.70
§ 60
°50

~ig
~ 2010

a larger Smaller AU Firms

Smaller Firms

All Firms

Compliance

NOtK~(44%)

N/A(39~
No (6%)

Not Known (8%)

N/A(22~'

No (8%)
Yes (62%)

Not Known (3%)

"""e)
Yes (86%)

19 a.-Do your firm or
corporation's parenting leave
policies apply to lesbian and gay
attorneys, regardless of the
biological relationship between
attorney and child? *

19 b.-Do your firm or corporation's
policies allow attorneys to work
part-time to accommodate
parenting apply to lesbian and gay
attorneys, regardless of the
biological relationship between
attorney and child? **

•
19
Question

BASF Report on Employment Policies for Gay and Lesbian Attorneys

19 a.-The vast majority of firms that offer parental
leave include lesbian and gay attorneys in their
policies without regard to the attorney's biological
relationship to the child. Smaller firms are less likely to
provide any parenting leave. Comments suggest that
most firms' parental leave policies do not expressly
address this issue.

19 b.-Nearly all firms that permit attorneys to work
part-time to accommodate parenting reported that
they include lesbian and gay attorneys in such policies
without regard to an attorney's biological relationship
to the child. Comments suggest that most firms'
policies provide for discretionary, case-by-case
decisions on requests to work part-time.

•

* "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED: "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION DOES NOT PROVIDE PARENTING LEAVE."

** "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED: "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION DOES NOT ALLOW ATTORNEYS TO WORK PART-TIME
TO ACCOMMODATE PARENTING."
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o Child Care
N

Zo ~ Where child care is provided to employees, it should be made available to
_ employees' non-biological children.
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Selected Comments
" We subsidize emergency childcare through a

consortium."
-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"
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Question
20

•
Does your firm or corporation
provide childcare for attorneys'
children, regardless of the
biological relationship between
attorney and child? *

8m aller Firms
Not Known (3%)

N/A (97%)

Larger Firms
Yes (14%)

N/A (82%)

80 80,--
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• Only five firms, all of them larger firms, provide child
care. Four of those firms responded that it is available
to their attorneys' children regardless of biological
relationship.

All Firms
Not Known (2%)

Compliance
100

2190
§ 80
-5.70
~ 60
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~ 40
~ 30
~ 20

10
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Larger Smaller All Firms

* "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED: "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION DOES NOT PROVIDE CHILDCARE."
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BASF Report on Employment Policies for Gay and Lesbian Attorneys

Care-Taking Policies and Bereavement Leave

~ Caretaking leave policies should allow leave time to be taken for the care
of domestic partners and non-biological children. Employers should also
provide leave time for the death of a domestic partner or immediate relative
of such a partner on the same terms that they provide leave time for the
death of a spouse or immediate relative of a spouse.

Selected Comments
" The company does not provide caretaking leave for unmarried partners

regardless of sexual orientation."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "NO" TO QUESTION 21 A

" Issue has never arisen."

-LARGER FIRM NOT CHECKING RESPONSE TO QUESTION 21A

" Caretaking leave is available for biological or legally adopted children."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "YES" TO QUESTION 21 B

" If situation arose, yes it would."

-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "YES" TO QUESTION 21 C

" Not codified in policy, but requests considered on a case by case basis."

-LARGER FIRM NOT CHECKING RESPONSE TO QUESTION 21 C,
CLASSIFIED AS RESPONDING "NOT KNOWN"

NotKn~own(14%) Ves (33%) No~:n~:~~)(l1%)

No (21 0

Yes (64%)
N/A(53%)
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Question

•
21a.-Oo your firm or corporation's caretaking leave policies apply to
lesbian and gay attorneys taking leave to care for their domestic
partners just as they do to heterosexual attorneys taking leave to care
for their spouses? *

21b.-Oo your firm or corporation's caretaking leave policies apply to
lesbian and gay attorneys taking leave to care for their children,
regardless of the biological relationship between attorney and child? *

21c.-Oo your firm or corporation's bereavement policies apply to
lesbian and gay attorneys taking leave to mourn their domestic
partners just as they do to heterosexual attorneys taking leave to
mourn their spouses? **

21d.-Oo your firm or corporation's bereavement policies apply to
lesbian and gay attorneys taking leave to mourn their children,
regardless of the biological relationship between attorney and child?**

Question 21 d.

Compliance

100.

~ 90
ffi 80
~70

~ 60
() 50
]3 40
~ 30
~20

10

o Larger Smaller All Firms

All Firms

Smaller Firms

Not Known (6%)

NIA(28~ (62%)

NO(3'~

Larger Firms
N/A(7%)

No (4%(1\

~9%)

NotKn~(42%)

NIA(44~%)

Question 21 c.

Larger Firms

Smaller Firms

All Firms

Compliance

100.
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~80
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E 60
8 50

~ ~~
~ 20

10

o Larger Smaller All Firms

Not Known (11%)

IJ"~'
NIA (44%) No (3%)

Not Known (11%)

NIA(7%~
No (7%)

Yes (75%)

Not Knfjown(11%) Yes (56%)

NIA (28%)

No (5%)Summary of Res onses

A minority of the smaller firms provide caretaking and
bereavement leave. Of these firms, nearly all reported that
they provide equivalent leave to their gay and lesbian
attorneys.

A vast majority of larger firms provide caretaking and
bereavement leave for their attorneys' spouses and children.
Of these firms, a substantial majority reported that they
provide such leave to their gay and lesbian attorneys for their
domestic partners and their children, regardless of biological
relationship. Compliance was lowest with respect to provision
of caretaking leave for lesbian and gay domestic partners.
Interestingly, two firms with opposite responses both cited
their "compliance with the Family and Medical Leave Act."

•

21

Question 21 b. Smaller Firms
Not Known (14%)

t;)'"~'
NIA(53%)

Larger Firms
Not Known (4%)

""~~
Yes (89%)

All Firms

Not KnOfJwn(9%) Yes (58%)

Not Known (2%) :

100c.om~JJance
890
lij 80
0..70
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() 50
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~ 20

10

o Larger Smaller All Firms

* "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED: "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION DOES NOT PROVIDE CARETAKING LEAVE."

** "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED: "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION DOES NOT PROVIDE BEREAVEMENT LEAVE."
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Relocation Benefits

~ Employers should reimburse new employees for the cost of relocating the
employee's domestic partner to the Bay Area from other parts of the
country on the same terms as are expenses of an employee's spouse. One
nondiscriminatory approach used by a growing number of legal employers,
is to distribute to all employees who relocate a lump sum for relocation,
with no restriction as to whom the allowance may be applied.

Selected Comments
" Our firm does not have any formal policy regarding payment of relocation

expenses for attorneys and their spouses or domestic partners. The matter
is handled on an ad hoc basis. However, the same principles would be
applied to the domestic partners of gay and lesbian attorneys as to the
spouses and domestic partners of heterosexual attorneys."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "YES"

"We do not pay any benefit to non-married partners."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "NO"

" Our firm does not pay relocation expenses for anyone."

-SMALLER FIRM RESPONDING "NO:' BUT CLASSIFIED AS RESPONDING "NOT APPLICABLE"

=
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Question
22

• Does your firm or corporation pay
relocation expenses for lesbian and
gay attorneys' domestic partners on
the same terms as it pays
relocation expenses for
heterosexual attorneys' spouses? *

Smaller Firms
Not Known (6%) No (3%)

N/A (92%)

Larger Firms
Not Known (7%)

N/A (29%)

• Most larger firms pay relocation expenses for
spouses, and a solid majority of these firms extend
these benefits to the domestic partners of gay and
lesbian attorneys. Smaller firms do not pay for the
relocation of either spouses or domestic partners.

All Firms
Not Known (6%)

No (9%)
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Larger Smaller All Firms

* "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED: "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION DOES NOT PAY RELOCATION EXPENSES FOR OUR
ATIORNEYS' SPOUSES,"
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BASF Report on Employment Policies for Gay and Lesbian Attorneys

Employee Assistance Programs

~ If the employer has an Employee Assistance Program through which
various benefits are made available to employees and their families,
including drug and alcohol counseling or crisis counseling such as that
provided by many employers in the wake of the 1989 earthquake, the

, definition of "family" for such benefits should include domestic partners and
non-biological children.

Selected Comments
"While EAP is generally available only to employees

and their 'dependents,' occasionally it has been made
available to other members of the household."

-LARGER FIRM RESPONDING "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION DOES NOT
PROVIDE EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS TO OUR ATTORNEYS."
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Question
23

• Does your firm or corporation
extend Employee Assistance
Programs to lesbian and gay
attorneys and their households on
the same basis as heterosexual
attorneys and their households? *

Smaller Firms
Not Known (8%) Yes (3%)

N/A (89%)

Larger Firms

• Most of the larger firms reported that they provide
Employee Assistance Programs to their attorneys, and
the vast majority of these firms include gay and
lesbian households. Smaller firms do not provide
these services at all.

All Firms
Not Known (5%)

-

Compliance
100
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* "NOT APPLICABLE" RESPONSE ALTERNATIVE PROVIDED: "OUR FIRM/CORPORATION DOES NOT PROVIDE EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE
PROGRAMS TO OUR ATTORNEYS."
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CONCLUSIONS

The prevailing ethic among San Francisco legal employers is to provide lesbian and gay attorneys with
professional equality. Indeed, every firm completing this Survey espoused a commitment "to equal
employment opportunity (including recruitment, hiring, retention, advancement, and compensation) for
gay and lesbian attorneys."

Universal commitment to equal employment opportunity is not surprising now that the California Labor
Code prohibits employment discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. But firms appeared willing
to foster equality in ways that the law may not require. For example, all firms that maintain "spouse lists"
of their attorneys' spouses reported that they will include domestic partners of lesbian and gay attorneys.
Also, all firms but one that extend social invitations to attorneys' spouses reported that the invitations are
addressed t~ "guests" rather than "spouses."

By no means have all of the Bar Association of San Francisco's Recommendations for eliminating sexual
orientation discrimination been universally adopted. Of course, surveyed firms ranged in size from sole
practitioners to San Francisco's largest attorney-employers, so not all Recommendations were applicable
to every firm's practice. But even among the Recommendations that firms identified as applicable to them,
there was substantial variability in the number of firms reporting compliance with each Recommendation.
For example, although all responding firms will list a domestic partner in its spouse list, most firms do not
provide health benefits for that same partner.

Perhaps the most useful single index of how many firms have adopted each Recommendation is a
"compliance rate," which expresses the percentage of firms adopting the Recommendation among those
firms that identified the Recommendation as applicable to their size and practice. The compliance rates
themselves, however, should be interpreted with caution, because it is not known how representative the
firms responding to this Survey are of all legal employers in San Francisco. Nevertheless, a very high
compliance rate may be interpreted as the incorporation of the Recommendation into a prevailing ethic for
employing attorneys in San Francisco. Moreover, even if the firms responding to this Survey are not
representative of all San Francisco legal employers in all respects, they nevertheless are likely to provide
valuable general information about the employment of attorneys in San Francisco. The extent to which
firms not responding to this Survey have adopted the Recommendations may be different from the extent
to which responding firms have, but it is likely that Recommendations most widely adopted by responding
firms have been most widely adopted by non-responding firms, and Recommendations least widely
adopted by responding firms also are least widely adopted by non-responding firms. In other words, even
if the absolute compliance rates of responding firms are not strictly representative of all San Francisco
legal employers, the relative rates of compliance with different Recommendations are likely to be
comparable for responding and non-responding firms.

When the Recommendations were promulgated originally they were categorized by subject: General
Employment Policies and Practices (Recommendations 1-3); Recruitment and Hiring (Recommendations
4-9); Retention, Advancement, and Compensation (Recommendations 10-17); and Employee Benefits
(Recommendations 18-23). For purposes of analyzing the firms' compliance with the Recommendations,
it is useful also to classify the Recommendations into two categories according to whether they address
equal treatment directly, or instead they address the less tangible goal of creating an atmosphere conducive
to diversity.
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RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING EQUAL TREATMENT
Twelve Recommendations may be classified as addressing equal treatment directly.9 Firms tended to show
higher compliance rates with these Recommendations than with the Recommendations directed more
toward fostering diversity.

All firms answered "yes" to the Survey's first question, which asked whether they had a policy of equal
employment opportunity.lO The vast majority of firms also reported having a policy against bias in
performance evaluations, work assignments, and grievance procedures. ll Firms without such a policy
reported that they had no specific policy addressing these issues. Indeed, although it is unusual for a larger
firm not to have a written anti-discrimination policy, only about half of the smaller firms reported that they
had such a policy in writing. l2

Most of the other Recommendations directly addressing equal treatment concerned whether lesbian and
gay households are treated equivalently to heterosexual households. As already mentioned, essentially all
firms will list domestic partners on spouse lists and extend social invitations to "guests" rather than
"spouses."l3 Two other Recommendations concern the allowance of time off from work to meet family
needs. l4 Compliance with these Recommendations is not universal, but is very high. Compliance is in the
same high range for the provision of Employee Assistance Programs to lesbian and gay attorneys and their
households and relocation expenses for employees' domestic partners. IS In general, only some of the larger
firms provide such benefits, but if they provide them for any of their attorneys they usually provide them
for their lesbian and gay attorneys. Similarly, only five responding firms reported that they provide their
attorneys with childcare, but four of them provide it to lesbian and gay attorneys.16

The household Recommendation with the lowest compliance rate is nevertheless a very important one
health care benefits for domestic partners. 17 Most firms in San Francisco do not yet provide this benefit,
although almost half of the responding firms that reported that they provide health care benefits for spouses
reported that they also provide such benefits for domestic partners. Some of the firms that do not provide
domestic partners with health benefits commented that they were considering doing so in the future, and
one firm reported that it offered lesbian and gay attorneys a cash subsidy in lieu of such benefits. Domestic
partner health benefits are an essential component of equal compensation for lesbian and gay attorneys.
The Bar Association has adopted a "1995 Model Policy on Domestic Partner Health Benefits" (which is
available on request), which includes model documents and a list of insurers that have offered domestic
partner coverage to sponsor firms. Further inducement to provide domestic partner health benefits likely
will come from San Francisco's November 1996 ordinance forbidding contractors, including law firms,
from doing business with the City and County of San Francisco if they discriminate between legal spouses
and registered domestic partners in the provision of health benefits.

The remaining Recommendation that directly addressed equal treatment concerned firms' paying
membership dues for lesbian and gay professional associations on the same basis as other professional
associations. 18 Compliance with this Recommendation was quite high.

9 Recommendations 1-2, 11-14, and 18-23.

10 Recommendation 1

11 Recommendation 11

12 Recommendation 2

13 Recommendations 12 and 13

14 Recommendations 19 and 21

15 Recommendations 22 and 23

16 Recommendation 20.

17 Recommendation 18.

18 Recommendation 14
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOSTERING DIVERSITY
Eleven Recommendations encourage practices that create equal employment opportunity by creating a
professional environment that fosters diversity.l9 Compliance rates for these Recommendations were
generally lower than the compliance rates for Recommendations that address equal treatment directly.

Two Recommendations concern recruitment and hiring. 20 Most firms have not adopted the
Recommendations that they send recruitment letters to lesbian and gay student organizations and have a
lesbian or gay man on their hiring committees, because most firms do not send out recruitment letters or
have hiring committees. But of those firms that do, compliance with the Recommendations is fairly high.

Four Recommendations reflect the idea that lesbian and gay attorneys may be more likely than other
attorneys to be interested in certain issues. Of these, the Recommendation with the highest compliance is
the inclusi(m of "items of particular interest to lesbian and gay employees" in firm newsletters.21 This
Recommendation, however, was applicable only to three-quarters of the larger responding firms, which
were the only ones to have firm newsletters. Compliance is nearly as high for the Recommendation that
firm resumes refer to lesbian- and/or gay-related pro bono services.22 Compliance is more modest for the
Recommendations that legal-issue lunches periodically address issues of particular interest to lesbian and
gay attorneys, and that welcome packets for new attorneys include information of particular interest to
lesbians and gay men.23 Fewer than one-third of the responding firms identified these Recommendations
as applicable, but approximately half of those reported that they comply with these Recommendations.

Three Recommendations derive from the idea that equal employment opportunity is fostered by an
atmosphere of collegiality. Approximately half of the responding firms reported that they "foster
opportunities for lesbian and gay attorneys to support each other in the work environment."24 Substantially
fewer firms "provide all associates with in-house mentors."25 Fewer still reported that they "identify a
lesbian- and/or gay-sensitive contact for attorney applicants."26

Finally, two Recommendations concern diversity training. These Recommendations have some of the
lowest compliance rates of the Survey. About half of the firms reported that they train employment
interviewers on the appropriate handling of sexual orientation issues.27 Compliance here appears largely
to be a function of size: A large majority of larger firms reported that they provide such training, but a large
majority of smaller firms reported that they do not. As for the training of attorneys generally on sexual
orientation issues, the pattern is similar, with overall compliance substantially 10wer.28 Compliance is
lower still on training non-attorney staff members on sexual orientation issues, with this question having
the lowest compliance rate of the whole Survey.29

Comments by responding firms indicate that some firms consider the implementation of many of these
diversity-oriented Recommendations unnecessary because of the firms' general non-discriminatory

19 Recommendations 3-10 and 15-17.

20 Recommendations 4 and 5.

21 Recommendation 15

22 Recommendation 7

23 Recommendations 9 and 17

24 Recommendation 16.

25 Recommendation 10.

26 Recommendation 6

27 Recommendation 8

28 Recommendation 3

29 Ibid.

... page 58
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environment. For example, among firms not offering training on sexual orientation issues, one smaller firm
commented that: "Everyone knows therefs a strong unwritten policy against discrimination." Another firm
stated that: "Interviewers are liberal-minded people." Other firms noted that, although there is no formal
training, there were many opportunities for attorneys at the firm to discuss issues related to sexual
orientation. Similarly, one smaller firm reporting that it did not provide gay- and lesbian-sensitive contacts
for recruits commented: "Everyone here is sensitive to these issues." Surely, management's confidence
about what "everyone" knows or believes is possible, if at all, only for the smaller firms.

SUCCESS OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS
These Survey results indicate that the Bar Association of San Francisco's Recommendations on how to
eliminate sexual orientation discrimination are compatible with the prevailing ethic of San Francisco law
firms and corporate legal departments. No Recommendation had a compliance rate less than twenty-five
percent. No,firm expressed hostility to the Recommendations as a whole or to the goals on which they are
based. Most of the Recommendations with low compliance rates appear to be associated with a judgment
that the specific Recommendation is not necessary to achieve the goal of equal opportunity in the particular
firm environment.

In order to achieve equal opportunity for lesbian and gay attorneys, law firms and corporate legal
departments should generally comply with all applicable Recommendations. The biggest challenge for the
future appears to be the encouragement of more firms to provide health benefits to the domestic partners
of lesbian and gay attorneys (who are not legally permitted to marry) on the same basis as spouses. In
addition, firms should resist making assumptions that they need not adopt the Recommendations aimed at
fostering diversity on the ground that their employees are all "open-minded." It is an essential component
of equal employment opportunity that those both qualified and able to make it through the door feel
welcome once they arrive. Reaching that goal will in most cases require not only a non-discriminatory
intent but also taking steps to create an environment conducive to diversity.

page 59 ..
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Sexual Orien~on Discriminatton in~ Firms

What Does the Law Require? !

Bar Association and Law Firm; Standards and Policies
. j

A. BASF Guidelines
B. Law Firm Guidelines

1. Equal employment 4pportunity
2. Preedom from sexu41 hara8smcnt
3. Domestic partner be;riefits • health care
4. Bereavement leave ~f absence .

A. Major Issues

1. Hiring
2. Work Assignment
3. Promotion
4. Social Issues
5. Benefits
6. Rainmaking
7. Isolation, lear, Los$ of Productiyity
&. Morale of Entire WOrkforce

B. Resources
1. Videotape for firm ~ng ses.sions
2. BASF Guidelines ' .

A SensitiZe management
B. Provide accumte intonnatifln to employees
C. Correct stereotypes
D. Dispelmyths
E. Eilcourage and support co~stroetive interaction among staff
G. Consider experience in other law fums. in other professions

'.
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Prejudice: Eliminating Bias in the Legal Workplace

I Defining the Issues

1. "Prejudice" and NbiasM
• related but different concepts

n Psychological bases of prejudice

m Practical applications of psychological insights

IV Conclusion

1. Limitations imposed by "human natureH

2. Difference in strategies for dealing with prejudice and bias
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Eliminating Disability Discrimination in the Legal Workplace

1. Disability Discrimination in Law Firms
- Is it more or less likely than in other work settings?

2. State and Federal Law
- How does protection of people with disabilities differ from

other civil rights?
- What is a disability?

3. Issues in the Workplace
- Hiring those with potential, current or previous disabilities
- Accommodating an employee
- Promotions or demotions
- Confidentiality, confidentiality, confidentiality
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Prejudice: EltmlnatiDa Bias in the Lqal Workplace
Bar AJIodation of San Fnmcisco

lanuarr 30, 199'1
Patrida Jamie Howze

Lessons from Law School
• Bias of professors
• Grading procedures
• Opportunities to interview with Finns/Companies
• Opportunities for extra curricular activities

Why Diversify the Legal Workplace
• Makes good business SCDSC
• Meets needs of the client
• Values differeD! experience, perspectivest management styles
• Increases candidate pool
• By the year 2005 women and minority men will make up 62%of the U.S. workforce

Recminnent
• Creating a diverse candidate pool
• Looking beyond the traditional top schools
• Recruitment :Resourres Guide
• Trade schools, colleges, universities, profeEional organizations
• Word-of-mouth recruitment does not work

Retention
• Recognizing and shattering the glass ceiling
• How are work assignments made
• Are jobs posted for all to see
• Opportunity to work in career enhanciq positions
• Access to high level managers
• Opportunities to work on importaDtlvisible projects
• Attributing the failme of one member of the group to the entire group
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I RACIAL BIAS AND THE JUDICIARY

Lively Debate Animates
Council's Discussion
By SCOTI' GRAHAM

As the Judicial Council moved forward Wednesday with plans for reduc
ing bias in the legal system. its own small racial and gender gap bec:lIne
apparent.

The council received a 247-page report from its advisory committee on
racial and ethnic bias. which concludes that many minorities do not believe
they receive equal justice in California's legal system. The report is based
on the perceptions of more than 1,000 people. from within and outside the
court system, expressed through phone :md mail surveys and testimony at
public hearings.

As council members offered their initial reactions at a meeting Wednes
day, several white male members - while lauding the report's goals - cau
tioned against reading too much into the anecdotal findings. But three of the

See REACTION page 2
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STEPIoIANIE: TURNE:R

JUDGE BRENDA HARBIN·FORTE: "There
are hundreds, if not thousands of us ...
who can tell these types of stones.·

STEPHANIE: TURNE:.q

JUSTICE ARTHUR SCOTLAND: He
cautioned against accepting all of the
report's anecdotal eVidence as fact.



Reactio'I'l Seents t·o Break Along Race, Gellder Lines
- - - - .. .. - - - - - - .. - - - - - ~

CnnfHlllrc1 f,Of., I'nt!c f

l ('''neil·... '\Olliell 01 l'ole" tlio,;;agll'C"tl,
1ll<t<1I11~ Ihat Ih,' p('I,Tl'li,,"< d"'"II,'11ed
III lhl" ll'I'",I :11(' ill I'll'! Il"ahly.

I '''1111' II 11Il'lIlh," A"IIIII '" "Ilalld, wh"
i, willie, I",~'all Ihe d..hall' h) 111" :"g
lhal Ihe c"I111"ill,',"< :,,<(""""'111 01 I"as 111

lhe ')'<1"111 i< la'gely all("nlolal.
''1"111 1101 <II lIaive 10 slI!!!!e'l thell"s IIll

allllall"a, ill Ihe ..I1ull s)'sh'I1I," ~aid Scot·
lalld, a ju<tin' ollihe 'Ihillll)isllicl (,'I1l11t

of Appcal, 0111 he c1HlliollCd ag:,insl
"aen'plillg as lact" Ihal hias i, a, I:lInpalll
a' ch:lI:tetelil,ed hy Ihe ll'pOl1.

I'elsollal experiellce has I;I\I/!hl himlhal
liliganl< who I" jill! II II II1C I110' il1l1s cases
slllnctil1les lOll\.. Illi othcr Sllllln's 01 hlal1le
when Ihey losc, Scollallli said

"Obvillusly, w,' n,'Cd til lake steps 10

deal wilh lhal pllhlie pc,ceplillll" of hias,
SCl.t1and said. Neveltheless, ''1"111 jusl
Clllll'Clncll aboul hllW this is going. to he

chmacleli7,cd" in the p,ess.
Sevel al olher while council mel1lhers

voiced aglcel1lellt with Seotlalld, inelud·
ill/! Briall Walsh of San Jose's McTclnan,
Slelllk" Walsh & Weinglls alld S,'cond
\)islI iLl Justice Roger BOI,'n.

"I don'l Icad the repOlt to S:fY Ihey'vc
Clllne up wilh a scientific 'Way of saying
th,'''' 's hias," Walsh said.

Bllt Alal1leda COllnty Supcrior Court
Jlldge Brenda lIarbin-l'llIte, who is
Alrican-Al1Ierican, had a dilTercntlake. It
is del1leaning to chal aeleri7.e the evi,lcnce
in lhe lepolI as "l1Ierely anecdolal," she
sai,l.

"These stlllies arc legion. Theil' :lfe
hnillheds, if not thous:mds of us who are
allolneys (and judges) who can tell these
Iyp<'< of ,tolies," she said. "The lealily is
that a hllge scgmenl of society pcrceives
that il is not gaining access til the jlldicial
sySll'm,

"I hope in fact thaI the plCSS wonld
"'pOll il as whal il is: the legilimate con
elusions Ihat have been made regmding
Ihese experiences."

STUDY IN BLACK AND WtllTE
COllncil member Martha Esculia, a

\)enHlcl:ltic :lsselnblywoman from the
('('n"al Los Angeles community of Oell,
,aillthe leJllllt had a parlicular impact on
her.

"I felt thai this report, in black mill
white. told my story," said Escutin, who
desel ibed herself as a minority woman
alllllney "from the barrio of East L.A."

Escutia said she once wOlked as a judi
cial research allorney, where one pal\icu
lar judge used to "run me ragged 
instead of nurturing me, constantly
pUlling me down," She had similar expe
riences in private practice, and now, as a
memher of the Assembly, she said she
again is facing bias in the form of "the
good 01' boy network."

"It is not perceplion. I am telling you it
is reality," she said, inviting Seotland to
visit her in the courts of E..~I Los Angeles.
"I wish I could trade skins wilh a white
male, hecnuse I think Ihey have it good,"
she adde,l. "And then you trade skins wilh
a woman of color."

Next, Sacramenlo County Municipal
Court Judge Rudolph "Barry" Loncke, a
membcr of Ihe advisory commiUee,
reminded the councilthnl Ihe commillee's
leport is a result of cOlllpromise. In his
own opinion, lhe report "undelSllltes the

problem."
"In Sacramenlo, on a daily ba'ij'i frtllll

my PCI spective of thc hench, we do have a
prohlem," said Loncke, who is Africau·
American. Specifically, he eJl(pressed con
ccrn almut Ihe COUll'S failure to pl\lvide
inlcrpreters to all non· English-speaking
lilig.:mts.

"I hope thai this rcport is taken serio
ollsly, anll is not just given lip servicl"," he
said.

Anolher black council member, Santa
Clara County Mllnicipal Court Jodge Rise
Pichon, cautioned against characll"ri7ing
the reporl as "simply a collection of anec·
dotes."

"There are some renl things thnt hnve
happened to pcople that we should know
abollt," she said.

A couple of council memher'i struck
conciliatory notes.

Orange Counly Superior Cmnt Judge

'!t is not perception. I
am telling you it is
reality.'

- Assemblywoman
Martha Escutfa

William McDonald, who is white, said he
didn't see what was so bad abollt using
anecdotes,

"Quite frankly, I am more comfortable
with 8 warm anecdote than cold statis·
tics," McDonald said.

Ventura County court administrator
Sheila Gonzalez, 8 Latina, agreed, "This
subject mailer really has nothing to do
with numbers, II's about people."

Perhaps anticipating the debate, Cali
fornia Chief Justice Ronald George, Ihe
council's chairman, said in opening
remarks that council members need nol
agree with every finding of Ihe commit·
lee. lIe said Ihe goal is to "move ahead
with the big picture in mind." ,

"We have a 'ipccial interest," George
snid, "in seeing thai the ndministrlltion of
justice is not only free from bias, bUI also
free from the perception of bias:'

COW',{ rtf;,,,,. Seoll (J/{ll",,,,:{ r·"",i1
add,rH ;.{ ,{Rnrl,a", (ill CO/III ul ('0111
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Committee Offers
Plan for Stemming
Bias in the Courts
By ALLYSON QUIBELL

After almost six years of study, state
judicial leaders are proposing ways to
eliminate racial and ethnic bias in the
courts. ranging from educating judges to
urging the governor to appoint more
minorities to the bench.

A committee established in 1991 by
former California Chief Justice Mal
colm Lucas to canvass lawyers. judges.
litigants and others about bias in the
state's judicial system delivered a 247
page report Wednesday to the state Judi
cial Council.

The panel found an overall perception
that "minority group members do not
believe that they will receive equal jus
tice in the California courts."

The report also found that 87 percent
of the state's 1,554 judges are white,
compared with 57 percent of the general
population. In addition. 3 percent of
judges are black. 5 percent are Hispanic.
3 percent are of Asian descent. and .1
percent - only one judge - is Native
American.

"There have been peak periods for
jUdicial appointments of members of
some minority groups, 1980 being one
year. but for the most part the percentage
increase and actual number of appoint
ments have not varied that dramatically
over the years. while the number of
minority law school graduates has
almost doubled in the past 10 years:' the

See STUDY page 2
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Study Cites Lac}\: of MinorityJudges
COfltl/wed /lOm page 1

ICPOI t ~Iates.

The IcpOII abo fOllnd SOllIe ~tUlk illu.s
tlalions of thc lack of millorlly jlldgcs. In
Los Angeles, for m~lance, a hlack juslice
ha~ nol Ill:cn appointed to Ihe Second Dis
II icl COlli t of Appcal since 11)82.

'" Rlarely do minorities hecome jlldges
Ihrollgh the c1eclOlill process. Accord
ingly, it is dear that any increases in the
nlllllhcl of minorily jlldges will he hrollght
abollt prl/lliuily through the appuiutmcnt
plllcess," the rcporl l"lllliinues.

.A spoke~man for Gov. Pele Wilson
delcnded the administl allon 's. reconl.
Since he was c1ecled in 1l)l)O, Wilson has
appoinled 451) Ilial and appcllale judges,
IIldllding fom ClliTent memhers of the
('alillll nia Supremc COlli I.

"Oovemol Wilson has an 1lI11standing
reolld of divcl-sity in hi~ judicial appoinl
IIlcnl~, which nonelhelcss ale bascd on
LJllalifications, nor gClldcr or clhnic hack
glllllnd," said spokesman Sieve Tal 1111I.

"The only way to inclease the divelsity of
thc hench is to inclease Ihe Iii vel silY of Ihe
Stalc Bar and in lum the diversity of the
jndicial applicillli pooL"

In addilion to advising WIlson 10

inclease dlversily on thc bcnch, Ihc COIII
llIiltec's repol t also makes numclOus other
Icconllllellliations. Among Ihcm are:

• The Siale Bar should make lfivcrsily

'The only way to
increase the diversity
of the bench is to
increase the diversity
of the State Bar and in
turn the diversity of the
judicial applicant pooL'

- Spokesman for
Gov. Pete Wilson

t"Iilling a larger part of thc ,.. Iandahll y
contilllllllg legal education program fill
attorneys.

• Judici," COllncil slalT shollid dl an a
proposcd alllclllllIll.:nl to l'ahflll Ilia Rille

I I I I I

ofCoult 985(i) Ihat wOllld reqllirc Ihat the
government pay the cost of interpreters in
civil aclions for indigent non-English
speaking litigants.

• The Judicial Council should mge
courts to hire and train bihngual wOlkers.

• Exisling bias and fairness commis
sions shollid add a subcommitlee on
minority women and explore ways to con
vcne a nillional conference.

"The recollllllendalions Ihroughout Ihe
ICport rellect thc conunittec's concern
ahout the gap between Ihe public's per
ceplions allli expcl icnces lof hias I and Ihe
genuiue cOIlImitmcnt to service allli 'fair
ness sllilred by most court personnel," Ihc
leport concilldes_ "Education looms I;ugc
as a IIIcans of bridging Ihal gap."

The ICport was w,illen hy the Advisory
COlllmittee on Racial and Ethnic Bias in
Ihe COllrls. It was preseutcd to Ihe Judicial
Conncil by co-chairman John Arguelles, a
forlller slate Suprellle Court justice who is
IIIIW of counsel ill the Irvillc oflice of I.os
Angeles' Gihson. Dunn & Crutcher.

The Judicial C;lnncil forwarded Ihe
ICporl 10 anolhcr committee for hnthel
slluly.

The elloll was dcdil'all'liiolhe n'CIIIIII y

RECORDER filE (19891

JOHN ARGUELLES: The former state
Supreme Court Jusllce presented proposals
following a six-year study into raCIal and
ethnic bias III the cour ts.

of the late lugh COUlt Justicc Allen BlOus
said, Ihe COllllllittcc's co-chailmall, \\'1111

died in Novcmber 11)1)0.

I:"dl/(/";"/I/I.I";I//I/I/ AI/nOli QI/;/II"I/ \ 1'

/IIell/lldcl,c' \ \ '.\ C/'ll/i/,('1/1fl'C(//'I/ \/'/, (/1/,

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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DEDICATION

In memorium, the Bar Association of San Francisco and its
Committee on Minority Employment dedicate this Goals
'95 Report to Justice Allen E. Broussard. Justice
Broussard was an indefatigable advocate fGr equality and
affirmative action on behalf of all who did not have a place
at this country's bountiful table.

Allen, as he encouraged us to call him, was a mentor for all
lawyers of color and all who strive for equality. The gains
noted in this Report are due in great measure to Allen's
relentless efforts to have our profession reflect our
population. He fought the great, good fight, and so we bid
farewell to our colleague, our friend and our champion.
We shall miss Allen's gentle spirit, his graceful manner and
his passion for our cause. For all Californians, his was a
sure and steady voice for rights, liberty, fairness and
justice. His intellect, integrity and humility made him the
quintessential jurist. Yet he walked with us, talked with us
and told us of his and our duty to continue the unfinished
work. He was proud of us when we lived up to the highest
calling of the profession, and he let us know it. He
challenged us when we erred. He cajoled us when he
knew we were doing less than our best, and he comforted
us when we failed, having given our all.

Shadowed beneath his greatness, may we forever stand
true to his love of justice and true to his passion for service
to all.

Lindbergh Porter, Jr.
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PREFACE

The Bar Association of San Francisco is pleased to present this Goals '95 Report, on the
BASF Goals and Timetables for Minority Hiring and Advancement. We think that these results
are important for several reasons.

The Report notes that many legal employers have met the 1995 goals for both minority
partners and associates, some have met one, and some have met neither. Overall, our law firms
exceeded the 15% Associate Goal and came close to the 5% Partner Goal, while San Francisco's
corporate law departments and government law offices exceeded both. We applaud all of the
signatories to the Goals and Timetables, whether or not they achieved the 1995 Goals, for their
determination to end the underrepresentation of minorities in our profession.

Although we report many statistics, those figures are not the core of the Report. Rather,
the bulk of the study is based upon the insights provided by partners and general counsel, as well
as associates and junior counsel at employers that have devoted years of time and attention to the
promotion of diversity in hiring and retention.

The Report demonstrates that legal employers have a better handle on hiring issues than
issues regarding retention. It also identifies specific programs which have aided hiring and
retention efforts, and specific reasons why minority lawyers choose to remain or leave their
employment.

Finally, this Report is issued a few weeks before Californians will vote on Proposition
209, which would prohibit most affirmative action efforts to combat discriminatory practices
against women and minorities. BASF, together with many of our brothers and sisters in the bar
statewide, have fought hard against Proposition 209. If the Initiative passes, however, the task of
creating equality and eliminating bias in our profession and in our business community will be
harder still. Even tougher will be the task of convincing disenfranchised Americans that our
society cares about equal opportunity. Regardless of the vote on Proposition 209, the Association
will remain committed to both of those goals.

We hope that our legal community will obtain some useful insights from this snapshot of
our current status regarding diversity in hiring and retention. Most of all, we hope that this
Report helps legal employers better understand, recognize and address the conscious and
unconscious factors which have created and maintained today's under-utilization of minorities.
That sensitivity is at the heart of this effort.

Mark I. Schickman
President
Bar Association of San Francisco
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GOALS AND TIMETABLES FOR MINORITY HIRING AND

ADVANCEMENT

GOALS '95 REPORT

I. INTRODUCTION

By Resolution dated June 14, 1989, the Association adopted a set of Goals and
Timetables for Minority Hiring and Advancement as the lynch pin of its efforts to advance the
progress of racial and ethnic minorities in the San Francisco legal community. Subsequently
adopted by 98 San Francisco legal employers,2 the Goals and Timetables consist of target dates
and corresponding percentages of minority attorneys sought to be employed by those dates within
a subscribing organization's total attorney population in San Francisco, as follows:

The Bar Association of San Francisco has historically served as a national leader in
efforts by the organized bar to achieve equal employment opportunity for minority attorneys in
the legal profession. These efforts have greatly intensified since 1988, in the wake of a disturbing
University of California study commissioned by the Association, which found that racial and
ethnic minorities, as a class, encounter profound objective and subjective disadvantages within
the City's legal workplaces. I
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Target Date

12131/1995
12131/2000

% Associates/Jr. Counsel

15%
25%

% Partners/Sr. Counsel

5%
10%
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Over the course of the seven years following the Association's initial adoption of the
Goals, it has become clear that while all in our community would agree that equal treatment of
minority law students and lawyers should be a hallmark of the workplace, the experience of
minorities in the legal profession continues to belie any assumptions of a color-blind meritocracy.
Rather, as BASF's President Mark Schickman stated in his Inaugural Address in December 1995:

"We have always been a race conscious society, from the day the
Constitution's framers wrote the three-fifths compromise, to the present, as
Americans of color have a harder time flagging a cab, renting an apartment or
cracking the overwhelming white male bastion of corporate upper management.

Interviews with the broadest scope of employers show that women and minorities must
accomplish more, and falter less, than their white or male counterparts. to achieve the same

Bar Association ofSan Francisco Minority Employment Sun'ey: Final Repon, U.C. Berkeley.
1988.

2 See Attachment A.



degree of employer approval and job advancement. Twenty-five years after the first goals and
timetables were ordered by Richard Nixon under federal construction contracts in Philadelphia,
African Americans still comprise less than 1% of the supervisory force in the construction
industry.

Those women and minorities who have succeeded did so in spite of. not because of. their
class in society. as they remain the recipients of prejudice rather than preference."

This Report on Goals '95 attempts to measure the success of San. Francisco legal
employers in meeting the 1995 Goals. The 1995 Report's conclusions are drawn from empirical
data collected since 1990. and information derived from over 130 personal interviews conducted
with managing partners. general counsel. minority partners and minority associates in 44 legal
offices across the City. These offices included all of San Francisco's largest law firms. 23 of its
mid-sized and smaller firms. ten corporate law departments and four government law offices.3

It is the Association's belief that the responsibility to desegregate the legal profession falls
squarely on the shoulders of all attorneys. but especially the private bar. In issuing the findings.
conclusions and recommendations contained in this Report. BASF intends to signal the renewed
and redoubled commitment of the organized bar to the aggressive affirmative efforts which are so
clearly necessary if we are ever to witness true equality for minority attorneys in our lifetime.

As BASFs first African American President. Raymond C. Marshall. stated in his
Inaugural Address in 1993:

"Racism is real. As noted by Andrew Hacker in his book. Two Nations,
Black and White, Separate, Hostile, Unequal. the evil of racism goes
beyond prejudice and discrimination and even transcends bigotry. largely
because it arises from outlooks and assumptions of which we are largely
unaware.

Commitment must be demonstrated by action. We must demonstrate the strength of our
conviction. And we must do so or risk losing what progress has been made. Commitment to
diversity must be long-term and it must be sustained through good times and bad times alike. The
issues are simply too important. and the stakes too high. to allow anything to be used as an excuse
to prevent us from doing what we must to end bias in the profession.

It i~ tht: hupe of the Bar Association of San Francisco that in 1995. and again in the Year
2000, when we revisit our legal community's progress in attaining the Goals and Timetables, we
will find that the gains of the last several years were not transitory. but instead marked the
beginning of a permanent transformation from 'two legal communities' to one."

3 Three recent studies which provide valuable data and recommendations are "Ethnic Diversity
in Los Angeles County Law Firms: Findings from the survey by the L.A. County Bar Association and the
Joint Minority Bar Task Force on Diversity." December 1995; Boston Law Firm Group, "Report on
Implementation of Guidelines for Retention and Promotion of Minority Attorneys," December 22. 1995;
and David B. Oppenheimer, "Understanding Affirmative Action," 23:4 Hastings ConsU'l. L. Qtly. 921
(1996). See also. Hennepin County (Minn.) Bar Assn. Glass Ceiling Task Force Repon. 4120/93.
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In order to fairly assess the progress made with respect to the 1995 Goals, all signatories
to the Goals were asked to confidentially provide demographic data on the racial and ethnic
minorities in their organizations; five public offices and a small group of firms with primary
offices outside San Francisco also supplied statistical profiles. Eighty employers returned the
questionnaire. A cross-section of these employers was selected for closer study, including
substantially all those for whom historical data were available from the Association's earlier 1993
Interim Study. This included all eight of the San Francisco-based firms which were the largest
firms at the time the Goals were adopted ("large firms"), and a cross-section of "large mid-sized
firms," averaging 50-100 employees, smaller firms and corporate law offices. Interview and/or
demographic data was also collected from additional employers in most categories. Firms were
selected for closer study by the Committee on Minorities representing a wide variety of office
sizes and cultures. Because the BASF Goals apply by their terms solely to the San Francisco
office of each signatory, the information contained in this Report accordingly applies only to the
San Francisco offices of the law firms studied.

The Association's Committee on Minority Employment selected and trained a group of
44 interviewers, the vast majority of whom were attorneys, to perform the interviews, and each
was assigned to conduct all the interviews at an office dissimilar in size or kind from his/her own
employer. An expert consultant conducted a two-hour training session, stressing the necessity for
confidentiality and outlining the six major areas of inquiry: (1) the interviewee's overall
assessment of where his/her office stood, both subjectively and objectively, on the issue of racial
and ethnic diversity among its attorneys; (2) the office's successes and (3) failures with respect to
this issue, and the reasons therefor; (4) the efforts of the office to ensure that minorities
experienced equal opportunity in assignment to advantageous partners, practice groups,
individual matters and/or clients; (5) the office's efforts to present marketing opportunities to
minorities; and (6) the probable future in the office with respect to racial and ethnic diversity.
Interviewers were also asked to explore the prevailing attitudes in the office with respect to the
relative qualifications and competence of minority attorneys compared to their white peers, and
the basis for these attitudes.

Over 130 confidential interviews were conducted over the first eight months of 1996
with: (1) the managing partner/general counsel; (2) a senior minority partner/senior counsel,
where applicable; and (3) a junior minority associate/counsel, where applicable. The interview
notes were sent to a designated Association employee who removed identifying individual and
employer names and classified them by the employment status of the attorney and the type of
employer (e.g., "managing partner, large firm"). These notes, together with the statistical data,
were then collected and analyzed.

III. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

A. The numbers and percentages of minontles rose overall in the groups of
employers for which 1990-1995 longitudinal data were available, a pattern
repeated in the data of the larger universe for which solely 1995 demographic
data were available. This was especially true for corporate law departments and
governmental law offices. Moreover, these gains occurred against a backdrop of
significant downsizing in most of the larger firms.



B.

c.

D.

The convergence of these two trends produced minority percentages in all the
groups of legal employers studied that exceeded the 1995 Minority Associate
Goal of 15% and approached or exceeded the 1995 Minority Partner Goal of 5%.
Thus, minorities comprised 4.7% of the partners and 18.1 % of the associates in
the eight largest firms studied, 4.9% of the partners and 17.4% of the associates
in the 18 large mid-sized firms which submitted statistics, 10.6% of the partners
and 21 % of the associates in the smaller firm group, 18.3% of all attorneys in the
9 corporations which submitted statistical data, and 30% of the three local
governmental offices for which data were available.

However, the substantial increases in the minority population of the larger firms
studied were almost entirely attributable to the period between 1990 and 1993;
thereafter a retrenchment occurred. The number of minority partners in the
largest firms, for example, fell 13.3% from 30 to 26 between 1993 and 1995
(including a decrease in African American partners from 9 to 8, and a fall in
Asian American partners from 12 to 9). More strikingly, between 1993 and 1995
there was a 39% decline in African American associates (from 34 to 21), a 23%
drop in Latino associates (from 30 to 23) and a 63% decline in Native American
associates (from 8 to 3). Finally, there are only 10 minorities among the 105
associates in the largest firms eligible for partner in 1996 or 1997, including only
three African Americans and one Latino.

Absent aggressive, carefully conceived programs and efforts by legal employers
to enhance minority recruitment and retention, the ranks of minority associates
and partners will experience substantial depletion, particularly among African
Americans and Latinos. The 1995 study's interviews revealed, for example,
significant differences among the large firms, centering mainly on the degree of
the firm's tangible commitment to diversity, as variously perceived by managing
partners, minority partners and minority associates. There was a high correlation
between a firm's concrete programs and its ability to attract and keep minority
attorneys.

The large firms which were most successful in recruiting and retaining minorities
shared some or all of the following characteristics: (I) the firm had developed
and maintained concrete programs for the recruitment, hiring, retention and
advancement of minorities, and had experienced some success in creating a
diverse work environment; (2) the minority partners and associates knew of, and
participated in, these efforts and felt a correspondingly higher level of
commitment to the business enterprise; (3) the known and ongoing commitment
of some of the firm's most prominent white male partners to issues of diversity 
both intra-firm and, often, in the greater legal community - had helped the firm
to create and maintain a climate more open and susceptible to attracting, hiring
and advancing minorities; (4) the firm's earlier and sustained efforts had
produced a small group of minority partners, some of whom had become
prominent both inside and outside the firm. In addition to their otherwise
valuable contributions to the firm's business and reputation, these partners had
served as role models, and, as such, had both advanced the firm's minority
recruitment efforts outside the firm and the firm's retention efforts inside the firm;
and (5) these firms were more likely to have advanced a reasonably large number
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of women into the partnership, and often had one or more women on the
management committee.

E. Programs successful in recrultmg and retammg minontles include: formal
mento~ng programs; periodic and ongoing diversity training for all attorneys and
staff; participation in one or more successful bar-sponsored programs, such as the
California Minority Counsel Program and the Bay Area First Year Minority
Clerkship Program; the hiring of minority laterals; formal programs for work
assignment, evaluation and business development to ensure and enhance the
success of minority attorneys, including fmancial incentives for supervisory
success in this area; structured and aggressive recruitment programs designed to
increase the pool of minority applicants considered for hire in the firm; and
policies to ensure that the criteria for hiring include recognition of the value of
diversity, prior community service and other indicia of excellence beyond grades
and test scores.

IV. GENESIS AND BACKGROUND OF GOALS AND TIMETABLES

San Francisco's societal and legal history is replete with examples of the most odious and
overt discrimination. Kearny's Sandlots were the place of savage racism against Asian
immigrants; Irish Americans could claim economic disadvantage in the early days when many
lived "south of the slot." In our legal community, Jewish law firms were formed at a time when
other professional opportunities were not available. For years, Mrican-Americans and Latinos
were not seen as groups suitable to supply members of the profession, although there were some
early pioneers. As late as the 1970's, women's role in the law was limited to those specialties
thought by men to be more "feminine" and/or conveniently back room. Gay and lesbian lawyers
and those with disabilities continue to face formidable barriers to equal participation in the legal
community. In sum, the broader history of the legal profession, here as elsewhere across the
United States, reflects that every non-mainstream group has been at one time or another subjected
to systematic patterns of discrimination.

In the mid and late 1980's, bar leaders on both the local and national level noted with
growing concern the fact that minority representation in large law firms and in corporate and
governmental law departments lagged far behind the growing numbers of minority law school
graduates.

The American Bar Association took the lead in evaluating this phenomenon in 1986,
conducting a survey of the managers of large law firms across the nation and producing its Task
Force on Minorities in the Profession's "Report with Recommendations." The ABA study
concluded that "[A]n objective assessment [of the status of minorities] leads to the inevitable
conclusion that the legal profession remains largely segregated." At the same time the ABA
noted that those surveyed generally subscribed to the view that a lack of "qualified" minorities lay
at the root of the problem.4

In an effort to compare the experiences and perceptions of minority attorneys to those of
their white peers, The Bar Association of San Francisco commissioned the Sociology Department

4 American Bar Association Task Force on Minorities in the Profession, "Report and
Reconunendations," January 1986.



of the University of California, Berkeley to perfonn a comprehensive survey of minority hiring
and advancement in the San Francisco legal community. The completed survey was released in
April 1988.5

The primary objective of the survey was to detennine whether different patterns in hiring,
retention, advancement and working conditions existed for white and minority attorneys, and, if
so, to identify the mechanisms which produced those differences. Questionnaires were
distributed to all minority attorneys in San Francisco who could be identified and to an equal
number of randomly selected white attorneys who had been admitted to practice after 1970.
Responses were received by 523 minority attorneys and 752 white lawyers. In order to enrich the
analysis of the quantitative material provided by the returned questionnaires, a number of key
infonnant interviews were conducted.

Although few in the legal community doubted the existence of some degree of racial
discrimination in its ranks, the survey's findings, particularly in the more subjective areas of finn
culture, became the primary catalyst to action by the organized bar in San Francisco.

Minority attorneys were generally revealed to have experienced less favorable hiring,
work and promotion experiences than their white counterparts, differences which were not
attributable to class rank, law school reputation or other objective detenninants. They were more
likely than comparably situated whites to be asked inappropriate and offensive questions during
their hiring interviews, earned significantly less than white attorneys at similar points in their
careers, and were twice as likely as white attorneys to be passed over or denied promotion.

Perhaps most compelling, minorities were excluded from the infonnal networks within
the workplace that are generally viewed to be essential to advancement. A large majority of both
minority and white respondents reported that minority attorneys were less likely to be asked to
lunch by their more senior colleagues, less often invited to dinner at the home of a partner, for a
round of golf on the weekend or for a night at the symphony, and less frequently approached for
infonnal collegial or professional advice at the office. Minority attorneys were also believed to
labor largely outside the system of infonnal mentoring relationships existing between powerful
white partners and young white male associates within the finns.

Successive BASF Boards of Directors grappling with the problem of diversity have
detennined that the recruitment, hiring and advancement pattern for minority lawyers at majority
legal organizations has been and largely continues to be rooted in systematic attitudes and
patterns of behavior. These attitudes exist among managers, peer lawyers and non-lawyer staff
(sometimes overtly and consciously but more often subtly and seemingly unconsciously) and act
as exclusionary barriers to the acceptance of minorities on equal tenns with their white peers.

In response, in 1988 the Association fonnally established as a top priority the
achievement of economic equality for minority attorneys, and appointed a prestigious ten-person
Committee on Minority Employment to recommend and implement policies and programs to
identify and overcome the obstacles encountered by minorities in the legal workplace. Chaired
by fonner BASF President James Brosnahan, of Morrison & Foerster, the Committee's members

5 For purposes of the survey (and this Report) minorities were identified as members of at least
one of the following groups: Asian AmericanJPacific Islander; African AmericanlBlack; HispaniclLatino;
and Native American.
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included and still includes Wells Fargo Bank Chief Counsel Guy Rounsaville, Jr. and
Raymond C. Marshall, of McCutchen, Doyle, Brown & Enersen. Over the course of the ensuing
eight-year period, the Committee has pursued an ambitious agenda which has included:

Leadership of efforts of the statewide organized bar to defeat Proposition 209

Organization of a 1,0000person Celebration of Diversity, which raised over
$75,000 for BASFs diversity-related efforts

Leadership of the effort to establish and maintain the California Minority
Counsel Program, which has grown since 1989 to become a dynamic, self
funded, statewide program currently numbering over 65 corporations, 100
majority firms and 180 minority-owned firms as participants, and which
continues to be housed in, and to benefit from, the ongoing support of the
Association

Publication and nationwide distribution of the 1993 Interim Report on the BASF
Goals and Timetables for Minority Advancement

Presentation of a wide variety of annual and/or biannual seminars for managing
partners, hiring partners, general counsel, minority partners, minority associates,
minority law students and recruitment personnel on topics ranging from hiring
and retention of minorities to interviewing skills, effective marketing, business
development and survival skills in a recessionary economy

Production and national distribution of A Finn Commitment, an award-winning
videotape funded by Wells Fargo Bank, 10 bar associations, 30 law firms and
local foundations and the National Association for Law Placement (NALP),
designed to help legal employers examine and overcome obstacles to the
advancement of minority attorneys in their workplace

Co-sponsorship of the Bay Area First Year Summer Law Clerk Internship
Program, a successful program designed to afford first year minority students
whose credentials include demonstrated service to their community to gain
exposure to practice in a large law firm

Early in its work, the BASF Committee on Minority Employment determined that the
momentum generated by the Association's survey could be sustained only if specific aspirational
goals and timetables were formally adopted by legal employers. The numbers chosen were
considered to be realistic undertakings in light of the substantial numbers of minorities which had
been and continue to be enrolled in most major California "feeder" law schools since the early
1980s. This has subsequently proven to be the case.

The response from the legal community was immediate and overwhelming. Dozens of
employers adopted the goals within a few weeks of its passage, and the local and national legal
media and law school admissions offices were periodically kept abreast of which employers had
made this commitment. To date, 98 San Francisco employers have signed the Goals and
Timetables, and numerous other bar associations have made similar efforts in their communities.
A list of the employers is attached in Attachment A.



As discussed in the Summary above, these figures tend to obscure, however, a
number of troublesome trends revealed by the raw data. First, the number of African American

As the following Report demonstrates, the San Francisco legal community now stands at
a historical crossroads, where the road next taken will largely dictate the future of racial
integration of the legal profession. As Harvard Professor David Wilkins has recently observed:

In the period between February 1990 and December 1995, the San Francisco
offices of the eight largest firms in San Francisco had reduced in size by 25.8%, from 1,526
attorneys to 1,133. During that same time period, their minority ranks increased 12.9%, from 116
attorneys to 131, and the large firm group as a whole approached the 5% minority partnership
goal, at 4.7%, and had exceeded the 15% associate goal, at 18.1%.6 Four of the firms met the
partner goal, five exceeded the associate goal - four of them substantially - and three firms met
or exceeded both. Minorities as a whole comprised 11.6% of all the attorneys in the large firm
group.7
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A. The Numbers

LARGE FIRMS

"Few would dispute that the campaign to end legal segregation
culminating in Brown v. Board of Education is the legal profession's finest
accomplishment - just as the profession's complicity in the regime that this
campaign demolished was its darkest hour. The fact that the country's most
prestigious law firms are nearly as segregated today as the entire legal system
was forty years ago stands as a constant rebuke to the profession's attempt to
claim the noble side of this heritage. At the same time, initiatives such as the
Minority Counsel Demonstration Program and the efforts by state and local bar
associations to promote workplace diversity demonstrate that the ideals captured
by Brown can still energize lawyers to work for institutional change. As the legal
profession confronts the uncertainties of the next millennium, it is this energy
that holds the best hope for charting a new path that connects the profession's
future to the best of its past."

v.

6 1995 data from the National Association for Law Placement (NALP) indicate that San
Francisco-based firms. inclusive of all offices. "stood out as consistently ranking near the top in terms of
both women and minorities across all levels of the law firm." These numbers are consistent with those
reported in the National Law Journal's 4/29/96 study of the 250 largest firms in the country. which
revealed that minorities comprised 3% of partners ( up from 2.6% in 1991) and 10% of associates (up from
6.8%). San Francisco-based firms ranked behind only Miami in minority representation.

7 In summary, as of 12/31/95. minorities comprised 11.6% of all attorneys in the large firm
group (v. 7.6% in 1990), including 4.7% of the partners (v. 3% in 1990), and 18.2% of the associate
attorneys (v. 11% in 1990). African Americans. Asian Americans, Latinos and Native Americans
represented 2.6%. 5.9%.2.6%. and 0.44%. respectively of all attorneys in 1995. as compared to 2.2%,
3.2%. 2% and .26%. respectively. in 1990. African Americans. Asian Americans. Latinos and Native
Americans represented 1.44%, 1.63%. 1.27 % and .36%. respectively, of the partners in 1995, as compared
to 1.43%•.64%•.80% and .16%, respectively, in 1990. 1995 levels for African American, Asian
American, Latino and Native American associates stand at 3.6%, 10%. 4.0% and .51 %, respectively, as
compared to 2.67%. 5%. 2.78% and .33%, respectively, in 1990.
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partners actually declined in the large firm group between 1990 and 1995 (from 9 to 8), as did the
number of African American associates (from 24 to 20) and Latino associates (from 25 to 23).

A comparison with the 1993 Interim Study's figures raises concerns for the future
of diversity in the larg~ firms. While both the overall attorney pool and the minority attorney
pool in the eight firms decreased by about the same percentage between 1993 and 1995
10% - the number of minority partners fel113.3%, from 30 to 26 during that period, While the
entire partnership pool fell 8.5%. The number of African American partners fell from 9 to 8,
while Asian American partners fell from 12 to 9. And while the 10.3% decline in the minority
associate pool, from 117 to 105, was less than the 13% overall decline in associates in these firms,
a detailed-breakout of associates reveals a 39% decline in African American associates (from 34
to 21), a 23% drop in Latino associates (from 30 to 23) and a 63% decline in Native American
associates (from 8 to 3). The only group of minority attorneys to gain in numbers over this period
were Asian American associates, who increased 29%, from 45 to 58 attorneys. Latino and Native
American partners held steady at 7 and 2, respectively.

Data first collected in 1995, distinguishing between junior associates and those
eligible for partnership in 1996 or 1997, provide little reason to believe that the African American
or Latino partnership ranks will grow in the immediate future, unless by a conscious strategy of
lateral hires at the senior associate and/or partner level. Only ten of the total 1995 minority
associate pool of 105 attorneys will be eligible for partner in 1996 or 1997, and these 10 included
only three African Americans and one Latino.

These patterns suggest that it is the gains of the late 1980's and early '90's,
coupled with the downsizing of the large firm group, which have produced the percentages which
today approach or exceed the 1995 BASF goals, rather than progress made over the past three
years.

B. Attitudes Toward Diversity: The Spectrum of Commitment

The overwhelming consensus among the large firm attorneys interviewed was
that the past several years had witnessed a retrenchment in the firm's commitment to diversity as a
top priority issue. This was generally felt to be a function of at least three factors: economics,
perceived as forcing an increased emphasis on profitability; the overall political climate, seen as
rationalizing an already weakened resolve in the area of equal opportunity; and, in some cases,
lack of a true commitment to diversity by the leadership of the firm. Hopeful signs included the
recovering legal economy and the fact that the managing partners as a group (many of them
relatively new to their positions) expressed an unusually open and positive attitude toward BASF
efforts and other initiatives to create and maintain racial and ethnic diversity in their firms.

Regardless of where the firm stood on the commitment spectrum, the Goals were
generally seen as important in setting a standard, both in offices that "seek conformity with
general standards," as one minority attorney put it, as well as in offices with an independent
commitment to diversity. As one minority partner commented, "The BASF goals are important.
They made it important to have some diversity when the numbers came out. The firm goes out of
its way to look good. At first, affirmative action was seen in the pejorative sense - they thought
it could only be accomplished by lowering standards. But they looked at similar firms and heard
from their clients and decided 'they've done it, so we can do it also.'" As one prominent minority
partner commented, "If it weren't for the Goals and Timetables and corporate clients demanding
diversity, we would not have the numbers we do have here at the firm."



9 Although the passage of Proposition 209 on the November 1996 California ballot could have a
significant statistical effect on University of California law schools, as early as 1982 minorities already
comprised over 20% of the student population at Boalt Hall, Stanford. Hastings. and UCLA, and this trend

As noted in the Summary above, the 1996 interviews revealed significant
differences in minority retention among the large firms, which largely were a function of the
employer's apparent commitment to diversity, as manifested in concrete programs. Regardless of
where a firm stood on the commitment spectrum, however, minority retention was uniformly
regarded to be the paramount problem, to the point that the often substantial gains made in the
early 1990's were in many instances feared to have been lost

8 The authors of a recent Harvard Business Review article argue that paradigms for the
advantages of diversity must go beyond the traditional rationales of fairness and/or minorities' special
access to "niche" markets. Rather, they posit, the transcendent value of diversity is "the varied perspectives
and approaches to work that members of different identity groups bring... [T]hese groups don't bring with
them just their 'insider information.' They bring different, important, and competitively relevant
knowledge and perspectives about how to actually do work - how to design processes, reach goals, frame
tasks, create effective teams, communicate ideas and lead. When allowed to, members of these groups can
help companies grow and improve by challenging basic assumptions about an organization's functions,
strategies, operations. practices and procedures." "Making Differences Matter: A New Paradigm for
Managing Diversity," David A. Thomas and Robin J. Ely. Harvard Business Review. Sept.-Oct. 1996,
pp.79-90.
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The "Benign NeglectlSink-or-Swim" Paradigm1.

At one end of the spectrum was an otherwise economically and
politically diverse group of firms whose approach to minority retention was "benign neglect."
Managing partners in these firms generally asserted the firm's philosophical belief in the virtues
of diversity. Although they were candid in their appraisal, shared by all the firms in the group,
that they were "not where we should be," particularly with respect to retention of African
Americans and Latinos, these firms had nevertheless engaged in few retention programs.
Generally operating on a self-described "sink or swim" basis, in 1996, as in 1986, these firms are
again pinning their hopes on their summer clerkship programs as the "key to the firm's future."
Many of these managing partners, and others, however, expressed concern that the relevant
applicant pool of "qualified minorities" was insufficient, although the statistical profile of many
major feeder schools would appear to the contrary.9

Managing partners in general said that racial and ethnic diversity was important.
"Our better and larger clients, like the FDIC and Westinghouse want it," said one. "Clorox, Wells
Fargo, PG&E, the government, and high tech companies recognize and want diversity," said
another. "Many of our clients are women and minorities, so it's important to the firm," said a
third. On a more global scale, law firm managers talked in terms of gaining a "competitive edge"
in light of demographic changes in the state and in their increasingly international clientele,
variously termed "today's society," "expectations of the clients and community we serve
judges, juries and clients", "the real world", "proximity to the Pacific Rim and Hispanic
populations", and "operating in a more international world." It was an interviewer, rather than a
managing partner, who highlighted an additional value of diversity. "This firm is trying,' slbe
wrote, "And the culture is being created by the effort. It is intensely important to many of the
Caucasians in the firm who stay there, despite inducements from other firms, because they cannot
replicate that culture of tolerance toward diversity,,,8
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"[Diversity] is in the mix, but has not been a top priority recently," said
one managing partner in this group of firms, noting that there was "only so much time" for "extra
curricular" issues like diversity and pro bono. "We have paid little attention to diversity, though
we are committed philosophically. But it's not a firm goal, other than making it a receptive
environment," said ano,ther. "We beat the bushes for minorities and spend a great deal of firm
money on recruiting efforts, but I am not happy with the payoff," said a third, who went on to
note that, "We don't have programs in place to work on the retention issue. We have no handle
on retention." Several managing partners acknowledged that their firm was anxious to overcome
a bad reputation on diversity issues, but they reported few active programs to overcome that
reputation.

Many minority lawyers in these firms, and their counterparts in the large
mid-sized firms, were acutely aware of and reacted to their firm's generally passive approach to
diversity with a combination of weariness, resignation, disillusionment, and, at times, outrage.
"There is noticeable retrenchment in the firm's commitment to diversity because of its focus on
the bottom line. We were among the first to commit to the goals, but the attitude now is one of
benign neglect," said one. "We are now no longer at the goal we had once achieved and we and
several other firms have quietly eliminated our diversity committees. It is gravely disappointing,"
said another. "There is no respect for diversity in this firm, and I don't think anything is going to
change," said a third attorney, "There is too much concern with the bottom line to the exclusion of
everything else." One summed it up this way: "There is the perception that diversity is no longer
a moral imperative and that it is okay for it to be seen as such. I am not sure that anyone in the
firm's management is truly committed to diversity. In the present political climate it is easier for
the firm to continue on in the absence of a retention policy."

Managing partners appeared unaware of the negative impact which a
firm's lack of active diversity programs had on the morale of minority attorneys and their ability
to see a viable future for themselves in that work environment. "The firm's sink or swim attitude
about retention has made it so they are not terribly concerned about the large number of minority
lawyers they've lost. I feel I am going it alone with no support from the powers that be, and I will
have to leave," said one minority partner. Most disheartening were the statements from minority
associates. "I get the impression that there are people at the higher levels of this firm who don't
believe in diversity," said a minority associate, who then continued, "I feel like an anomaly in the
halls. It is no surprise that diverse attorneys join the firm, come, stay a short while, then leave
[but] I am not going to be here all that much longer, so it doesn't make much difference to me."

2. The "Demonstrably Serious/Searching for Solutions" Paradigm

At the other end of the spectrum was a second group of economically and
politically diverse large firms. This group was more likely to have had a long history of diversity

has continued. The 1996-97 entering class at Boalt Hall, for example, includes 91 minority students,
constituting 35% of the class (Asians/Asian Subgroups, African Americans, CbicanoslLatinos and Native
Americans constituted 15%, 8%,10% and 2%, respectively of the class). 38.6% of the entire student body
last year was minority. The 1996-97 entering class at Stanford is 31% minority, with Asians, African
Americans. Latinos and Native Americans respectively making up 8%, 9%, 10.8% and 3.4% of the class.
Total 1995 enrollment stood at 34.4%. 1995 minority enrollment at UCLA and Hastings was 45.2% and
31.3%, respectively, while minority enrollment at Columbia was 31.8%, at Yale 29.7% and at Harvard
27.1%.



efforts in the areas of both hiring and retention, and was also currently creating new programs to
maintain and increase the diversity they had achieved. However, both majority and minority
attorneys felt frustrated over the more subtle and complex "second generation" retention issues
facing them.

Managing partners in this group tended to point with pride to their firm's
accomplishments, but also expressed their frustration that retention, particularly of African
Americans, still loomed as a continual issue, and that minorities still felt excluded from the
mainstream of firm life. "We're proud of what we've accomplished. You name it and we've done
it. But people come with expectations and scar tissue. Women and minorities still don't feel
they're getting a fair shake. There continues to be a feeling that we are not as sensitive as we
ought to be. [Diversity] is a big issue and requires eternal vigilance," said one. "The BASF goals
caused an increase in hiring and our firm's heavyweight partners have been involved in creating a
more open climate than in other firms, and our numbers are a result of those efforts," said another,
who added, "We have impressive minority partners, but we may be putting some strain on these
partners to do more and take on issues of diversity as their own." Many others emphasized the
firms' determination to do whatever was necessary to attract and retain African American
lawyers, whether at the entry level, via associate advancement and/or by strategic addition of
lateral partners.

As stated in the Summary above, these firms shared some or all of the
following characteristics: (l) They had a small group of minority partners, some of them
prominent inside and/or outside the firm, who served as role models; (2) women had advanced
well within the firm; (3) prominent white male partners were visibly committed to diversity;
(4) the firm had numerous on-going diversity programs; and (5) the minorities in the firm were, as
a consequence, more committed to their employer.

"The firm is doing well," said one associate. "We do all the subjective
things that support minority associates. I would not want to be at any other large firm. We have
a long way to go, but we are doing well compared to other firms .. .I get great work and am
frequently surprised by how much I like it here. I feel that people are looking out for me, that
partners are approachable, and I can go to them when I need advice."

c. Views of Law Finn Life, White and Minority - Rashomon in the Bar

The interviews drew into sharp focus the contrasting world views of whites and
minorities working in the same environment. White lawyers who would blush at the suggestion
that they truly believed America to be a "color-blind" society often clung to the notion that their
own ISO-person law firm constituted nearly a level playing field for whites and minorities. Not a
single minority attorney concurred in this assumption believing, to the contrary, that minorities
were subjected to differential and inferior treatment, whether intentionally or unconsciously. The
statements of these attorneys closely parallel the paradigm presented by distinguished diversity
consultant Jacob Herring, which he has entitled The Everyday Realities ofMinority Professional
Life in the Majority Workplace. 10

10 As set forth by Mr. Herring, these realities include:

Minorities are presumed to be incompetent until proven otherwise and must overcome this
presumption anew with each new supervisor, while the opposite is true for whites.
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While there was clear agreement, across racial and ethnic lines, about the overall
failure of the large firms to retain their minority associates and partners, the reasons cited therefor
tended to break out along racial lines.

1. The Challenge of Retention

I a. IsolationILack of Role Models
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Managing partners and minority attorneys both overwhelmingly
agreed that the absence of a "critical mass" of minority attorneys in these firms resulted in the
professional and personal isolation of the few minorities who were there. All agreed that the
problem was worst for African Americans and for minority women in general.

As in 1993 most white managers initially laid the blame for the
firms' retention failure on the same racially neutral external factors which tended to cause white
lawyers to leave, e.g., "better opportunities" in the law, teaching or personal commitments which
take lawyers elsewhere. A relatively new phenomenon has been the departure of several
prominent minority partners for leadership positions in corporate law departments.

Minority lawyers, by contrast, largely traced retention failures to
the biases and glass ceiling issues more fully described below. Discriminatory barriers to the
advancement of minorities, together with the absence of structured retention programs and the
increasing emphasis on economics and rainmaking, have, in their view, combined to make the
minority partner an endangered species. "At the partner level, the pressure to perform financially
is tremendous. It's a matter of counting the dollars," commented a prominent minority partner.
"But it is difficult for a minority partner to flourish without access to the power structure. As Ray
Marshall said, We plant the seed and then we let them die on the vine.' .Minority partners come
from a different social environment which is community based - they come from the other side
of the fence. The power structure in my firm are people who share the same values and the same
club memberships. If you are not part of that, you fend for yourself."

Minorities are regarded as representatives of their entire race when they fail, but are
considered the exception when they succeed.

Minorities are accorded far less latitude for displays of aggressiveness than is considered
acceptable for whites.

Minorities who are perceived to be in authoritative positions often encounter resistance from
white attorneys and staff.

Younger minority professionals have few role models in their workplace and develop the
perception that there exists a ceiling on promotions for minorities in their flI'IIl.

Minority attorneys are often excluded from infonnal networks of communication within the
flI'IIl and do not receive the specific feedback from supervisors necessary to succeed in the
firm.

As a result of many of the above experiences, minority attorneys tend to disproportionately
experience isolation and loneliness within the organization.
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II One highly respected minority partner, for example. related instances in which minority
associates who had performed below standard on one project were immediately and permanently I
stigmatized and thereafter received less responsibility on future projects, while similarly erring white
associates had greater leeway and opportunities to quickly redeem themselves.
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b. The Role of Race and Ethnicity

Among the attendant negative consequences cited were:
(a) minority associates and law students have no minority role models and/or mentors to whom
they can relate within the firm, contributing to a vicious circle whereby the firm is unable to
attract new minorities or to give their existing associates a sense of a future for themselves;
(b) the few minority lawyers in the firm feel they must bear the burden of dispelling unfavorable
assumptions and preconceptions about all minorities, enormously magnifying any mistake; 11

(c) conflicting pressures are created for minorities to minimize "differences" to put white people
at ease while, on the other hand, struggling to maintain their own cultural identity; (d) as earlier
noted in BASF's original Minority Study in 1988 and Interim Report in 1993, minority attorneys
remain largely on the outside of the ordinary informal "networking" mechanisms that are critical
to advancement in any workplace, ranging from the informal discussions at the water cooler to
inclusion in lunches, dinners in people's homes, sports outings and other social events; and
(e) attorneys and other staff perceive that minorities have no future in the firm and, therefore,
produce substandard work for them.

"I don't have much in common with the non-minority lawyers in
the firm" said one associate. "It makes you feel isolated and it's difficult to overcome."
Employing a metaphor often used in the interviews with minority attorneys, slhe further stated,
"This will always be a country club and a question of identity for those of us who are 'new
admittees.''' Other minority lawyers commented on the painful experience of attending firm
functions at resort hotels and other venues where the only other minorities present were the
waiters, bellhops and parking attendants. "The firm isn't in tune enough with issues that are
important to diverse attorneys to consider the impact of that kind of experience on diverse
attorneys," commented one associate.

"When you're a minority attorney, it's difficult to create a
comfort level," agreed one managing partner. A second noted, "It's easier to get lost if you're
different." In addition to aggressive recruitment measures, however, this partner cited the firm's
acquisition of lateral minority partners, its mentoring program, the holding of informal small
luncheons, his/her own personal efforts to work with associates, and the beginnings of a more
structured program to perform legal work in smaller groups and to move associates around more,
as ways in which the firm hoped to ameliorate the perceived isolation of its minority associates.

Most minority attorneys believed that the absence of a critical
mas~ wa~ largely attributable to subtle but pervasive racial stereotypes and other rdce-based
barriers which continued to impede the hiring and advancement of minorities and to exacerbate
the impact of institutional failures affecting all the firm's attorneys.
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i. The "StandardslPresumption of
IncompetenceJAffirmative Action" Debate

The frequently interjected question of "standards" and
the related issues of competence and affirmative action were flashpoints for most of the minority
lawyers interviewed. They generally believed that there continues to be a pervasive linkage in the
minds of many of their white colleagues, equating affirmative efforts to diversify with lowering
standards of quality. "It doesn't occur to them that it's offensive to bring in the 'standards'
question every time they talk about increasing diversity," said one. "Because I 3m a minority, the
partners think I am an 'affirmative action hire,'" said another. "Then, when they learn I went to
Harvard and got good grades, they just assume 'he got the Harvard gig on the same basis.'''
"Minority associates are presumed to be less competent until they prove themselves," said a third.
"The partners hold the minority lawyers in the City in low esteem," said a fourth. "That may
reflect the lower esteem in which they hold their own minority attorneys and candidates." Two
others felt that their firm's cutback on minorities being hired in bad economic times, especially
African Americans, indicated that the firm presumed minorities to be less competent. Another
commented, "This firm is not malevolent. They assume that 'if you have the makings you will be
a great partner.' But it's the superstar minority reality - the minority attorney who would be in
the President's Cabinet anyway will make it here. But the majority of partners are not in that
league."

Although resistance to diversity among some partners
was mentioned by a number of managing partners,12 most did not speak pejoratively about fears
of "lowering standards" in order to achieve diversity as many of their counterparts had in 1993.
The tenor turned more to frank discussion of a broadening firm perspective as to what constituted
the qualified applicant pool. Although there was no discussion of whether the firm had
historically employed variable standards in the case of whites (a view strongly held by many
minorities), some managing partners stated their firm's policy to, "look beyond grades," e.g., to
"speaking skills, technical background, whether an applicant had to work while in school, and, as
one partner put it, that special 'spark - someone who will make it."'13 Another discussed how
the firm had moved away from insisting on "the top 10% in the top 10 schools," and had seen "no
drop in quality"; two stated that as between two otherwise "equal" candidates, the firm would hire
a minority. One went on to say, "This is too tough a business, so you can't diminish quality."

n. RaciallEthnic Differentials

Although the statistics are clear that African American
attorneys do better in San Francisco's largest firms than in those of any other major city except
Miami, the perception of several managing partners and some African American attorneys was
that San Francisco firms (and the city as a whole) are hostile to African Americans, especially
men. One partner, for example said, "There is subtle but pervasive racism at all levels that

12 One partner commented that, ''The lack of clarity and the entire subject makes some people
queasy;" another thought some people in the finn believed minorities to be less competent.

13 Several years ago, a major San Francisco firm had performed an analysis to determine what
qualities were most predictive of making partner, analyzing grades, LSAT scores and performance on a
variety of objective and subjective measures. When the smoke cleared, the only factor that stood out was
"pizzazz."



impacts mainly on blacks." Another stated, "It's the unwillingness of white America to give up its
racially-based fears of black men that ultimately makes their position untenable in the law firm."
An African American associate in another firm said, "No African American has ascended to
partner from a first year associate position, none ever, in 100 years." Touching on a theme
mentioned by several African American attorneys, slhe continued, "As the color of the skin
darkens, a person's progress here lessens. There is a presumption of failure and always a question
of ability and talents. The staff knows that an African American attorney will never make
partner, and favors whites and Asian Americans over blacks, which slows and disu:acts you."

A number of other minority attorneys commented on
perceived discrimination against African Americans, by both attorneys and staff. One Asian
partner, for example, stated that African Americans were, with rare exceptions, assigned to the
least lucrative and least prestigious department of the firm, and, as a consequence, never made
partner. A minority associate noted hislher firm's historical pattern of assigning African
Americans to "bad" partners, causing them to leave prematurely.

Asian Americans were perceived by other minorities and
by managing partners to be making better headway than either African Americans or Latinos in
the large firms, and the statistics bear that out (although the number of Asian partners decreased
by 3, from 12 to 9, between 1993 and 1996.) One Asian American commented that perhaps firms
see it as "less risky" to hire Asians, because of a perception that they are "better qualified."
Managing partners cited the growing Pacific Rim practice of many firms as the reason for the
growth.

On the other hand, many Asian Americans, women in
particular, reported feeling isolated and ignored and saw no future for themselves in the firm.
Particularly disturbing to them was the frequency with which one Asian American woman would
be taken for another. Two Chinese American attorneys also commented upon the experience of
being included in meetings with Japanese clients on a partner's mistaken assumption that they
were Japanese.

This experience was not limited to Asian Americans.
Two minority lawyers commented on the fact that an associate in each of their respective firms
was thought to be from one particular racial group, but was, in fact, from another.

2. Selected Issues Affecting Retention

a. Differential Assignment14

While managing partners generally said that assignments, both as
to particular attorneys or as to particular matters, were made on a color-blind basis, numerous
minority respondents, across all racial lines, noted the tendency of senior white male attorneys to
reach out and "bring along" more junior white male attorneys much like themselves. "Even if
you're a star," said one minority partner, "it is impossible to get into certain practice areas, which
are reserved for the fair-haired attorneys." "No minority associate has ever risen from one

14 For an excellent discussion of the institutional and other factors which adversely affect the
employment prospects of African American and other minority lawyers, see David B. Wilkins and G. Mitu
GUlati, "Why are There So Few Black Lawyers in Corporate Law Firms? An Institutional Analysis," 84
Cal. L. Rev. 493 (1996).
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particular department in our firm, including an extremely talented person whose failure to make
partner continues to have repercussions for younger associates in the firm," said another. "Every
day is white male day," said a third.

Several minorities noted, however, that they had been used to
"front" on cases in which race discrimination was an issue. Others had on occasion found
themselves in the firm's marketing materials, or unexpectedly taken on a beauty contest. "I was
once taken on one, but 1 had no role except to sit there and be black," said one minority lawyer.
And, although all the large firms in the study are longstanding participants- in the California
Minority Counsel Program (CMCP), managing partners and minority attorneys alike viewed the
program- as primarily beneficial to minority-owned firms. Nevertheless, many felt that the
CMCP's goals, even if honored only in the breach, were helpful in focusing the firms' attention on
diversity as a client-driven consideration. No firm reported having stressed the possible
advantages of the CMCP to their minority lawyers and/or to the firm as a whole.

Unlike a few of the mid-siz~d firms, very few large firms
reported any formal mechanism to ensure against unconscious bias in assignment. "You can't be
obvious in assignments," said one managing partner, "or it would be perceived as unfair and as
stigmatizing." Another firm manager noted that the lack of trials in today's law practice made it
much harder for newer lawyers to "show their stuff," making it that much more necessary to
"hustle good assignments," but that firm had no mentoring or other retention programs in place.
One managing partner, however, stated that the firm was always looking for opportunities to
include minorities, and deliberately structured committees and work assignments to assure
diversity. Notably, minority attorneys in this second firm were among the most positive in the
entire study.

One minority partner, commenting on- the situation faced by his
peers, put it this way: "We, the newer minority partners, are late to come to the table. The dinner
is already over and we are picking up the dishes and cleaning up."

b. Differential Marketing Opportunities

Despite the efforts of the CMCP and a few major clients
Wells Fargo in particular - most minority lawyers said they never received any training in
marketing and were rarely included in "beauty contests" and other forms of marketing and contact
with the firm's prospective or current clients. One partner reported being taken along on such a
marketing foray, to find that s/he was not put on the work that had been successfully secured.
Another partner was blunt. "Our partners refuse to involve their minority partners in personal
relationships with clients even when it means developing incremental work, and the reason in part
is an almost hysterical interest in protecting their back, and in part it's racism." "I am looked
upon as the minority 'golden child,' .. commented a minority associate, "[But] it is the white guys
who are included in marketing."

VI. LARGE MID-SIZED FIRMS

A. The Numbers

By 1995, the large mid-sized group of firms for which longitudinal data were
available had closely approximated the levels of minority representation on the largest firms in
the City. Between 1990 and 1995, while the San Francisco offices of the ten large mid-sized
firms studied had reduced in size by 17%, from 752 attorneys to 624 (substantially all attributable

•



to a 32% drop in associates), the minority ranks in these firms had risen 36%, from 44 to 60
attorneys. Minorities thus represented 9.6% of all attorneys in these firms, as compared to 5.8%
in 1990'S and as compared to 11.6% in the large firm group. Minorities comprised 4% of all
partners in large mid-sized firms in 1995 (as compared to 3.3% in 1990), or 1% short of the 1995
partnership goal of 5%, but 16.5% of all associates in these firms were minorities (up from 9% in
1990), exceeding the 1995 associate goal of 15%.'6 Five firms met the partner goal, six met the
associate goal, three met both and two met neither. Two of the firms, however, had no minority
partners, and two had no minority associates.

In contrast to the more dramatic vicissitudes in absolute numbers of minorities in
the largest firms over the 1990-1993-1995 period, the large mid-sized firms as a group followed a
more even progression, and in 1995 had lost comparatively few of the gains they had made
between 1990 and 1993. In fact, the total number of minority partners increased slightly between
1993 and 1995, from 12 to 14, while the total number of all partners in these firms decreased by
14, from 360 to 346. And although the already minuscule number of Latino partners decreased
by 1, from 3 to 2 and, the number of African American associates dropped from 19 to 15, African
American partners and Latino associates rose slightly in numbers, and Asian partners and
associates held steady.

. The starkest statistic was that of the 14 associates eligible for partnership in these
ten firms in 1996 or 1997, not one was a minority.

B. Attitudes Toward Diversity

The large mid-sized firms were far more varied than the large firm group in size,
age. history and culture, and consequently carne at diversity issues from a wider range of
perspectives. A number of them began as "boutiques," specializing in, e.g., insurance defense,
international law, insurance coverage, or labor and employment; most have since grown
dramatically and have become more full service law firms. They run the gamut from old-line
"white shoe" firms to more recently formed, rapidly expanding partnerships, some of which were
hit hard by the recession. As a group they are less likely to have branch offices than the larger
firm group, and if they do, they are likely to be within the State of California. Their salary levels
are generally lower than those in the largest firms and they view their resources as more limited
for purposes of implementing diversity initiatives. Lastly, many of them have not been as closely
involved in the local bar's diversity efforts as their large firm counterparts have been. The

IS Currently, African American, Asian Americans, Latinos and Native Americans constitute 3%,
3.8%, 2.1% and 0.64%, respectively of all attorneys in these ten firms. African Americans, Asian
Americans, Latinos and Native Americans constitute, respectively, 1.1%, 1.4%,0.57% and 0.86% of all
partners, and 5.4%, 6.8%,4% and 0 .4% of all associates in these firms.

Eight additional large mid-sized firms that were not studied in 1993 were asked to submit
statistical information for 1995 only. This combined group of 18 firms produced slightly higher minority
averages. Minorities overall were 10.4% of all attorneys in the 18-fIrm group; 4.8% of the partners and
17.1% of the associates in this larger group were minority.

16 While all partners in these firms rose only 1% between 1990 and 1995, minority partners rose
56%. Similarly, while the total of all associates dropped 32% over this period, minority associates rose
31%.
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managing partners, therefore, tended to be less familiar with the Goals, and less knowledgeable
about their own firm's diversity efforts or those in the larger legal community.

As in the larger firms, the managing partners of the large mid-sized firms were
disappointed about their inability to retain minority attorneys, but many also felt that they stood
second in line to the higher paying larger firms in their ability to recruit minorities. A few also
felt that their firm's particular "niche" was not attractive to minorities. The pattern once again,
however, was that the firms which were making a more systematic, sustained, tangible investment
in minority diversity had more to show for it, and the minorities in those firms were more likely
to express satisfaction with their work environment. .

At one end of the spectrum were firms whose managing partners and/or minority
attorneys felt that the firm was a "reluctant participant" in the Goals and Timetables program,
with very serious problems in the diversity area. "What BASF wants is nice, but it doesn't
matter," said one. Although s/he said s/he was frustrated and discouraged about the firm's poor
record of minority retention and stated that s/he felt that every minority who had left had had
performance problems, slhe nevertheless said slhe would not consider "checking in" with the few
minorities in the firm to give encouragement or to help avert problems before they became
insurmountable, because slhe was "colorblind" in hislher treatment of attorneys in the firm. The
firm had engaged in few if any special programs targeted at recruitment or retention of minorities,
and s/he saw little room for improvement since it planned to concentrate on laterals in the future
and "there are no Latino or African American laterals out there." Another managing partner in
one of the larger firms in this group - which had no Latinos and one African American
nonetheless felt there was no need for the firm to change its approach to hiring and retention.

Minorities in these and several other firms with poor records did not mince
words. "It is a horrible place to work," said one, adding that minority attorneys were given
inferior work assignments, were assigned poor secretaries, were not inCluded in the firm's hiring
process or in any other part of the firm's management, and were subjected to insulting
presumptions of incompetence. Another said, "The firm has no programs of any sort, no plan, no
idea. The summer associates get blonder and whiter every year." A third commented, ''There is
absolutely no way that the hiring partner is committed to the goals, and the managing partner is
too busy and does not care. There is no future for diversity here and the firm doesn't care."

Several firms presented a graphic divergence of opinion between the managing
partner and the minorities in the firm. The managing partner of one firm, for example, stated that
the firm made an "all out effort," had "bent over backwards to get as much diversity as possibk"
and had "no problems whatsoever." The minorities in this firm stated that the firm was not open
to diversity, had no programs for recruitment, summer clerkships, mentoring, assignment or
training or any other diversity-based initiatives, fostered an atmosphere of cut-throat competition,
openly discriminated against women, and was, in general, "doing very poorly" on every diversity
dimension.

Another managing partner in a large firm with no minority partners and one
African American associate described hislher firm's culture as "extremely open to diversity ...built
by open and caring people," but noted that in spite of the firm's poor retention record. the firm felt
no need to participate in programs like the CMCP or the First Year Minority Clerkship Program,
and had discontinued a number of affirmative efforts it had earlier made to attract and keep
minorities. Slhe was frankly flummoxed by the situation, but was "not sure what we can do...We
have high standards and are not about to give those standards up."



The minorities in the firm, while cautiously optimistic about slowly evolving
changes, were less sanguine about the firm's overall approach to diversity. "Our problem is that
the firm is made up of good people for the most part, with a sincere interest in diversity. But as a
result, it is very difficult for these people to see that they could be biased," said one. "The firm
has no idea that it has a different standard for white men and for everybody else. The firm tends
to pitch white males, and they are treated better." Echoing Jacob Herring's paradigm, this person
continued, "If a white male messes up, there are always excuses made for him. If a woman or
person of color has a problem, 'they can't cut it.' If a white guy is nervous, he's nervous. If an
African American is nervous, he or she lacks confidence." Both s1he and other minorities in the
firm noted the firm's apparent preference for minorities who "seem to be white and mainstream
and don't identify with their communities ...There is an inability in the firm to focus on different
models of excellence," said one. "The partners have no sense of how minorities contribute to the
firm's ability to serve an increasingly diverse and global clientele, or even what to say to
minorities. They don't think being a minority adds a different perspective, a different point of
view, but it does, and they are unaware of how diversity makes the place more interesting and
comfortable for everyone."

At the other end of the spectrum were firms which had very actively pursued and
were continuing to pioneer a variety of programs to recruit and retain minority attorneys,
including lateral hires, diversity committees, diversity training, mentoring programs, centralized
case assignment, an associate rotation system, personal efforts by the managing partner and other
senior white attorneys to check in with and work with minority attorneys, and some combination
of the other programs outlined at the end of this Report. These firms were more likely to have
one or more strong minority partners who had aggressively sought to attract others. "I told them
that if I didn't see another person who looked like me sitting across the partners table soon, I'd
leave," said one. "I want this firm to be a safe place [for minorities] to practice, so that attorneys
don't have to worry about carrying the weight of their race on their shoulders." The minorities in
this group of firms still fought the battles of isolation and struggle to maintain identity in an
overwhelmingly white workplace, but they generally felt more positive about their work
environment because of their firms' efforts. "The diversity committee helps to create a
comfortable environment," said one. "Diversity training helps to ease the burden of isolation,"
said another, "But we sorely need minorities to rise to senior levels in the firm as role models
It's the key to retention." "This firm gives people the opportunity to succeed. They are
gentleman lawyers," said a third. "I measure success by the numbers, and five of the new six
associates are minority," said a fourth. "Being minority or multicultural is an advantage here and
we do not feel like tokens or stigmatized...The managing partner often checks in with the
minority attorneys and the firm generally tries to make this a comfortable environment."

The Goals and Timetables had proven to be useful in both kinds of firms. "The
Goals are good because they force the firm as a competitive enterprise to meet the standards it has
committed to," said one attorney. "We were initially passive but now take a more aggressive
position on diversity." As Harvard Professor David B. Wilkins has written, "The solution is ... to
extend [voluntary affirmative action in hiring] to decisions regarding the choice of associates for
projects and other internal firm decisions. Designing affirmative measures that will ensure that
[minority] associates have meaningful access to the training track is a complex task. Goals and
timetables for promotion as well as hiring are a good start, but standing alone, they are unlikely to
change the way that partners assign work or decide whom to mentor. If firms are truly serious
about improving the prospects of their black lawyers, they must implement policies that change
the incentives of partners."
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VII. SMALL MID-SIZED AND SMALLER FIRMS

A. The Numbers

Because the numbers are so small in several of the nine firms studied
longitudinally, very. slight population changes exerted a dramatic impact on percentage
calculations. Individual experiences among the different firms also vary widely.

In contrast to the larger firms in the Study, the nine firms in this group have
steadily grown between 1990 and 1995, from 206 to 263 attorneys, or 27.6%. The minority
population in these firms more than doubled over this period, increasing from 14 to 30 attorneys,
although substantially all of this growth occurred between 1990 and 1993. Taken as a group,
these firms have exceeded both the partner and associate goals, at 5.7% minority partners and
17.9% minority associates. Four of the firms have no minority partners, three have one, two have
no minority associates, and one has no minority lawyers at all. I? Only one (an African American)
of the 12 associates eligible for partner in 1996 or 1997 is a minority.

Data collected in 1995 from smal1/small-mid-sized firms which had signed the
Goals yielded statistics from 35 firms, 14 of which had two or fewer total associates, and, at the
other end of the spectrum, eight of which had ten or more associates.. Of these 35 firms, 19 had
no minority partners, eight had one, and, at the high end, four firms had three or four. This group
as a whole exhibited higher minority percentages than the smaller group studied longitudinally,
far exceeding both the partnership goal, at 10.6% and the associate goal, at 21 %. These numbers,
however, are largely reflective of gains by Asian Americans only, who exceeded African
American partners by a factor of 3 to 1 (18 v. 6), and outstripped Latino partners by a factor of
3.6 to I (18 v. 5). Similarly, Asian American associates exceeded African American associates
by a factor of 2.9 to I (29 v. 10), and Latino associates by a factor of 5.8 to 1 (29 v. 5).

B. Attitudes Toward Diversity

Adoption of the BASF Goals had had more of a conscious impact here than in the
larger firms. "There is wider acceptance within the firm, since our adoption of the Goals, of the
need to diversify as a real goal, not just a nice notion," said one attorney. There was, however. a
distinction similar to that noted in larger firms, between firms which were actively involved in
systematic. self-conscious affirmative efforts to retain (as well as recruit) minorities, as contrasted
to those that adhered to a relatively passive self-described "color blind" approach on retention.
The minority attorneys tended to express a degree of job satisfaction and commitment to the firm
roughly commensurate with their perception of the firm's commitment to diversity.

Firms whose leadership articulated, in general, a commitment to hiring
minontles, but color-blindness when it comes to retention tended to have fewer diversity
programs, and in some instances resisted even important symbolic gestures of firm commitment,
e.g., firm recognition of Dr. Martin Luther King's birthday. Their minority attorneys, in tum.

17 In 1995, African American, Asian American, Latino and Native American associates
comprised. respectively 6.5%, 9.8%. 1.6% and 0% of the 123 total associates in the nine firms. The 1995
minority parmership ranks are composed of one African American, four Asian Americans. three Latinos
and no Native American, representing, respectively, .71%, 2.9%. 2.1% and 0% of the 140 parmers in the
nine firms.
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were highly cognizant of this sink-or-swim mentality and its consequences. "I'd like to tell you a
success story. I just can't think of any" said one. "There are no policies or programs to
collectively address diversity issues." In discussing the lack of a mentoring program, for
example, s1he said, "Consequently, minority attorneys suffer from an alienation that non
minorities don't face because non-minorities can integrate without a mentoring program." At
another firm whose managing partner said "I feel very strongly that no attorney here feels
minorities are less competent" and that "if race is a factor, it's a positive in the person's favor," an
associate said, "No one at the firm really cares enough to make retention of minorities an issue to
be reckoned with at the firm...Many partners subscribe to stereotypes including the belief that
minorities aren't quite as competent and Asians are passive." While the leadership of that firm
was fairly pessimistic, it expressed the hope that the hiring of laterals might make the firm's
future "reasonable or fair;" that firm's minorities felt that retention failures would continue to
vitiate the firm's hard-fought gains in hiring. "Without some type of policy change," said one,
"minorities will continue to go into a revolving door."

One minority attorney closed the interview with the thought that if any changes
were ever to take place in that firm, it would only be through hislher efforts, but "only if I stay
that long."

VIII. FIRMS WITH OFFICES OUTSIDE SAN FRANCISCO

A. The Numbers

Firms which had offices in the City but were not headquartered in San Francisco
were not studied in the 1993 Interim Study, but statistical information was collected for purposes
of the Goals '95 study from a group of six such offices, two of which had signed onto the Goals.
Interviews were conducted at four of these firms. 18

As a group, the six firms for which data were available had a level of minority
partners that was similar to that of the large firms, constituting 4.9% of all partners, but their
associate level was far lower than that of the large San Francisco-based firms, constituting 11.6%
of all associates.19

B. Attitudes Toward Diversity

As smaller branch offices of very large firms headquartered elsewhere, and as
relatively new kids on the block, this group of firms were a hybrid. Though they exhibited many
of the same patterns as the homegrown firms, Latinos were particularly poorly represented.

As new start-ups, these firms had very few minority partners, except for the
occasional lateral hire, and there was more of an emphasis on hiring minority laterals than in
many San Francisco based large firms. To the extent that a firm had engaged in affirmative
efforts in recruitment and/or retention, to the extent its leadership was seen as committed, its

18 Interviews were also conducted at. and statistical data was collected from. a large firm located
outside San Francisco in a nearby city. That infonnation is not reported in this Study because it would be
clearly identifiable as coming from that particular employer.

19 The two firms which had signed the goals had slightly higher minority representation than the
four which had not.
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minorities knew about it and in general felt more positively about the firm and their future
even if the numbers were not there yet.

In one firm, for example, although the minority associate deplored the firm's "hit
or miss" approach to retention, slhe felt that the firm's strong commitment to the CMCP, as well
as a recently commissioned retention study, were hopeful signs. S/he appreciated the fact that the
managing partner and most others in the firm were genuinely interested, even though retention
was not yet an overall clear firm objective.

Conversely, an associate in a firm seen as having little commitment to diversity
spoke of minority isolation, application of different standards, and a "flavor of the year" approach
regarding hiring. "The prevailing attitude in the firm these days is that it's okay to be indifferent
to the concerns of minorities."

IX. CORPORATE LAW DEPARTMENTS

A. The Numbers

In a pattern similar to, but less drastic than that of the larger firms, the total
attorney population of the five corporate law departments which were studied longitudinally
declined 14.7%, from 252 to 215, between 1990 and 1995. Even taking into account the fact that
most of these offices are relatively small, averaging only 44 attorneys, their overall percentages of
minority attorneys at all levels outstripped those of the large corporate firms, and included two
minority general counsel. The number of minority attorneys in these departments rose 32.2%,
from 31 in 1990 to 41 in 1995, and represented 19.1% of all attorneys in 1995 as compared to
12.3% in 1990.20 12.6%, or 16 of 126, of the higher-level counsel in these departments and 28%,
or 25 of 89, of the remaining counsel were minority.21

B. Attitudes Toward Diversity

The eight corporate law departments at which interviews were held varied widely
in their diversity efforts and results and in the perceptions of their attorneys. Most were also
coping with the uncertainty of corporate mergers and/or downsizing, combined with efforts by
their parent corporation to downsize or hold static the legal department while re-doubling scrutiny
of their work. This often occurred despite tremendous growth in the corporation itself, as well as
an exponential increase in the legal complexity of its business transactions. However, in part

20 In 1995 African Americans constituted 7%, Asian Americans 8.4o/c, Latinos 3.7% and Native
Americans 0%, respectively of the total of 215 attorneys in the corporate law departments which were
longitudinally studied, as compared to 4%, 4o/c, 2.7% and 0% of the 252 total in 1990. Similar to the
smaller group, the total minority percentage was 18.3% for the entire group of nine corporations who
submitted statistics in 1995, although both African Americans and especially Asian Americans were better
represented. African Americans, Asian Americans, Latinos and Native Americans constituted 6.7%,8.7%,
3.6% and 0%, respectively, of all attorneys in these nine departments. It should be noted that by 1995 the
numbers of Latinos have fallen even farther behind those of African Americans and Asian Americans, and
Native Americans have had no presence at all in these departments.

21 The statistics of the four additional corporate signatories to the Goals who submitted statistics
for 1995. when combined with the five corporations longitudinally studied, yielded substantially similar
results.



because large corporations have historically been more active than law firms in seeking to
institutionalize diversity, and in part because corporate general counsel often have more control
over their departments than do law firm managing partners, some corporate law departments of
major corporations had been more self-consciously aggressive than were their law firm
counterparts in their efforts to diversify their inside and/or outside counsel ranks.

At one end of the spectrum was a well integrated law department of a newer
corporation whose general counsel was himlherself a minority, who commented, "Our standard of
quality is inclusive of race, not exclusive of race. Since we have simply sought thl? best attorneys
we could hire, diversity has followed quite naturally." A minority attorney in the department
agreed, noting that corporation as a whole was open to diversity, celebrating e.g., Black History
Month and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s birthday. "We're doing phenomenally well. The main
reason is the standard set by the general counsel. The atmosphere in our department is warm and
hospitable. Diversity is not only considered good here, it is considered a part of excellence.
People are happy here and they stay."

Another general counsel felt that the legal department's success went hand in
hand with the corporation's "wonderful success in promoting diversity ...Women and minorities
are unquestionably taking positions of real power in the corporation, making decisions that have a
profound impact on the corporation's future. The whole corporation markets its diversity." One
minority attorney in this department noted that while senior counsel had their favorites, many of
them were minorities, so it had no racial impact. "Many minorities," s1he said, "have developed
halos." The real threat to continued gains in the corporation was said to be the merger with a less
diverse company and, as in many law departments, the potential of layoffs or a no-growth
posture.

Another general counsel who had focused heavily on diversity stated, "The
company has had a cultural diversity program for a long time, and there is support from top
management. God forbid if there were not, since we have had to use new law firms to meet our
diversity goals. But the efforts of the legal department are part of the broader corporate
environment, which is sensitive to issues of diversity. Our success in recruiting is a result of
institutionalizing new procedures that go outside previously established processes. We're starting
to see how the process feeds on itself."

Membership and sometimes leadership in the CMCP, as well as an overall
corporate commitment to diversity, had resulted in most of the corporations' active insistence, in
retainer agreements and informally, that minorities be used by outside law firms on their matters.
"We seek and demand diversity in outside counsel," said one. "In our retention letter we ask that
the first person we see on any matter be either a woman or a minority. We also ask for annual
reporting on the women and minorities in the firm and on our work, both to counter a firm's
presumption that we wouldn't want minorities on our work, and to make sure that they think
about diversity in making their assignments to our matters." Another general counsel said they
had done well with the CMCP goal of retaining more minority-owned firms. Despite requiring
reporting from large firms about minority participation, "We have done a less credible job of
holding a pistol to their heads," s1he said, although a minority attorney in hislher department said
that s1he had recently replaced a firm with one that had a minority partner who could handle the
work. Some minorities in general counsel offices, however, including a few senior managers,
stated that they had not actively pursued the goals of the CMCP. The reasons stated by one were
similar to those of non-minorities. "I already have good attorneys working for me," s1he said. "I
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have a sense that my firms focus on diversity in any event, and, I suppose, it's a result of a sense
of complacency.. .It seems like a 'stick' approach. There's no carrot."

Minorities in departments whose general counsel had made few diversity efforts
had the same views as their similarly situated minority colleagues in law firms, although there
was the added problem that attitudes of the "client," i.e., the larger corporation in which these
attorneys worked, were sometimes to the right of the department's own leadership. "The higher
ups are hesitant to rely on minority attorneys," said one. "Our record is abysmal," said another, in
a corporation whose general counsel exhibited little concern at the dearth of minorities in the
department. "The Goals are almost an irritant. The people here who get oppbrtunities are those
that don't make waves - the good corporate soldiers. Minorities need to understand reality and
stop asking for diversity. The only answer is minority-owned businesses." Conversely,
minorities in departments whose low minority numbers were attributable in part to promotions
into higher management were more positive about their work environment, especially where the
CEO and general counsel were well regarded. "The CEO has pushed for true diversity, is pro
active in training employees, enforces rules that racism and sexism won't be tolerated, and people
of color have advanced dramatically into management." said one minority in a department with
only two minority attorneys. "The guy running the department is an open, honest manager who
has a large amount of experience working with all types of people and is willing to delegate."

Yet even in corporations whose general counsel had had reasonable success in
achieving diversity, conscious in-house efforts often focused primarily on recruitment rather than
on retention and advancement, with few minorities having reached the ranks of upper
management. Often unbeknownst to the general counsel, some minorities in their departments
expressed a serious sense of isolation and exclusion from the dominant corporate culture and a
feeling that diversity was not truly valued. "As a minority male, I think differently, I am just a
different person from some of my white colleagues ...We don't have anything in common, and
people need to feel connected. I don't feel anybody is looking out for me...[and] presumptions do
operate here. If I make a mistake, it's amplified all the more," said one. "Minorities are not being
placed in the pipeline to rise within the organization," said another. "We are experiencing a sense
of complacency, but in fact we lack a critical mass, and are especially underrepresented in
management," said a third. "We are held to a higher standard and are more likely to be second
guessed." This stood in contrast to the views of a senior manager, who touted extensive diversity
efforts, which were apparently unknown to the junior attorney. "We are developing a critical
mass," said the senior counsel. "The idea that diversity can be beneficial is gaining moment
within the corporation as a whole," s/he added.

Finally, some minority counsel cited the low turnover in these departments,
causing the minorities to be the lowest-tenured, and, therefore, lowest paid employees, even
though most of them were experienced laterals. This created a wage gap that has widened with
time. "There is a feeling here that women and minorities don't need to make as much...The
company says your experience is different and somehow less valuable," commented one senior
minority counsel.

x. GOVERNMENT LAW DEPARTMENTS

A. The Numbers

Although none of the government law offices in San Francisco had been asked to
sign the Goals and Timetables, the Committee felt it important to assess the progress they had
made with respect to diversity, particularly as compared to the private bar. Statistics were
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gathered and interviews conducted at the City's three major public law offices, as well as the U.S.
Attorney's Office and the California Attorney General's office.

The combined minority percentages of the offices of the San Francisco City
Attorney, District Attorney and Public Defender were very substantially higher than in any other
employer group, with minorities constituting an overall 29.8% of all of the 336 attorneys in these
three offices. African Americans, Asian Americans, Latinos and Native Americans constituted,
respectively, 8.3%, 12.8%,8% and .6% of all attorneys in the combined offices.

B. Attitudes Toward Diversity

Both the statistical representation of minorities and the subjective views of those
working in most of these offices represented a sea change from the tenor of interviews with their
private bar counterparts. In three of the offices, both the head of the office and the minorities
within the office emphasized the high degree of diversity in their workplace, although the head of
the office tended to have a rosier view of the situation. A fourth office had suffered from the
vagaries of politics, with its future highly dependent upon who occupied the top spot.

The office chiefs generally considered themselves to be, and were observed by
the minorities in their offices as, aggressively committed to diversity over the long haul, and their
statistics bore it out. "It's a matter of commitment," said one office head. "Diversity is a part of
the office culture and minorities blend in well. Offices missing minorities are missing good
lawyers." A senior level minority attorney agreed. "There's a high level of sensitivity here
because we are diverse up to the highest levels." A newer minority lawyer felt that,
"Management wants a diverse office and uses this in hiring." Another office chief spoke proudly
of his/her recent hires, 47% of whom were minorities, and stressed that s/he had made it a top
priority to promote minorities to managerial spots and other positions of authority, particularly in
certain practice areas that had not traditionally been held by minorities. A third office head felt
that the office had experienced enormous success in increasing diversity well above the BASF
goals. The minority interviewees agreed. "This is a healthy work environment which attracts
minorities, due in large part to the head of the office. Weare not tokens, but one of many in a
diverse, healthy work team." This person stressed that the office chief had a "concrete plan and
goals which were well established." S/he also commented that minorities were frequently
assigned to key cases, which helped them to develop strong skills and to achieve high visibility.

All stressed the importance of word-of-mouth recruitment by other minorities in
the office. One minority noted that the office chiefs conduct of "informational interviews" on an
ongoing basis for future openings ensured a strongly diverse applicant pool. S/he also stated that
s/he had left a prestigious downtown firm to come to this office because of the office's reputation,
the office chiefs known commitment to diversity, and because s1he had felt like a token minority
in a predominantly white corporate culture that had no minority support or retention policies.

Among the problems discussed by this group were: (l) These offices are not
growing, diminishing the opportunity to bring in new minority attorneys; (2) The tight
employment market, combined with the increasing dissatisfaction of lawyers in downtown firms
and a perceived drop in African American and Latino law graduates, were believed to have
combined to create a larger, but a whiter, applicant pool; (3) As a corollary to (2), the flight from
other walks of legal life had produced more people, including minorities, who were using the
government law office as an interim "vehicle for trial experience," rather than viewing criminal or
municipal practice as a career goal; (4) Similar to the problem cited in the corporate departments,
because of low turnover in the higher level positions, and, in some offices, a policy of basing
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salary solely on tenure in the particular law department, minorities tended to be locked into a
comparatively lower salary structure than longtime white employees, even if their work was of
the same quality and level of difficulty as that of an attorney with more tenure in the department;
(5) There was viewed to be a serious shortage of Latino attorneys and others with bilingual skills;
and (6) The policy of many offices to hire temporary or contract lawyers, and then promote them
into regular positions as they came open, produced fewer. minorities.

XI. RESPONSIVE PROGRAMS

Although San Francisco employers have employed a number of approaches to enhance
recruitment and retention of minority attorneys with (varying success over the years), the
managing partners/chief counsel generally seemed unaware of the enormous symbolic value, in
the eyes of their minority attorneys and recruits, of the office's perseverance in these efforts. The
interviews as well as the statistical evidence suggest, however, that the impact of an employer's
insistence upon creating, evaluating, remolding and enlarging upon structured programs cannot be
overemphasized and these efforts should be made known to all attorneys in the workplace.
Successful programs cited by interviewees included:

A. Effective Recruitment Programs

Participation in the Bay Area First Year Minority Clerkship Program
or similar programs (e.g., Tulane): Although one managing partner
commented that other minority clerks felt the program demeaned their
success in having been hired "on the merits," the Program has had a
number of success stories and has broadened the pool of talented
minority law students who ultimately secure jobs in prestigious corporate
law firms and elsewhere. .

Use of headhunters who specialize in minority attorneys; specific
requests to headhunters for minority candidates, for both new graduates
and laterals.

Concerted commitment of the firm's hiring committee to inclusion of a
large percentage of minority students in their summer program.

Award of "bonus points" to recruiting attorneys which are calculated
into decisions on salary, bonus and advancement.

Inclusion of minority lawyers on the Hiring Committee, including the
Chair; recognition and use of the firm's minority attorneys for informal
"word-of-mouth" and formal recruiting and follow-up of minority law
students and possible laterals. Interviews revealed how important the
special efforts of a firm's minority partners and associates were in
seeking out and convincing promising minority recruits that the firm was
a good place for minorities to work, and in convincing the firm to
broaden the recruitment pool and look more closely at qualified minority
candidates.



22 See more detailed Recommendations in Attachment B.

B.

Special training for interviewers, including videotapes, manuals, use of
diversity consultants and frequent in-finn discussions of the importance
of diversity and of screening for minorities.

Broadening the pool of feeder schools, no matter how small and select a
finn may consider itself to be, to include schools with greater numbers
of minority law students, e.g., Howard. One minority attorney noted
with dismay the fact that his/her finn had dropped interviewing at
Howard as an economy measure.

Communications to law schools, and to minority law student groups at
the schools where the finn ordinarily interviews, encouraging minority
applicants and touting the finn's adoption of the Minority Goals and
Timetables and participation in programs like the California Minority
Counsel Program and the Minority Clerkship Program.

Holding receptions or substantive programs geared to emphasizing the
firm's commitment to diversity at the firm or at law schools.

Asking minority and other respected law professors to recommend
promising candidates.

Attending minority job fairs, in order to meet promising students who
don't necessarily attend the finn's usual feeder schools.

Holding "informational interviews" for minorities with senior partners
who later can be contacted when positions open up.

Effective Retention Programs22

A highly visible and substantial commitment by top-level fInn
management.

A well funded minority associate retention committee of which the
managing partner is a member or Chair and which he/she regularly
attends.

Hiring of minority laterals: Although this has been more common at
the large mid-sized finn level, several large finn managing partners were
seeking to attract minority lateral partners (and, in some instances,
associates), particularly African Americans. These finns understood that
many minority laterals were unlikely to have a large book of business,
but felt that it was in the their firm's long run economic interest to
achieve better diversity in the partnership at a faster rate than their
associate pipeline could provide. Minority partners and associates
welcomed such a development, believing that competition for minority
partners would raise the stock of the minority partner group as a whole
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(though some firms were seen as posing insurmountable barriers to the
success of any minority partner, lateral or not.)

More strategic use of the California Minority Counsel Program: Only
one firm had systematically tried to ensure that everyone in the firm,
including the management committee and practice group leaders and all
(other) minority attorneys in the firm, is made familiar with the CMCP
and encouraged to take advantage of the opportunities it provides for
access to corporate counsel. These include: participation by managing
and senior minority partners on the CMCP Steering Committee, which
includes the General Counsel of many of the state's largest corporations;
participation in quarterly Round Tables, at which general counsel and
minority attorneys together focus on opportunities and hot issues in a
particular substantive area of law; attendance at the CMCP Annual
Conference, including the Corporate Awards Dinner and numerous
interviewing opportunities; and profiling the firm's minority attorneys in
the printed and online CMCP Directory. The corporate membership of
the CMCP has grown dramatically in 1996, including the addition of
major corporations like Disney and Sun Microsystems, and the Program
has grown increasingly sophisticated in recognizing, for example, the
importance of retaining minority partners as the billing partner on client
matters. Firms should regularly monitor and include routine reports to
the management committee on the progress which has been made on
achieving the CMCP goals.

Implementation of a formal mentoring program: Despite the ennui
with which most managing partners and some minorities view mentoring
programs. it is clear that a formal, written mentoring program is a
necessity for maximizing minority retention. Issues may include whether
the program should include only minorities or all associates, whether
mentors should come from the minority lawyer's own practice group or
from elsewhere in the firm, and whether minorities should be allowed to
indicate their preferred mentor. Mentors must have the necessary
position. authority, commitment, ability and sensitivity to fulfill the role
effectively.

Informal efforts bv the managing partner to become personally
acquainted with. and to periodically check in with. minority attorneys.

A sustained program of mandatory in-house sensitivity training for
legal and non-legal staff on diversity issues. Although white partners
and others were sometimes said to resent and resist such programs. and
although their success is widely variable depending on the level of
support from the firm's top leadership. the talent of the trainers and the
degree to which the program is tailored to the particular workplace.
nevertheless the need for and success of sensitivity training to bridge
enormous gaps of knowledge and understanding was clear. As one
minority put it. "Minorities always carry the burden of dispelling
unconscious assumptions and perceptions, of putting people at ease. But
at the same time, they struggle to maintain their ethnic identity, and



consequently experience greater stress than their white counterparts and
have to work harder to succeed. Diversity training in the finn has helped
to ease that burden. ,,23

Supervisory training for legal and non-legal staff on managing
diversity.

Creation of structures and procedures for the assignment of work that
fairly distribute opportunities to work in growing areas within the finn
and for advantageous clients and partners, and which are evaluated to
ensure against unconscious bias. In some finns, for example, smaller
practice groups, centralization of assignments within the group, and
rotation between groups to enhance exposure of new attorneys to a
variety of reviewing or assigning lawyers and, where appropriate, to
facilitate recovery in the event of a problem. have proven advantageous
to minorities. Particular care and sensitivity in initial placements and
assignments for minority lawyers have prevented later problems, and
"channeling" of minorities has been examined and avoided in some
finns. For example, minorities have often been steered to litigation
rather than transactional work or to labor and employment rather than
intellectual prorerty or environmental law.

Creation of procedures for performance evaluation that will spot
problems early in order to help forge solutions, and ensure fairness and
freedom from bias are an important factor in a finn's successful
retention of minorities.

Financial incentives or "bonuses" for increasing/supporting diversity
and the success of minorities within the finn.

Training to enhance marketing skills of minority attorneys; creation of
procedures to ensure that minority partners as well as associates are
provided access to marketing opportunities to prospective new clients
and to new matters of current clients.

Creation of ombudsperson mechanism for lawyers to discuss perceived
unfair treatment or perceived racism, independent of an immediate
supervisor.

Law finn support for outside community and minority bar
affiliations, such as the purchase of tables and payment of dues, as well
as finn recognition and/or celebration of holidays and events important
to minority communities, e.g., Cinco de Mayo, Chinese New Year,
Dr. Martin Luther King's birthday.

23 One minority partner. however, remarked of his/her firm's diversity training program, which
had been enthusiastically described by the managing partner as a bonding experience. "I was depressed for
two weeks after that, realizing that things were not going to change anytime soon."
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Procedures to ensure inclusion of minority attorneys in tables
purchased at, e.g., judges' diMers and other prestigious or otherwise
professionally advantageous social events.



Attachment A

NAME

TITLE

GOALS AND TIMETABLES

•

BAR ASSOCIATION OF SAN FRANCISCO
Attention: Drucilla Ramey
685 Market Street, Suite 700
San Francisco, CA 94105

RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION OF MINORITY ATTORNEYS

(2) By December 31, 2000, minontles shall comprise. at least 25% of the employer's
associates/corporate counsel equivalent positions and at least 10% of its
partners/corporate counsel senior positions.

Please indicate your finn'sllaw department's commitment to the Goals and Timetables on
Minority Employment established by the Bar Association of San Francisco by completing this
fonn or notifying by letter.

(1) By December 31, 1995, at least 15% of the associates/corporate counsel equivalent
positions and at least 5% of its partners/corporate senior positions shall be minority
attorneys; and,

On behalf of my finnllaw department, I pledge that we will use our best efforts to meet the goals
and timetables contained in the Bar Association's June 14, 1989 Resolution, as follows:

FIRMILAW DEPARTMENT

Please return this fonn to:
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Bar Association of San Francisco Goals and Timetables
for Minority Hiring and Advancement - 1989 Signatories

By December 31, 1995. minorities shall comprise at least 15% of the employer's associates and at
least 5% of its partners;

By December 31, 2000. minorities shall comprise at least 25% of the employer's associates and at
least 10% of its partners.

•

Angell. Brunner & Angell
Arnelle & Hastie
AT&T Communications of California
Baker & McKenzie
Bancroft & McAlister
Berman & Glenn
Beveridge & Diamond
David Michael Bigeleisen. APC
Broad. Schultz. Larson & Wineberg
Brobeck. Phleger & Harrison
Bronson. Bronson & McKinnon
Buffington & Konigsberg
Bushnell. Caplan & Fielding
Carroll. Burdick & McDonough
Cassidy & Verges
Cooley Godward LLB
Cooper. White & Cooper
Crosby, Heafey. Roach & May
Crymes. Hardie & Heer
Cullum & Sena
Dinkelspiel. Donovan & Reder
Erickson. Beasley & Hewitt
Farella. Braun & Martel
Feldman. Waldman & Kline
First Nationwide Bank
F1ehr. Hohback. Test, Albritton & Herbert
F1eischmarm & Fleischmann
Folger & Levin
Furth. Fahrner & Mason
Goldberg. Stinnett & Macdonald
Goldfarb & Lipman
Gordon & Rees
Graham & James
Gutierrez & Associates
Hancock. Rothert & Bunshoft
Hanson. Bridgett. Marcus. Vlahos & Rudy
Hedani & Choy
Heller. Ehrman. White & McAuliffe
Anne Hiaring. Esq.
Law Offices Marc Van Der Hout

Landels. Ripley & Diamond
Leland. Parachini. Steinberg. Flinn.

Matzger & Melnick
Lew & Fong. APC
Lilienthal & Fowler
Lillick & Charles
Littler. Mendelson. Fastiff & Tichy
Long & Levit
Majestic. Parsons, Siebert & Hsue
McCutchen. Doyle. Brown & Enersen
McGee. Lafayette. Willis & Greene
McKesson Corporation
McTernan, Stender & Walsh
Minami, Lew. Tamaki & Lee
Morrison & Foerster
Murphy, Weir & Butler
Nichols, Doi. Rapaport & Chan
Niesar Pahl Cecchini & Gosselin
Nossaman. Guthner. Knox & Elliott. LLP
Oracle Corporation
Orrick. Herrington & Sutcliffe
Pacific Gas & Electric
Pacific Telesis Group
Pettit & Martin
Pillsbury Madison & Sutro
The Recorder
Remcho, Johansen & Purcell
Rogers. Joseph. O'Donnell & Quinn
Rosen, Bien, & Asaro
Rosenblum. Parish & Isaacs
Rothschild & Goldin
Rouda, Feder & Tietjen
Saperstein. Mayeda. Larkin & Goldstein
Sawamura. Chin & Nishimi
Sedgwick, Detert. Moran & Arnold
Severson & Werson
Shartsis. Friese & Ginsburg
Shute. Mihaly & Weinberger
Silk. Adler & Colvin
Steefel. Levitt & Weiss
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Howard. Rice. Nemerovski. Canady.
Falk & Rabkin

Law Offices of Helen Y. H. Hui
Jackson. Tufts. Cole & Black
Jeffrey & Heinemann
Jonas & Matthews
Jordan. Keeler & Seligman
Kadushin.Fancher.Wickland
Knox & Cincotta
Lagarias & Masson

Stein Lubin & Lerner
Steinhart & Falconer
Tandem Computers Incorporated
Tarkington. O'Connor & O'Neill
Thelen. Marrin. Johnson & Bridges
Townsend and Townsend
Transamerica Corporation
Law Offices of Chandler Visher
Wells Fargo Bank
Willdorf & Stevens
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Attachment B

Every organization must scrutinize its own internal environment, and must devise the approach or
solution that best fits its own structure, management, philosophy and culture at any particular
time. No matter how enlightened an employer's practices may be, or how hard an employer may
try, some level of attrition among minority lawyers, as among white lawyers, is inevitable.
However, the following recommended procedures are believed to be realistic and achievable tools
that legal management should strongly consider implementing - with skill and sensitivity - in a
greater effort to improve minority retention and to achieve the goals of workplace integration and
diversification.

RECOMMENDATION 1

Top-level management must make a highly visible and substantial commitment to retention
and advancement of minority lawyers.

The entire institution must ultimately adopt the goal of retaining and advancing minority
lawyers as a bona fide business and management objective, rather than as a part-time
social experiment or temporary expedient.

This goal cannot be accomplished by the efforts of only a few minority lawyers, or a
handful of sympathetic white supervisory attorneys. Rather, the highest-level managers
of the firm should lead the effort to scrutinize the organization's history and environment
to identify and address any minority retention issues or barriers that may exist.

As a part of this effort, it is recommended that the firm perform a thorough review of its
history of minority employment: how many minorities have been employed; when they
were hired; how long they were employed, in what practice groups, and under the
supervision of which attorneys; when they left and why; and why those who remained
chose to stay. When minority lawyers depart from the workforce, exit interviews about
their professional experience with the organization should be conducted and the results
reported to senior management.

This review and analysis may reveal policies, patterns, attitudes, and behaviors in need of
attention and change. These may range from, e.g., methods of work, case or department
assignments or performance evaluations which are particularly vulnerable to distortion by
subtle biases, to identification of supervisory attorneys or practice groups which have
proven to be unsuccessful in developing, retaining and advancing minority attorneys.

Positive action plans should be devised and implemented to address any issues identified.
These may include some or all of the following recommendations.

RECOMMENDATION 2

The managing partner/chief counsel of the organization, or a formally and publicly
designated high-profile partner or attorney with authority and clout, should assume the
active leadership role in the institution's efforts to address minority-related issues.

•
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RECOMMENDATION 3

The organization should clearly articulate, in all appropriate publications, policies, and
procedures the organization's commitment to and policy of equal opportunity in
employment.

In a comprehensive effort to make clear and enforce its commitment' to create and
maintain a racially/ethnically diverse workforce. an employer should publicly articulate
this commitment (1) outside the firm. in recruitment and hiring materials and practices
and in communications with clients and prospective clients and (2) inside the firm, to
staff and attorneys, in personnel manuals. newsletters, bulletin board postings, staffing
policies, criteria for supervisory responsibility and success, criteria for promotion, and in
communication of expectations of employee collegiality and cooperation.

RECOMMENDATION 4

Formal support structures, such as a mentoring program, should be provided.

The mentor program concept formalizes a critical component of a firm's informal
networking process that has proven successful for generations of white lawyers, but from
which minorities have often been excluded.

The imponance of the assignment of an advisor or mentor cannot be overstressed. The
mentor can serve as a resource to the junior lawyer in numerous ways: as a teacher of the
law and lawyering; as a source of business opportunities and work assignments,
particularly those that are career-enhancing; as a source of praise and publicity for the
younger lawyer's accomplishments; as a bridgellink for connecting to the organization,
and advice and counsel; as a troubleshooter for resolution of problematic situations; as a
career counselor; as an advocate for the newer lawyer's advancement and promotion; and
as a source of collegiality and friendship.

The mentor mayor may not be a lawyer who is in a direct line supervisory relationship
with the newer lawyer, but should be a partner, or comparable-level supervising attorney,
who has the necessary position and authority and sufficient commitment, ability and
sensitivity to fulfill the role effectively.

The advisor/mentor need not, and often should not, be a minority lawyer. In many firms,
for example, there may be few, if any, minority attorneys in positions of real power
within the organization. Moreover, exclusively minority pairings may incorrectly project
the impression that the issue of minority lawyer retention is not the responsibility of the
entire organization, but rather that of minority lawyers only. Additionally, minority
lawyers should not uniquely be assigned the mentoring responsibility without equal
sharing of the duty by white attorneys.

It is also suggested that the organization provide training, guidelines or other formal
communication to mentor lawyers about the structuring of the mentor relationship, and
the expectations for lawyers serving in that role.
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RECOMMENDATION 5

Management should consider implementing training for supervisory attorneys in effective
personnel practices and techniques, which should include training in the area of managing
diversity.

Many problems in the workplace - for minority and white attorneys alike - are the
result of or are exacerbated by poor personnel management, but minority attorneys may
disproportionately bear the brunt of poor personnel practices. Although an essential part
of the partner's or supervising attorneys' job is management, supervision, training and
development, and evaluation of less senior lawyers, little formal attention or training has
traditionally been devoted to this dimension of the job.

Although resistance may be encountered due to time constraints, it is recommended that a
training program be instituted for supervisory and other senior attorneys in personnel
management skills (e.g., performance evaluations; handling sensitive or volatile
employee situations; handling charges of unfair treatment). This program should include
a specific component on the effective management of a racially and ethnically diverse
workforce.

RECOMMENDATION 6

The organization should consider conducting one or more human relations workshops or
sessions specifically intended to sensitize all employees, including non-lawyer staff, to race
and ethnic-related issues that may exist or arise with increasing diversification of the lawyer
workforce.

Although all would agree that equal treatment of minority lawyers should be a hallmark
of the workplace. the experience of minorities in the legal profession has long belied
widely held assumptions of a color-blind meritocracy, and demonstrates that effective
integration has not been and will not be an automatic process.

Rather. the low rate of minority lawyer retention at majority legal organizations has been
and largely continues to be rooted in systematic attitudes, patterns of behavior, and
forces. Such attitudes - which often exist not only among management, but also among
peer lawyers and non-lawyer staff - operate sometimes overtly and consciously, but
more often subtly and seemingly unconsciously as exclusionary barriers to acceptance of
minorities on equal terms with their white peers.

As consultant Jacob Herring demonstrates in the video, human relations workshops on
issues surrounding minority retention can dramatically call to the attention of majority
attorneys and staff the everyday realities of corporate life as experienced by minority
professionals. Listed below are some of these realities, more fully explained by
Mr. Herring in the workshops he conducts:

• Minorities are presumed to be incompetent until proven otherwise and must
overcome this presumption anew with each new supervisor, while the opposite is
true for whites.

•
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•

Minorities are regarded as representative of their entire race when they fail. but
are considered the exception when they succeed.

Minorities are accorded far less latitude for displays of aggressiveness than is
considered respectable for whites.

Minorities who are perceived to be in authoritative positions often encounter
resistance from white attorneys and staff.

Younger minority professionals have few role models in their workplace and
develop the perception that there exists a ceiling on promotions for minorities in
their firm.

Minority attorneys are often excluded from informal networks of communication
within the firm and do not receive the specific feedback from supervisors
necessary to succeed in the firm.

As a result of many of the above experiences. minority attorneys tend to
disproportionately experience isolation and loneliness within the organization.
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Human relations workshops led by experienced outside consultants. using as discussion
tools films like A Finn Commitment and its predecessor. All Things Being Equal. can
serve as an ideal first step in an employer's exploration of these and other barriers to
minority retention in its own workplace.

RECOMMENDATION 7

Mechanisms should be developed to ensure open lines of communication with minority
lawyers and should include a neutral mechanism, independent of an immediate supervisor,
for lawyers to discuss perceived unfair treatment or perceived racism.

Because of the historical legacy of racism in our society. the perennial question inevitably
raised for the minority lawyer who has an adverse experience is: "Did this occur because
I am a minority?" It should be made clear that the employee can raise this or any other
professional! career concerns he/she may have in this regard without fear of reprisal or
retaliation.

The very difficult question may arise as to whether a partner/supervising attorney/mentor
should initiate with a minority lawyer issues relating to race or ethnic status if the
employee has not first raised it. Although many minority lawyers may regard this as
intrusive. there are many other minority lawyers who would prefer greater management
recognition of and sensitivity to the fact that they are different from most. if not all. other
lawyers in the workplace; however. lawyers among this latter group may be reluctant to
assert their concerns to management for fear of being perceived as malcontents with an
"attitude problem" or a chip-on-their-shoulder about race.

While every workplace differs. employers should develop policies to handle and respond
to diversity-related concerns raised by employees. rather than simply ignore them.
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The employer might generally announce throughout the lawyer workforce its
receptivity to discussion of an employee's diversity-related concerns, and specify
the forum or mechanism through which any such concerns can be raised, e.g., to
line man~gement, to mentors, to a designated committee, or to a designated
representative of management.

Where a manager decides to inquire about the comfort level of a minority lawyer
in the work environment, it should be done privately on an individual basis. One
opening might be, "We realize that there are only a few or a small number of
minority lawyers here, and we recognize that that circumstance may [pose issues]
for some individuals. If there are any concerns you have in that regard that you
would like to discuss, please feel free to discuss them with me or [other
designee]."
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• An employer might periodically disseminate, perhaps on an annual basis, a
questionnaire among all staff/associate lawyers about various aspects of the
employer job experience, such as quality of work assignments and supervision,
and opportunity for and quality of training.

RECOMMENDATION 8

Legal employers should consider use of career development plans or guidelines that can
provide some objective criteria for assignment, training, development, and performance
evaluation of employee lawyers.

Althaugh the realitie~ of law practice make it difficult to calibrate lawyer development
along a rigid timeline, there do exist, often uncommunicated to the employee, certain
expectations of basic skills development and performance standards that attorneys are
expected to meet within general time parameters.

It is recommended that supervising attorneys make use of individually tailored plans for
each employee attorney that set concrete, but flexible, guidelines for the lawyer's
performance and improvement. This ensures that both the supervising and employee
attorneys focus on mutually understood and communicated objectives against which
performance can be measured and plans for improvement can be implemented in
identified areas of deficiency.

RECOMMENDATION 9

Particular care and sensitivity should be exercised in the procedures for initial
placement/assignment of the incoming minority lawyer and in subsequent work
assignments.

Initial mismatches of minority lawyers with racially insensitive supervisors, or in work
situations with known deeply-rooted problems have historically caused a significant
number of departures of minorities from many legal organizations. Placement of
minority lawyers with more effective and sensitive supervisors/managing lawyers or in
strong departments is recommended.

•
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t
Channeling of the minority lawyer to perceived "minority" areas of practice, such as f
employment discrimination, as opposed to permitting such a lawyer the choice of other
areas of work where practicable (e.g., environmental, employee benefits), should be f
avoided.

Employers should consider rotating the minority lawyer among various reviewing or
assigning lawyers to enhance that lawyer's developmental experience and exposure. t

RECOMMENDATION 10

The organization should promote fairness in the performance review process, both in the
standards used and in their application, with particular efforts made to identify and
overcome subtle bias in the evaluation of minority lawyers. This should include
development of an early warning system for performance deficiencies.

The criteria used in performance evaluation should be scrutinized by the organization for
job relatedness and for their fair, rational and consistent application to each employee.
Evaluations determined to be unsound or unfair should be appropriately modified, and the
subject discussed with the reviewing lawyer to ensure that future evaluations are accurate
and unbiased.

RECOMMENDATION 11

I
I
l
f

Accordingly, legal employers must redouble their efforts, not only to recruit more
minority attorneys into their organizations, but also to develop and retain them as
competent and valued members of the legal workforce.

•

The representation of minority lawyers in the organization should be increased. I
Recruiting and retention issues are interdependent. The experience of white women in
the Iegal profession, for example, shows that as many legal organizations have attained a [
"critical mass" of successful women lawyers and role models, these organizations have
been able to attract and retain more women attorneys.

Just as informal support structures have developed among growing numbers of women [
attorneys in legal organizations, increasing their comfort and identification with the
institution, so too, will increased hiring and retention of minority attorneys increase their . [
prospects for success in the firm and cause the attorneys to feel encouraged to remain.
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After reviewing the data. CSOD ~ COIlvilloed that rancdial aetiaa is required.
Ac:eordiDgly.,CSOD request$ that the BoUd ofGovemors adopt a resolution: (1)'
reminctiDg lawyers and law firms that employmeat discrimination on the basis ofsex.w
orientation is illegal; and (2) endorsing die auaohed recommeDdatioDS, which are based
upon those previously adopted by the Lo$ Angeles County Bar Association aDd the Bar
Association ofSan Francisco.

The Committee 011 Sexual OrieD~ DiserimiDation (·CSOOIt)is charged. in·
part, to assess and report to the Board ofGovemors OD the scope aud impact ofsexual
orientation discrimination in the legal PJiot'essioa in California. This Report snmm8tizes
CSODfs initial efforts and makes a Dum,,- ofrecommeDdatiODS for review and adoption
by the'Boanf ofGovernors. CSOD beli~ that the data from the State Bats 1991
Demographic Survey and d1e 1994 Los~es Coumy Bar Associationls Report 011

Sexual Orientation Bias prescDts substazl,tialad statistically~ve evidencc of
wi~discrimination. But perhaps! even more compelling are the nurativcs ofami
saY bias recounted by hundreds ofla~ers in Los Angeles and San 'Francisco.

CSOD respectfully submits that this 'S1I~'JY Qlcrits the senQus atumtion of the
,Board ofOovemors for two reasons. Fiist. employment discrimination and harassment
based upon sexual orientation is illegal: iit YiolUcs Sections 1101 tbroup 1l02.1 ofthe
California Labor Code. Indeed, recently the Comt ofAppeal held that this kind of

.discrimination based upon sexual orientation -is invidious and violates a fundamental
public policy of this state.11 Ueberz v.1'1rJn$wOridSptenu. inc." 32 CaL App. 4th 1693,
1707 (1995). S~Dd, Rule 2-400 ofthe!CaJifOmiaR.ules ofProfessional Conduetbazs
lawyers and law firms from employmeatldiscrimination based upon sexual orieDta1iorL
As its autbory the Board ofGovernors sh~uld.. 'We submit, play a pivotal role in enforcing
the Rule. A Board ofGovernors resoludPD addressing iJleIal discrimination agajust
attorneys by legal employers. which is ahned It iDsurina compliance with a Rule of
Professional COnduct approved by the S~preme Court ofCalifomia, 'clearly faIls within
the pUl"View ofthe State Bats charter. '

I As used here, Itpyll means gay, lesbian aridb~.

,
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,
i' 'Very Truly Yours,

~~~Myron Dean Quon
Qlair, COmmittee on Sexual Orientation Discrimination

I

p~ find enclosed a copy oflhe~t1Y8doI*d State Bar resolution calling upon IepJ
~p1oyers to 1iIke aftinnadw steps to~ full iateiradon ofaztomeys, reprdless ofsexual
orientation. Under California Jaw. and undct Rule ofProtessional Cc!Ilduct 2-400. legal employers
have a duty to tab remedial actions to &cDbte filD paniclpIlion by lesbian. gay and bisexual
attorneys.in the workplace and to accord tho;;e attorneys fUll and equal employment opportunities.

The Board ofGOVCI'DOIS 8dopted th~ ·resolution based uP.On~ prepared by 1he Los
Angeles County Bar Association and Bar.~iatiODofS&D FnncUco. Tbc stUdies documented the
pattern ofpervasive sexual orientation bias within our lepJ community.

. !
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'l'U COIOllJ'1'U ON 81XUAL OIJIN'l'A'I'IOJI DI8CBDIDIA'DOH

THE STATE BAR OF CALIFORNIA

Specifically, the State&r~Is~ legal anpJoyCIS to: .

adhere to their obligation. under the California Rules ofProfessional Conduct. to avoid
disaimination against lesbian~ py men. and bisexuals;

consMb- the adoption ofantkliscrUniiatico policies that include prohibitions~ discrimination';
based on sexual orientationi I

November IS. 1996

•

•

•

•

. ,

,consider the adoption ofeffective gri~ancc pnx:c:dures for attomey~ who believe they may'
have been diseriminated amo;..c:!t on the basil oflbcir sexual orientation;.-..- I .

..! .

COO5idcr the adoption ofnoo-diSCIimlnatoty rccmitmerlt aad hiring pradices and aon
discriminatory procedures for prom~oD. campeasation and work ~ipmcnts;

• consider the adoption ofbenefit~es withthe same set orbeneftts for all employees; ,and
I ,

• refi'aiJI from maintaining WOlX cn~cntI, where 'lesbian, gay or bisexual auorneys are
encouraged or feel compelled to~ "closeted." , '

I ' ,
, I uraeyou to read the enclosed reso~ion aDd to iJlform legal emplo)ier$ ia your community

about the State Bar's historic action. Ifyou~e any questioQs. please feel free to contact me at (213) ",
937-2728. I CII1 provido further informaUon Qr copies orb studies documenting bias based upon
sexual orientation. Thank you in advance foriyOur help in fulfilling complete integration o{tbe Iep.l
profession." '

I~
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A. Studies OfSeXual Ori~scrimjnatiQD 1n'Dl§ l.ega1 Pmfession
, '
I ~
I '_

I. TJw, 1991~lc blllW)l olllle S/QU Bar ojCoJIfDmJD.
ID 1991, the State Bar cojIdaeted a demopphie SIJl'WY of 14.300

nndomly-selected aetive Bar members;. At CSOD's request. SRI llitenlaticmal~
1bat daU in 1994 to detc::mdne ifthere y.rere significant differences between SlY, lesbian
aDd bisexua1lawyers and odlermembtp otthe BIr. A copy of1he January 1994 ,
Camparison ofGay and NOD-GayS~ Bar Members is attached lit Tab 1. The nsubs
confirm the beliefs held by many gay,~ and bisexual attorneys that 1bey Ire

disadvantaged in hiring, evaluation,p~OD and compensaDOIl
I .. •

, '

For example. the data sh,ws dW gay lawyers are less ~ly to mike putDer
at law firms. Aller 10~ in the profession,',26% ofthe gay lawyers were putDetS in '
law firms, as opposed to 3SOA ofthe nop..gay lawyers. For lawyers with less1ban 10
years in pnJetice, just 4% ofthe gay la'iVYers are partners.. as COJupared~ 11% offhc DOD"

gay auomeys. Moreover; aftm' 10y~ in practicz, gay pa.rtDe:rs arc concentrated in the
largest and smallest firms while their Df>n--py counteIparts are more evenly,~ in
firms ofan sizes. Gay lawyers are~e likely to work outside ofJaw firms. Thirty
percent ofthe gay lawyers who haVe b+cu in practice for 10years or more wolk in
govenunent or as in-house counsel (as pPposed to 21% ofthe nonoopy lawyers).

f

As might be expected* the profile oftbeirpractiCe, gay lawyers eain
less money than 1lOI1..g&y lawyers.' Afbt:r 10,ormare years in pracaicc. 6,.,4 ofdle gay and
lesbian liwyers cam UDder St00.000. Py contrast. just 460,{. ofdie non-gay adtDUley's
earn under $l00~OOO. Forty-one perC$ ofall non·py lawyers earn over $125.000 after'
10 years ofpracti~yetjust 270.4 ofth= gay attorneys earn thatmuch. And wbj]e 44% of
gay lawyers earned UDder $75.000 aftci- 10 years in pnacticc, just 26%'ofthe uaa--py
laWyers did. ' . :

While the State Bar~ is 'based only on demogrilphic data. adler
California bar associations have CODdu~ Studies ofgay mel lesbian aaomeys 'which
also include powerful sQUisticalmdanbod~ evidence of1he extent ofdiscrimiutiOll
..inst gay and lesbian attorneys.~ for eumple. two ofibe largest ComIty Bar
Associations in the State have CODdu~ studies regarding sexual mienmtion '
discrimination which confirm and cxp$1d uPon the data from the State Bar Sutvey.

-2-
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2. The Los Angs/u~~Bin'A.rsoclQllolt
Rspol1 on~OrlsmadonB~

. i .
I

, In June 1994~e Boanl ~Trustcesof1he Los ADgeJes CoDDty Bar
Association adopted a Report prepare4 by b CoIDIDitree on Sexual Oriemation Bias
f'the LA Report"). lhis Report and i1ls Appendices. published in the Spring 1995
Southem California Review ofLaw qet Women's Studies. are au.ehed at Tab 2. The
Report is based upon surveys ofatt.o~IDd employers and on focus groups which
collected anecdolal information. !

The Los Angeles ReportjfouDd a br'oad.Jnsed pereePuoa~ significant
discrimination against gay lawyers is prevalent in Los Ai.ge1eS eo.. By way of '
illustration. tbirty-Dine percent ofall attonleys said that !hey had seen or experienced
discrimination against py or lesbian ~eys. Ahnost 680-" ofthe lesbian attorneys 'and
'58.3% ofthe gay attorneys reported ~essing or experiencing anti-gay discrimiDation in
Los Angeles County. 4 S. Cal. Rev. Ll" Women's Stud. 195,311 (1995)..

I •

The LA ~ortfoUlld evl~ce of~onin~yevery~
oflegal employment: hiriDg, work CJn!U'ODIDeDt. ISSIgnmeDts; evaluation. compensation
and promotion. About 15% ofthe attofney respondc:Dts said that their offices
discriminated against gay and lesbian~ in hiring. Id. at 311. The wriueu
respcmses UDderscored the depth of1helnep1ive feelings directed to gay and lesbian

I

aa:omeys. For example, even though epaploymCDt discrimination on 1hc basis ofsexual
. orientation is illega1and violates the RUles ofProfessiODll conduct, employers replied:

• .j

We~ Dot interested in *,wyers with this 'type Ofdisability -
a mental and emotional problem: ofobvious magnitude.· .

I
I
i

We will Dot hire them .. !. We have discussed the issue and how to
prevent having them·as lawyers ; . ..' . .

. i
4 S. C8L Rev. L. &. Women's Stud. at 3~3.

J
The LA Report also sug+sts that once hired, gay lawyers are frequeatJy

subjected to a hostile work place, co~ete with anti-gay comments and "jokes." Thus.
660"" of the attomey respondents repo~ that they heard such commeots at their firms
and it appears as one gay attorney note~ that "[i]t is acceptable .•• to verbally ridlcule .
gays and lesbians in a way that is not~ble toward other minorities." 4 S. Cal. Rev.
'L. & Women's Stud. at 314-1S. Comm+nts about "faggots" and MdyIccs." and about how

,I
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py attDmeYs spend their time "playiDg~d1 ... homosexual fiieods" were all recounted
ill the Ileport ld at 315-16., .

i
I

, , The LA Report also fouuJ *at dae:ie Was substaDtia1 anti-gay bias 811IOII&
e:oDeegucs aDd dients. About IS% of,- respaadems aid Chat their rJieDts did Dot WIDt
to wed with gay lawyers. Twelve percent of,the respondents said tbaJ parIDerS or .
supervisors in 1beir offices prefmed~ to wade with PI auomcys. Over BOA of the
.uomeys said that their offices have de:iUcd py lawyers work simply because they were
py ancl over 11% of1bc~dents ~w or experienced sexual orient8don bias in .
auamcy work usigomcat. 4 S. Cal. Rev. L ~Women's Stwlilt 32()"21.

The LA Report is~ compreheasiveand paiats an aJarmiDg
picture for gay attomeys.. Not only is~n extasive. its impact is minimized
by law fimas and legal employers. Dis¢miDation 'piatt~, lesltian mel bisexual ,
lawyers is simply not seen in the same pgbt as discrimination apiBst other' minorities.
and is largely dismissed as Dot being a problem. .

I

'" I'
3. Bar Association o)SanFrancisco 199] R8pon on

E/imin~ling SexudJ OrlDltatio71 Discrimi1l/llion

. I

In August 1991 the Boar4- ofDitectms of1be Bar Association atSan
Francisco ("BASF") unanimC?usly adopted a resolution which approved and adopted
-Creating an Environment Conducive tb Diversify: A Guide for Legal Employers on
Elimiaariug Sexual Orientation Di~DtatiOll· (-Guide-). a document drafted.by the Bar .
Association's Committee On Gay and ~bi8D Issues. This Guide is attached at Tab 3.
The BASF Guide was based upon a study ofgay ami lesbian attorneys conducted in 1988
and interViews and information from a !Dumber ofother sources. It echoes many ofthe
same problems brought to light by and~eomented in 1he lo$ ~elesReport.

The Guide noted thatby !199~, many employas had not even adopted a
policy ofnon-discrimination on theb~ ofsexual orien~. Oay attomeys had a
difficult time gettiDg hired. Openly gay millcants and heterosexual applkants whose
resumes~ed that they had~ on gay causes were often not iDterviewed. As an
example. the Guide related 1heexpcri~ ofa heterosexual applicantwho spent a
smnmer wolking at National GayRi~ AdvOC&test and did not get ~ single job interview
until afterhe removed the referenCe fr4m his resume. Many gay and lesbian attorneys
reported the SIDle problem. Guide at ~. 6.
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Once applicams did~ve Dm:rviews, some poteutia1employas made
offeDsive comments. A pI1tDer at a~-firm told an applicaDt that ODe of1be few
clisadVBJltBleS ofSan Franciscn was im -py eamm1mi1¥.- Other applic.D1S were asked
IIlout their mws~ IlIIIJiI&c.~ Itp. 7. .

The Guide also DOted~blems with meotioD. advIDcement aDd
-compensation. Many firms tolerated alwOJt place where words such as lIfap" or
-queers- were used and employeesw~ free 10 make homophobic jokes and comments
Guide at p. 8. Gay lawyers were expeqtcd to keep their sexual orieatation UDder wraps
and said to have'shown wa lackofj~· in being openly py. Guide at
pp. 9-10. n. 18. :

,,

- BASF adopted 23 specifip recmnmendations to address the problems
identified mthe Guide. In 1995. the BASF Committee sent out surveys to aU of its
member finDs to detennine their compliance with the BASF recommendatioDs. A written
report will b~ published later this year.~ -_

- ,i I

B. Recouunendations For A~tion By Lesal Eum1qym
I

The Bar Association ofSan F~cisco aDd 1he Los ADgeles County Bar
Association adopted l'eCOmmc:Ddations fOf aetimi by legal employees in light ofthe
disturbing and pervasive nature ofsexu}Il orieotation bias they discovered wi1hin the legal
profession. Consistent with the res9~oDS oftbese local barassociations. CSOD
recommcmds that the State Bar adopt a F1utionurging legal employers to:

! 
I

,.
,
I

2 The San Diego Coun" Bar is~ .. sUrvey reganfiDg die exiAeaee~scope ofall
types ofdiscrimination in its legal commliDitv, including sexual orientation discrimination.
8everaI bar associations outside CaJifomi1bve,aIso undertaken sexual orientadoIl studies.
For example. 'the Association ofthe Barf1be City ofNew Y9lkS~ ComrnittM.OD
Lesbians and Gay Men in the Legal Prof~OD Subcommittee OIl Employment PJ8Ctices has
issued a Report on the Experience ofLes"ians and Gay Men in1he LepI Profession; 1he~
County Bar .Associa1ion in the State ofWpsJ:dngton has adopted a report entitled In Pursuit of
Equality: the F'mal Report ofthe King Cojmty BarAssociation Task Force on Lesbian and
Gay Issues in the Legal Profession; and ~c Massachusetts Lesbian and Gay BarAs..~mion
has prepared areport entitled The Prevalebce ofSexual Orientation DiseriIpinatim in the
Legal Profession in Massachusetts. .

-5- .
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1. Adopt. implemea. _act pabBeD and-diJcriminatio. poU~es.
. .!. . I

.,.;ufirms1Iavc1IIIIi~ policies. These policies should incIade
disorimiDaUon QD 1he basis of~~~~ should be publicized to cuueat and
6Uure employees. SiDc.e Ibere is a~ iDcideDce ofanti-py comments mel~~ iD
... wodcplace, lbc poUcios shouldT oddress verballuuusmeat

It is also imponant ...a _ aDd authoritative perJOI4 such u a " '
mlalling~ champion the cause ~flJlti~ bias in the workp~. EmpJoyen; may"'onstrate their commitment to the "Jicy'byccmdaacting iD-bouse 1nbIiDgand Ma..E
;programs. , I '
, I :

2. Adopt. imPlemeDl ud ~.bncize effective Ir!evance protedares.

I "I '

" There should be a we1J..p~JiC= and neutral mechanism 10 enforce the
.employer's anti..discrlmination polici~i ~matIY people perceive auti-py bias as
acceptable, employers must act prompqy and ,adequately to investigate 8Dd resolve
lcomplaints. 1, '

" I,
3. Adopt. implemeat :.-i'publicize 'Iloo-diseri..jinatory

recruitm~ aad'i birin, practices. ,

Gay lawyers should pprti~pate inhiring ad recruitment and should be
identified as contacts for potential empJoy.:iatcresu:d in these issues: 'Ifthere me DO

openly gay lawyers. any attomey who ~ seusitive to gay aad lesbian islues might fill this
,role. Interviewers must avoid subdeb~ such as asking about sexual orientation or
,marital status. At the same~~eweri should notdi~ amdidltes 1iom
disoussing their sexual orientatio~~ gay. lesbian 8Dd bisexual groups should' .
'be included in a firm's recruitment offofts IDcffirm resumes or other~which lists
~I'O,bono. activity should include lesbiaf'8JUlrrpm bD1ID ~ces. ,;,
: I • . ~

4. Adopt. Implement:and publicize DoD-discrillli~tory proced1U"e£
for promodoD,~~tiOD aDd work assigamenta.

, ' , I, i

Employers should make Ufol1u.o identity met overcome 'subtlebias in1he
evaluation and assignment ofwork. Wprk ~pments anel promotions should not be
based upon the perception ofhow a cliFt miIht react to woddDg with gay lawyers.
Because much of the ,evaluation ofa lar'Yer's; skiD is subjective andp~ gay lawyers
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should be iDcludcd in the meatoriDa Jet fonDal and informal support dIat is pven to aU
Iawyen, including the same opporIUDilY to socialize with coneagues.

i :
S. Adept,·I.plem~tud publldze benefit package;- wItb the same

Iet.fbeIl~fO, aU employ... . .

. Because California does:!recopize jay IIWI'iaF. gay attmneyS wl their
parmen ClDDot obtain the mecliea1 co e ad other beDefits that~UDiYersaIly .

. offered only to the spouses ofhetem employees. This is ODe of.the most obvious
fonDS ofdiscrimination in~ In. The mosteffective method ofcJemonstrmng
tbat employaJ are serious about=t fDr d1eir employCC$ is 10 provide domestic
parmer beDefirs. Employers should ~er beal1h and other insurance to same sex paItDers
and their children on the. same tenDS as provided to married. heterosexual employees.
There is a growing nUDl.ber oflaw~ and legal employers who DOW oifer this beDefit

,

. Other benefits, such as p~tiDg leave, ~-dme polici.e5t ~ck.J~~ .
caretaking leave and bereavement lea~ may easily be tailored to avOI~ discrimiDation
against gay employ~. Relocation ~efits and employee assistmice propms should
also apply to SIIDMCX domestic partn+'s IIDd their children. Some benefits appear minor.
but are stiD important For example, bf sure to mclude -guests." "partners" or
-significant other" b1 finn sponsored screw events.

I

6. Refrai~ from m.~taiDing work eavironmeQts where encouraging
gay aUoI"H)'I a~ eacoaraged or feel compelled to remain
"doseted." j '.

Gay employees should w"ve the same freedom as heterosexual attomcys to
determine whether and to what eXtent tFY wish tore~ their personal relationships at
WOIk or in their profession. When a hejterosexua1 employee mentions his orherspo~_laYS family picture:S or wears a wedding riD& it is Dot seeD as • disCussioa oftbe
employee's sex life. Yet employers _ bellew. that "to revea11hat one is gay is to talk
about 'who YOUTe sleeping wi1b' - DO~men - ~e heterosexuality is·expllDded 10
encompass ftiendsbip. love and famJlYl Woods. The Corporate'Closet 70 (993). Some
ofdJe puticipanm in-the Los Angcics Study Ideoted this view. For eXample,. ODe .

respondent said. -sex ·lives ofany PCfSdtmCl are not appropriate topics for !be law office.II

4 S. CaL Rev. L·& Women's stuci at 4M-45. Yet acknowledging ;a gay relationship or
orientation is no more a discussion of ..~- than acknowledging a heterosexual maniage.
The objective is to create a workplace tpat is unbiased and suppo~ve ~{)r all employees:
~sexua1 or gay. . .

·7·
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C. R.eeommend!tio!J$ ForafmBy~Goyem~

. i ~

CSOD lilies that abe Bo8rd of Q~verDOIS.as the author oldie RUles of
Profrssioaal CoDduet aDd the leaders~ea mpniatiOD chutered to up~Jd the mjbest
odUca1 stBDdards, caatinue itscommi~ - cMdcaced wbal it~ the fonuaricm
orCSOD - to acknowledging and addtPs$in, the widespread invi4io_discrimmmOD
'pmSf'lesbian. saY and bisexual Jawyep cIemonmated by the Sat$ oWn lUtVey and by
abe comprehensive studies oftwo l:J::a-opolitaD Bar Associadom. aOD asks that
the Board adopt a resolution: (1) r . • g Jawym and law fbms!thIt cmploymeat
discrimiDation on the basis ofsexual cnien1ation is illegal; and (2) endorsing the
recommendations made herein by CSO¥> to address this problem. A proposed resolution
is provided herewith. .

I
I
i

I
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AesoLUTJPN BY THE STATE BAR
~ OF GOVERNORS

WHEREAS.

WHEREAS,
,

Under the C8Jifomia Rules of~Conduct. Rule 2-400. C8Ifomia lawyers
have an ethical obligation not to disQrimInat& i11he1r. employment practices on tJOtI1ds
of an attorney's savt ral orientation;~

I
, WHEREAS. i

Io!

Under CsIiforria law, C81if~ lawyerS also h8ve a;~~ not to
discriminate in t:hei' employment pra4tfces on gran:fs d an attOrney's S8X1lSf orientation
(see, e.g., CaUfomia Labor Code H 1101 through 1102.1; Lebatt v. TI'BII$WDfId Systems,
Inc., 32 caJ. App. 4th 1693, 1707 (1$5) (employment discrim1nIItion besed upon sexUal
oiientation lIis invidious and violates ~ UldamentaI pubic policy of this state,; and

i .
i

The Board of GoYemorS has~ presented with persuasive statistical and other,
data suggesting that~ against attorneys on 1M basis d their sexual
orientation oonti1ues to be a~ problem within 1he C8IIomia Iegat oommunily.
NOW THEREFORE.

BE IT RESOLVED, that

1) MemberS of the~ Bar, end'iegal employers WIthIn the State or
california, should be cognlzalJl ajr'1heIr obUgations. under Rule 01. Professional
Conduct 2-400 and California law,~ avoid dI8orImInating. Or knowingly permltUng
cnscrtmlnatlon, In the hiring,~. discharging or otherwise determining the
conditions Of emplOyment Of ~ny peniOfl, or In accepting or tennlnatll)g
representation of any clients; andl .

i
2) In order to promotejfair and equal treatment of lesbian and gay

attorneys WIthin the CaDfomla legaf community, members.01 the State Bar and legal
employers within the State of C811tpm1a are urged to consider the fouoWlng steps:

. !
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(a) The adopIion, j ImpIImentatIon and pubIJcIzJng Of anf.
dscrImlnatiOn policies Ih8t h*IcIer'.. on dIscI'ImInatIon on the basis 01
...... orientation; and

(b) The adoptIOn.~on and publicizing or effeauve
.-rance prooedur. for dorn8ys~~ they~ ,... been dJ8cItmlnated
8Q8Jnst on groundS of their 88XUII 9r1ent111on; and '

(e) 'The adoption, i1n1p~ and publicizing of no.,..
. discriminatory recruitment and hit..,,, praoUoes; and

(d) The adoptlon,! ImplementatIOn and pubIIcIitng Of ftQII.
discriminatory procedures for promotion. compensation and work assignments;
end :. ,

i .

, <e) The adoption, ~plementation and publiCIZIng of beneftt
packages with the same set of benpnts tot au employees; and

. ,, .
(f) Refraining frOmImaintaining WOlle environments whete gay

attorneys are encouraged or feel ~mpeUed to remain -Closeteer; and
. ,.
(3) In making these~.ndatlons, the Board ofGovernors takes note

of the fact that many legal empIoyt;rs (as well as other emplOyers) In 'the state of
California have already made 81gnl1icant progress In adopting and implementing
ponel. along the Bnes SUggested! above. 1bose.1 employ,rs are urged to
continUe 1I1ei1' etfortst and other ... employers are encouraged to fOlloW ttltil'
lead. . .

, I
!
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BAR ASSOCL-\TIO~ OF SA~ FR-\~CISCO

MODEL POLICY FOR DO:\lESTIC PART:'iER HEALTH BENEFITS

BAR ASSOCIATION OF SAN FRANCISCO
J\;10DEL DOl\tIESTIC PART~ER HEALTH BENEFITS POLICY

INTRODUCTION

This Model Policy for Domestic Partner Health Benefits was drafted to encourage Bar
Association of San Francisco ("BASF" or "the Association") member law firms and corporate law
departments to offer same-sex domestic partner health benefits to their employees and to assist
Association members and other employers who are considering offering such benefits. I BASF
believes that making health benefits available to same-sex domestic partners is a crucial
component of creating and maintaining a work environment that is free from sexual orientation
discrimination and bias. Without such benefits, employees with same-sex domestic partners are
deprived of a valuable form of compensation that is routinely offered to married employees, and
therefore do not receive equal pay for their work. The Association considers the elimination of
sexual orientation discrimination to be a matter of great importance and urges all of its members
to implement domestic partner health benefits as a means of furt~ering that goal. In BASF's 1991
Creating an Environment Conducive to Diversity: A GlIlde for Legal Employers on Eliminating
Sexual Orientation Discriminallon, the Association formally recommended that its members offer
health benefits to the domestic partners of lesbian and gay employees, to the extent possible under
federal tax law, on the same terms that they are made available to the spouses of married
employees.

Over the last few years, a number ofBASF member firms - including several of San Francisco's
oldest firms - have successfully negotiated with insurers and health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") to provide domestic partner health coverage. 2 As more and more employers in the
legal profession and elsewhere have expressed interest in providing domestic partner benetits,
insurers and HMOs have become increasingly willing to offer domestic partner health coverage.
Accordingly, employers who wish to offer such benefits are often able to do so through their
existing insurers and HMOs. Moreover, the experience of employers who have been offering
such benefits for a number of years demonstrates that the costs for employees with domestic
partners do not exceed those for employees with spouses.3

I The Model Policy W:lS draftcd by the Bar AssoclatlOn's Committee on Sexual Orientation issues. Ruth N.
BorcnstCIn and Michacl 1. Sears. co-chairs. It \':lS approved by the Association's Board of Directors on
November 22, 191)5.

~ BASF member firms olTering domestic partner health benefits include McCutchen. Doyle, Bro\\n & Enersen.
Mornson & Focrster. Orrick. HCrrIngton & Sutcliffe. and Pillsbury Madison & Sutro. A list of BASF tirms that
ofTer domestIc partner hcalth bcncfits IS IncIudcd In the Model PolIcy. The Associatlon thanks these timls for thclr
plOnccring efforts in affording hcalth bencfits to domcstlc partncrs.

, "Gcncrally speaklllg. and contrary to warnings and prcdictlons by insurcrs and othcrs. extending co\"erage to
domestIc partncrs h:ls nol rcsullcd III statistically slgmficant dllTcrcnces III cost. . .. Expenence thus t:1r Illdlcatcs
cmploycrs arc al no morc fisk \\ hcn adding domcstlc partncrs than whcn ndding spouses." Hewlll Assoc..
DO/llestlc j)artllers al/{I F/Ilploree /jene/its <) (I <)<)~ l. .,,'/!/! C.R Colbcrt III & 1.G WolTord, Sexual ()r/cl/tawlI1 111
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the Workplace: The StrategIc Challenge. g Compcnsatlon & Benefits Mgml. 1 (1993): C. Iannuzzo & A. Pink.
Benefits for the Domcstic Partner of Gay and Lcsblan Employees at Lotus Development Corporation (Simmons
College Graduate School of Managemclll. IlJ9 I).

The BASF Model Domestic Partner Health Benefits Policy is not intended to be legal advice;
employers should consult with their benefits, employment, and/or tax advisors to tailor model
policy terms to their individual circumstances.

While these documents focus exclusively on health benefits, there are a number of other benefits
that employers frequently provide to married employees that can easily be extended to employees
with domestic partners in order to ensure equality and fairness. For example, employers can and
should include domestic partners when offering bereavement leave or sick-care leave. For more
information on eliminating sexual orientation in the workplace, please consult Creating an
Environment Conducive to Diversity: A Guide for Legal Employers on Eliminating Sexual
Orientation DiSCrimination, which is available from BASF's offices.

2

Although virtually all of the provisions in the Model Documents have been implemented in some
form in existing policies, because the Model Policy was designed with the goal of providing health
benefits to the domestic partners of gay and lesbian employees that are, wherever possible, the
equivalent of, and offered on the same terms as, the benefits offered to the spouses of married
employees, the Model Documents include some provisions that may not yet have been approved
by insurers and HMOs and omits others that are frequently required. Accordingly, employers
seeking to implement the Model Policy will likely have to negotiate with their insurers and/or
HMOs to gain approval of some of its provisions. To assist employers in such negotiations, the
Model Policy discusses the rationale of its major provisions and also includes suggested
alternatives should any insurer be unwilling to accept specific provisions.

The BASF Model Policy is comprised of an Overview of Issues Relating to Domestic Partner
Health Benefits, which addresses the various issues that must be considered in implementing
domestic partner health benefits, and Model Documents (a sUmp1ary of benefits, statement of
eligibility, and notice of termination) that are typically required by insurers that provide domestic
partner health coverage. The Model Documents can be modified by individual employers to meet
their own particular needs as well as the requirements of their insurers and/or ~10s. The Model
Policy also contains lists ofBASF members who are currently providing domestic partner health
benefits and of insurers and HMOs that have provided such benefits.

sf-2 I~~5
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OVERVIEW OF ISSUES RELATING TO DOl\tIESTIC PARTNER
HEALTH BENEFITS

Employers considering offering domestic partner health benefits to their employees will have to
make decisions concerning domestic partners' eligibility for benefits, the manner in \vhich
domestic partners will be required to demonstrate their eligibility, and the scope" of coverage to be
provided to domestic partners, ~ The major issues for decision are discussed below Other issues
are discussed in annotations to the Model Documents.

DEFINING ELIGIBLE DOMESTIC PARTNER RELATIONSHIPS. In contrast to
marriage, which is defined by law, society has not yet adopted a common definition of domestic
partner relationships. 5 Thus, the first step that employers must take in implementing domestic
partner health benefits is to establish the criteria that domestic partners must satisfy in order to be
eligible for benefits.

3

While some employers have attempted to define eligible relation~hips in part by attempting to
describe the emotional bond or commitment shared by a couple, the Association believes that it
would be as difficult to describe those bonds in a manner that would encompass all domestic
partner relationships as it would be to describe the bonds among all married couples. Instead,
BASF's Model Documents require that the employee and partner be each other's "sole domestic
partner" and expressly exclude coverage for roommates, relatives, and others who are not in
domestic partner relationships.

Employers who offer domestic partner health benefits typically have defined eligible relationships
by specifying some combination of emotional and financial ties that must exist among the partners
and/or by requiring that the partners register their domestic partnership with the City and County
of San Francisco. The Association's Model Documents follow this approach, by requiring that
the employee and domestic partner be each other's sole domestic partner and that they either
register their partnership. with the City and County of San Francisco or possess at least three of
seven specified indicia of emotional and financial interdependence that are common among
persons in committed relationships (e.g. joint lease, mortgage or deed; joint ownership of a
vehicle; joint checking account or credit account; and designation of the domestic partner as a

sf-21~~5

4 Because this Model Policy was drafted as part of an errort to eradicate discnminauon and bias against lesbians
and gay men, it addresses coverage for same-sex domestic partners only Employers who choose to offer benefits to
opposite-sex as well as same-sex domestic partners could modify the tl.todel Documents to appl~' to all domesuc
partners.

S Although there may not yet be a common dcfillltlOn of domestic partners. recogniuon of domesuc partner
relationships is well-cstnblishcd In the lcsblan nnd gay community nnd increasingly WIdely rccognized In socIety nt
large. One dictIonary dcfines dOlllesuc partncr ns a "pcrson with whom one cohabitS in a se:\ual relntionshlp."
American Heritage D:etllmary (3d cd.). Another dcfincs It as "clther member of nn unmarrlcd. cohabming nnd
espeCially homoscxual couple thm sceks bencfits usually n\'ailable only to spouses" Randum f[uuse ['nabru~l!ed

DlclIonarv (2d cd.).
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beneficiary of the employee's life insurance. retirement benefits. or will). The Model Policy
includes an alternative to domestic panner registration to establish eligibility because of concerns
in the lesbian and gay community that the registration offered by the City and County of
San Francisco is an inadequate substitute for legal marriage and does not offer sufficient benefits
for the obligations that it imposes. For example, San Francisco's Declaration of Domestic
Pannership obligates the partners to pay third panies for the costs of each other's living expenses,
but affords no 'corresponding tax benefits or inheritance rights. In light of these' concerns. BASF
believes it is appropriate to make registration sufficient to establish eligibility but also to provide
an alternative to registration.

Similarly, although many employers and insurers have required domestic partners to live together
or to wait a specified period before becoming eligible for benefits, the Model Documents do not
impose such requirements, because they typically are not required of married couples. BASF
recognizes that domestic panners, like married couples, may live separately due to work or other
obligations without terminating their relationship. In addition, by requiring domestic partners
either to register with the City and County of San Francisco or possess at least three indicia of
emotional and financial interdependence, the Model Documents ensure. that domestic partners
have established significant objective manifestations of their relationships before they are eligible
for benefits. To the extent that employers and insurers have imposed such requirements out of
concern that domestic partner benefits not be abused by employees seeking coverage for persons
who are not truly their domestic partners, the experience of employers who have offered domestic
partner benefits demonstrates that such concerns are unfounded.6 Employers who are concerned
about potential abuse of domestic panner benefits should consider that employees who enroll a
same-sex domestic partner in their employers' health plans must be prepared to identify
themselves as gay men or lesbians to at least some of their fellow employees, a step that many
employees are reluctant to take. Moreover, because the IRS does not recognize domestic
partners to be qualified dependents, employees will have to pay income taxes on the value of the
benefits their domestic partners receive and, therefore, will have financial disincentives from
abusing domestic partner benefits. Where a provision requiring domestic partners to live together
is nonetheless included in a policy, BASF recommends that the policy permit employees to obtain
coverage for their domestic panners if one of the partners is temporarily living away from the
joint residence but intends to return on a permanent basis.

DEMONSTRATING ELIGIBILITY. While most employers have extended health benefits to
employees' spouses solely on the basis of the employees' identification of their spouses, most
insurers that provide domestic partner health coverage have been unwilling to accept a
comparable representation from employees in domestic panner relationships and have instead
required employees seeking such benefits to submit some form of documentation of their
eligibility. Most often, the required documentation is a declaration of eligibility signed under

" Dennis Hostetler & Joan E. PlIles. DO/lle.\tlc Partners/lip Benefits: Dispelling the .\fvth. 15 Re\' Pub Personnel
Adm1l1. ~I (Winter 11)1)5): E. Murphy. Understandlllg the Domestic Panner Dilemma: Perspecl1\'es of Employer
and Insurer. (Clly of West Hollywood. 11)l)2): Bureau of Nat'l. Aff.. RecognIZIng .\'on-Tradi//Onal FG/lIIIJes. Special
Repon #18 (I l)(JI)
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penalty of perjury, which some insurers require to be notarized. BASF believes that married
employees and lesbian and gay employees with domestic partners should be treated equally with
respect to how they are required to demonstrate their eligibility for benefits. Thus, where an
insurer insists upon written documentation of eligibility or where an employer prefers to obtain
such documentation, BASF recommends that documentation be required from married couples as
well as domestic partners. 7 Requiring the same documentation from married couples and
domestic partners ensures that gay and lesbian employees are not singled out as unreliable or
untrustworthy in representing to their employers that they have satisfied the established criteria
for eligibility for benefits coverage. To ensure that this is not an onerous burden, the document
establishing eligibility could be incorporated into the document in which employees identify the
spouse or domestic partner to be enrolled in the plan. In addition, to minimize inconvenience.
where married employees have enrolled their spouses in the benefits plan before implementation
of the domestic partner policy, those employees could be exempted from the requirement of
submitting documentation of their spouses' eligibility until the next open enrollment period, and
could then submit their documentation of eligibility at the same time they submit any other
required enrollment documents. BASF also recommends that employers consider negotiating
with their insurers to omit notarization of the statement of eligibility, as this requirement will
cause needless expense and inconvenience to all employees who seek to enroll a spouse or
domestic partner in a benefits plan.

SCOPE OF COVERAGE. BASF recommends that domestic partners be offered the same
benefits that are offered to employees' spouses and on the same terms. For example, if an
employer pays 100% of the cost of benefits for employees' spouses, it should also pay 100% of
the cost of benefits for employees' domestic partners. Similarly, although a domestic partner does
not have a right to COBRA coverage under existing law, employers should extend the equivalent
coverage to employees' domestic partners that is offered to employees' spouses.

As examples of employers \\ Ith thiS t~ pe of pro\'lsion. Orrick. Herringtoll & SutclilTe reqUires employees \\ Ith
spouses as well as those with domesllc partners to submit declarations of eligibility. and Cooley Godward Castro
Huddleson & Tatum requires thm emplovees \\ ho seek to enroll spouses or domestic partners possess at least three
specified documems. such as a JOlnl lease or durable po\\er of attorney. 111 order to be eligible for benefits.
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SU1"Il\;fARY OF HEALTH BENEFITS FOR DO~[ESTICPARTNERS

[Name of Employer] now offers its employees the opponunity to obtain domestjc panner health
benefits. Coverage is available for couples in same-sex domestic panner relationships ~ CO\'erage
does not extend to roommates, siblings, parents, or persons related in a way that would prohIbit
marriage in California. Complete details are available in the [refer to name of plan documents]

ELIGmILITY: Coverage is available for couples in same-sex domestic panner relationshIps. It
is not available to roommates, siblings, parents, or persons related in a way that would prohIbit
marriage in California. To be eligible for domestic panner health benefits. the employee and
domestic partner must be: 9

The sole domestic partner of each other:

I
I

• At least 18 years of age: and

Not legally married.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~ BASF believes that the term "domestic partnership" is commonly understood. at least m the gay and lesbIan
community, to denote a committed relationship between two people. As noted m footnote 5. supra. it has been
defined by at least two modern dictionaries. The Association has not attempted to define domestIc partner
relationships with reference to the emotional bonds and commitments shared by a couple because it belie\'es that It

would be as difficult to describe those bonds in a manner that would encompass all domestIc partner relatlonslups
as it would be to define the bonds among all married couples. Ne\'ertheless. some employers ha\'e mcluded m their
eligibility requirements that the partners have "an intlmate. commuted relationslup of mutual canng" or that they
"have a commItted relationship" and consider themselves "life partners."

Because employers have used a variety of different methods to define eligIble domestic partner relationshIps. the
AssociatIon has appended to this Model Policy excerpts from the actual poliCIes of three BASF member firms.

9 Some insurers and HMOs require that domestic partners Ii\'e together III order to obtam benefits. These \ lodel
Documents do not include such a requirement because it ~'Pically IS not reqUIred of mamed couples. BASF
recognizes that domestic partncrs, like mamed couples, may li\'c separately due to work or other obhgallons
without terminating theIr relationship. Any reql11rement that domestic partners Ii\'e together should permit them
to obtain benefits if onc of the partners is temporarily Ii\'lng a\\ ay from the Jomt reSidence but Intends to return on
a permanent basis.

Insurers may also require that the domestic partners be mentall~' competent. The BASF \10del Documents do not
mclude a competency reqUIrement because no comparable reqUIrement is unposed on mamed emplo~ees II hen
they enroll theIr spouses. If an IIlsurer IIlsists upon a competenc~ reqUIrement. BASF recommends that the
employer negolJate a pro\'lslOn reCll11ring that the domesllc partners were competent at the begmnmg of the
domeslJc partner relatIOnship. Just as a married employee IS ~ plcally able to obtatn benefits for a spouse II ho II;lS
competent on the date of theIr I\edding. reg;lrdlcss of ;lny subsequent mcol11petenc~.
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In addition to the criteria set forth above. the employee and domestic partner must either

1. Have obtained a Domestic Partnership Certificate from the City and County of
San Francisco or from any other city, county, or state offering the ability to register a
domestic partnership. and have not obtained a dissolution of the domestic
partnership; 10 OR

,., Have at least three of the following: 11

joint lease. mortgage, or deed:

I
I
I

•

•

joint ownership of vehicle;

joint ownership of checking account or credit account;

designation of the domestic partner as a beneficiary for the
employee's life insurance or retirement benefits;

designation of the domestic partner as a beneficiary of the
employee's \vil1;

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

10 While the Model Documents make registration of a domestic partner relationship sufficient to establish
eligibility for benefits. they do not reqUIre regIstration but instead permit eligibility to be establIshed through
satIsfyIng three or more indicia of emotional and financial interdependence. There has been some concern in the
gay and lesbian communIty that the regIstration offered by the City and County of San FranCISco IS an madequate
substitute for legal marriage and does not offer sufficient benefits for the obligations that it imposes. For example.
San Francisco's Declaration of Domestic Partnership obligates the partners to pay third partIes for the costs of each
other's living expenses, including medIcal expenses not covered by insurance where one of the partners obtains
health Insurance through a domestic partner benefits policy. but affords no corresponding tax benefits or
inheritance rights. In light of these concerns. the Association believes it is appropriate to offer an alternatl\'e to
regIstration.

For similar reasons. although required by some insurers. the Model Policy does not require employees 10

represent that they are responsible for their domestic partners basic necessities or welfare. BASF does not believe
that employees should be reqUIred to sign a document that could obligate them to third parties for their panners'
expenses where the only benefit assocIated with that obligation is enrollment in the employers' health plan.
Although health coverage is certainly a valuable and significant benefit. it is dwarfed by assummg a burden to
third parties for living expenses and medical expenses incurred by the employee's panner where the employee does
not also receive inheritance. tax, and other benefits. To the extent that insurers \'iew a reqUIrement that domestic
partners be responsible for each other's expenses to be an indIcation of serious commitment between the panners.
BASF belIeves that bec;Juse of the problems With that reqUIrement satisfying at least three of the seven listed
mdicia of emotional and financial Interdependence is an appropnate surrogate.

II Some pohclcs that Include similar indiCia of financial and cmotionall1\tcrdependcncc reqUIre not onl\ that the
employees submit statcmcnts of chglbihty but also that they provide proof that they satis(v the criteria (L' g a copy
of a Icase) BASF docs not recommend that employers reqUIre such documentation, as that reqUlremcnt \\ould
likcly prove to bc cumbcrsome not only for the cmployees who have to proVide thc documcntatlon but also for thc
employcrs \\ ho \\ ould h;1\ e to proccss the documents that \\ erc submtllcd.

I
I
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• designation of the domestic partner as holding po\'ver of attorney for
health care; or

• shared household expenses.

ENROLLMENT OF DOMESTIC PARTNER: An employee can enroll a domestic partner
within the same time periods as apply to the enrollment of spouses. 12 At the time the employee
seeks to enroll a domestic partner, the employee must complete a Statement of Marriage or
Domestic Partnership.

BENEFITS COVERAGE FOR DOMESTIC PARTNERS: The benetIts provided to domestic
partners are the same benefits as provided to spouses of married employees.

BENEFITS COVERAGE FOR CHILDREN OF DOMESTIC PARTNERS: Children of
domestic partners are eligible for benefits under the same conditions as the children of employees'
spouses.

COVERAGE CONTINUATION: Domestic partners and their enrolled dependents will receive
the same or the equivalent benefits as spouses and their enrolled dependents receive for group
continuation of health coverage through COBRA and/or individual conversion. 13

TERMINATION OF ELIGIBILITY: Upon termination of the domestic partner relationship,
or if the domestic partner no longer meets the criteria for eligibility, the employee must notify the
plan administrator within 31 days, by submitting a Notice of Termination of Eligibility. 1-1

I: The references in the Model Policy to provisions that are applicable to spouses should be replaced in an
employer's plan documents ,,:ith language identifying the specific plan pronsions that WIll apply to both spouses
and domestic partners.

Most policies permit a spouse to be enrolled either during an open enrollment period or Within a specified tIme
after the employee marries. The Association recommends that domestic partners be eligible for enrollment during
open enrollment periods. for a specified time period after domestic partner coyerage IS first made a\ mlable. and for
a specified time period after the partners first satIsfy the cntena for eligibilIty set forth In the plan documents.

13 COBRA and individual conversion are typically made available to employees' spouses at the ternunatIon of the
employment relationship or upon divorce. For domestic partner relationships. such benefits should be made
available at the termination of employment or upon dissolutIon of the domestic partnership, which should be
defined as ~he date on which the partnership no longer satisfies the cmena for eligibility set forth In the plan
documents.

14 Some insurers reqUire employers to impose a waiting penod after ten11lnatIon of a domestic partner rclatlOnslup
before the employee IS permitted to enroll a new domestic partner. BASF recommends that employers \\ ho mclude
such a reqUirement m their plans llIlpose a comparable wailing penod on marned employees who seek to enroll a
new spouse.
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TAX CONSEQUENCES OF ENROLLMENT: Because the IRS does not recognize domestic
partners to be qualified dependents, employees will have to pay income taxes on the value of the
benefits their domestic partners receive, unless a domestic partner meets the eligibility criterIa for
tax dependent status under the Internal Revenue Code. 15 Employees \\lho seek to enroll their
domestic partners in the benefits plan should consult a tax advisor concerning the tax
consequences of obtaining such benefits.

CONFIDENTIALITY: Enrollment forms and Statements of Marriage or Domestic Partnership
will be kept confidentiaL and will be shared with human resources, accounting, and payroll
department employees only for the purpose of implementing and administering the benefits. and as
required or permitted by law.

1< For plans that include tlexlble bencfits. the plan documents should note that although married employees can usc
pre-tax dollars to purchase CO\ crage for thclr spouses In the fleXible benefits portion of the plan. emplo~ ccs with
domcstlc panncrs must use aftcr-tax dollars to purchase thc same coverage.
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STATEl\IENT OF ~IARRIAGEOR DOi\-IESTIC PARTNERSHIp 11i

PARTA.

I submit this Statement of Marriage or Domestic Partnership to establish the eligibility
of the person named below as my Spouse or Domestic Partner for health benefits available
through [Name of Employer]

I
I
I

[name of employee]

PARTB.

I acknowledge as follows:

1. For Marriage:

[name of Spouse or Domestic Partner]

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

The Spouse named above and I are legally married as recognized by the la\vs of
California.

16 Most employcrs have extended coverage for health benefits to their employees' spouses solely on the baSIS of the
employees' idcntificatlon of their spouses. Most 111surers that offer domestic panner health benefits have been
unWilling to accept a comparable representation from employees seeking benefits for their domestic panners. and
have 111stead requIred them to submit documemallon of eligibility. Where an insurer insists upon wntten
documcntation of eligibility from domestic panners. or an employer prefers such documentation. BASF
recommends that documcntation be obtaincd from married emplo~ees as \\ell as employees With domcstic panncrs.
so that employcrs do not smgle Ollt gay and lesbian employees as untrustworthy in rcpresenting to the cmployer
their eligibIiity for bcncfits. This documcnt could be modified so that it SCf\'es not only to establIsh eligibility but
also to enroll thc spousc or domcstlc panncr 111 the relevant benefit plan. In addition. \\ hcre mamed cmployees
have enrollcd their spouses 11\ thc bcnefits plan before Implementation of the domesllc panner benefits polIcy. thcv
could be exemptcd from the rcqUlrcment of subnulting documentation of eligibilIty unlJl the next open enrollmcnt
period. Should the clllplover prcfcr and the msurer agree. there would be no need for documentallon of elIglbllny
from cllhcr marrIcd cmployecs or cmplo~ ces \\ IIh domestic panners

I
I
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PART D. For Domestic Partnership:

2. For Domestic Partnership:

PART C. For Marriage or Domestic Partnership:

BAR ASSOCL-\nON OF SAN FR-\NCISCO
'IODEL POLICY FOR DOMESTIC PARTNER HEALTH BE~EFITS

II

a. Have obtained a Domestic Partnership Certificate from the City and County of
San Francisco or from any other city, county, or state offering the ability to
register a domestic partnership, and have not obtained a dissolution of the
domestic partnership; OR

b. Have at least three of the following:

• joint lease. mortgage, or deed;

joint ownership ofvehicie;

• joint ownership of checking account or credit account;

designation of the domestic partner as a beneficiary for the
employee's life insurance or retirement benefits;

designation of the domestic partner as a beneficiary of the
employee's will;

designation of the domestic partner as holding power of attorney for
health care: or

shared household expenses.

I understand that acknowledging my domestic partner relationship in this Statement
may subject me to legal obligations to my domestic partner, taxing authorities, or other third
parties. and that I should consult an attorney to learn the extent of those obligations.

sf-21 ....5

! - If ch;mges \\ere made to the list of el1gibliity crItena that appears in the Summary of Health Benefits lor
Domestic Partners. comparable changes should be made in this Statement of Marnage or Domestic Partnership.

I understand that I am obligated to file a Notice of Termination of Eligibility with the
plan administrator within 31 days of the earliest of: ·(a) the death of my Spouse or Domestic
Partner; (b) the date of the divorce decree ending my marriage; or (c) the date on which my
Domestic Partner and I no longer meet the criteria for domestic partnership set forth above.

The Domestic Partner named above and I are each other's sole domestic partner. and
we are each at least 18 years of age, not legally married, and not related in a way that would
prohibit marriage in California. 17 In addition. we either:

I-

I
I
I
I
I-

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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PART E. For Marriage or Domestic Partnership:

'S
I acknowledge that the statements above are true and correct -'

Dated:
[signature of employee]

I~ Some insurers may require that statements of eligibility for domestic panner beneiits be notanzed and signed
under penalty of perjury. BASF believes that a notanzation reqUirement Imposes needless expense and
inconvenience on employees. However. where an Insurer inSiSts on notanzauon. the same reqUJremenls should be
Imposed on marned employees who enroll theIr spouses. in order to ensure that employers do not Single out gay
and lesbian employees for disfavored treatment.
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Dated:

3. For Marriage or Domestic Partnership:

2. For Domestic Partnership:

NOTICE OF TER~II~ATIO:\'OF ELIGIBILITY

13

[signature of employee]

[name of Spouse or Domestic Partner]

1. For Marriage:

[name of employee]

BAR ASSOCL-\TlO~ OF SA~ FR-\:"iClSCO
:\lODEL POLlCY FOR DO:\IESTlC PART~ERHEALTH BE~EFITS

Upon signing this Notice of Termination, I will provide a copy to my former Spouse
or Domestic Partner.

My Domestic Partner is no longer eligible to obtain health care benefits through my
employment because (a) we no longer meet the criteria for domestic partnership as set forth in my
Statement of Marriage or Domestic Partnership; or (b) my Domestic Partner is deceased.

I submit this Notice of Termination of Eligibility as notification that my Spouse or
Domestic Partner is no longer eligible to obtain health benefits through [Name of Employer]

sf·21~~5

The date on which my Spouse or Domestic Partner became ineligible to continue to
obtain health benefits through my employment was:

My Spouse is no longer eligible to obtain health care benefits through my employment
because (a) we are divorced; or (b) my Spouse is deceased.
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BAR ASSOCL\.TIO~ OF SA~ FRA~ClSCO

'10DEL POLICY FOR DOMESTIC PART~ERHEALTH BE:"lEFITS

BAR ASSOCIATION OF SAN FRANCISCO ~IE~IBERS

THAT OFFER DO;\IESTIC PARTNER HEALTH BENEFITS19

AS OF NOVEMBER 1995

Bronson, Bronson & McKinnon

Carroll, Burdick & ~kDonough

Cooley Godward Castro Huddleson & Tatum

Heller, Ehrman, White & McAuliffe

Howard, Rice, Nemerovski, Canady, Robenson, Falk & Rabkin

Long & Levit

Morrison & Foerster

McCutchen, Doyle, Brown & Enersen

Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe

Pillsbury Madison & Sutro

19 ThIS list IS not comprehenSIve.
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BAR ASSOClATIO~ OF SA~ FRAl'iCISCO
:\lODEL POLICY FOR DO'IESTIC PART~ERHEALTH BDiEFITS

HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS THAT HAVE PROVIDED
DOl\IESTIC PARTNER COVERAGE TO BAY AREA LAW FIRl\IS20

AS OF NOVEl\IBER 1995
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Aetna

Blue Cross California Care

CIGNA

Delta Dental

DeltaCare PMI

Health Net

Health Plan of the Redwoods

Kaiser

Mass Mutual Dental

Occupational Health Services Corporation

PacifiCare

Qual-Med

TakeCare

Vision Service Plan

;11 ThiS list IS not comprchCnSl,"e
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Morrison & Foerster

Cooley Godward Castro Huddleson & Tatum

APPENDIX OF SAMPLE DOMESTIC PARTNER BENEFITS POLICIES

BAR ASSOCIATIO:\f OF SAN FRANCISCO
:\-1ODEL POLICY FOR DOMESTIC PART:"JER HEALTH BENEFITS

165f-21445

Pillsbury Madison & Sutro

This appendix includes excerpts from the domestic partner health benefits policies of the
following Bar Association of San Francisco member firms:
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:::;OLEY GOOWAAO CASTRO .. U:lOlESON & arUM

WHO-IS ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE

• Full-time associates. staff attorneys. special counsel. managers. adminisuators. or members
of the suppon staff who regularly work a minimum of 35 scheduled hours a week are eligible
for Cooley Choices. .

The following dependents are eligible:

• Your spouse. provided you can produce a marriage cenificate or three of the following
documents:

• Copy of joint income tax return
• Ioint LcasclMongage deed
- joint ownership of auto. credit card or checking account
• designation of spouse as Durable Power of Attorney
- designation of spouse as life plan beneficiary

• Your domestic parmer:

If both panners are eligible for registration as domestic partners pursuant to an applicable
local ordinance. such registration is required and will suffice as evidence of the domestic
pannership. In this case you must be able to provide proof of such regisuation.

Where domestic partner registration pursuant to an applicable local ordinance is not available
to both parmers, eligibility for coverage will extend to your domestic partner who is:

- of the same sex
• living at the same address with you for six or more months. (if partner is temporarily living

away from joint residence, beJsbe must intend to retum on a permanent basis)
- not married to anyone else
- not a blood relative
- mentally competent at the beliDninl of the partnership, and
• jointly responsible with you for each other's care and living space

• If you enroll under this prOVision. you must be able to produce three of the followmg
documents:

- Ioint LeaseiMongage deed.
• Ioint ownership of auto. credit card or checking account.
• Designation of spouse as Durable Power of Attorney.
- Designation of spouse as life plan beneficiary.

Additionally, the employee cannot be married to anyone else at the time they enroll a domesne
panner.

• Unmarried children who are:

- under age 19
• under age 25 if full-[ime students. that is. taking a minimum of 12 units
- handicapped before age 19 and financially dependent on you
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TO: Insurance Benefits Depanmem
San Francisco Office

FROM:

DATE:

RE: Domestic Partner Health Care Subsidy or Health Insurance Benefits

I am applying for the subsidy or the firm-sponsored insurance benefits and enclose a
completed Affidavit of Same Sex Domestic Partnership. If applying for the sUbsidy, I am enclosing
evidence of individual health care coverage purchased for my domestic partner and eligible children and
proof of coverage or qualification for coverage during the current year. (This evidence cannot be the
domestic partner's contribution for coverage through his or her own employer health care plan except for
COBRA continuation). I understand that I will receive confIrmation of this benefit.

MORRISON & FOERSTER
AFFIDAVIT OF SAME SEX
DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP

We declare:

1. . We have an intimate, committed relationship of mutual caring;

2. We live together;

3. We are both at least 18 years of age;

4. Neither of us is married according to the laws of this State;

5. We are not related by blood closer than would bar marriage in the state in which we reside, and we are
mentally competent to consent to contract;

6. We are each other's sole domestic partner and intend to remain so indefmitely;

7. Neither of us has had a difforent domestic partner in the last six months. (This condition does not apply if you
had a partner who died; if you did, cross this item out.)

8. The children listed below:
Are mainly dependent on us for care and fmancial support;
Are living with us in a parent-child relationship; and
May be claimed by one of us as a dependent as defmed in the Internal Revenue Code 152.

WE ARE APPLYING FOR: (Check either subsidy or health insurance boxes)

The firm's subsidy; or

Delta Dental or CIGNA DHMO and/or
the Vision Service Plan

Note: All medical plans in California and New York have documentation requirements which replace this affidaVIt.
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DEPE:'oo'DENT L....'FOR."rlATION

If you have chosen dependent coverale. pleue complete tne follo..."nl mformauon. Aaac:h a separate sheet If necessarY
Put an ·X· In the column whIch mdlcates which plans you want to enroll your dependents an .

Relation 10 Last Name, Fim Name. Date of Social Sex Medical Denw ViSion
Employee Middle lnitiai BinD Secunry (M/F) Plan Plan Plan

(MlDIY') Number

Spouse

Domesuc
Panner

Child

Child

Child

Child

It You DecliDe CHII7 CMiua Medal eo......
If you elected no medical coverap, you IDUII liD in lbe followiq iDlomwiotl:

Name of employer .... yGlI bnw Te....... IIIIIIber of CODIICt for IftIlInID company IIId &rOUP
other medical~ beaeft1l policy~

I desiauara !be foUow;q iJl4ividua1s 10 be my *oDCiary beneficiaries UDder Ibe life iJIsurucc plan. Your secondary
beneficiary receives beDefta It your deadl 011ly if your primary benefiCIary IS no lonler livll\I or cannot be located.

]

J

Name and AddrUI Relauonship Percenrap of BeDefit

J
J
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND SIGNAnIU

I understand that I have made elections for my Cooley Qodward dentll coverale from tnrough
______-:- and olber benefits for throulh . I understand that I may alter my elections
only as a result of a chanle In family or employment StltuS as defaned by the Cooley Qodward benefit plans. I
understand that any amouDlS in ei&ber of my spcndiDI accounts WIll be forfetted if expenses Incurred on or before
~_~_~~ are not claimed by . If I have dechned medical coverale for myself or my dependents.
I certify that I have coverale elsewhere. If I am payml the non·smolter raUl for life Insurance. I ceruly I have not
smolted an the past SIX monlhs. If I am coverin, my spouse or domestic panncr. I certily I can prOVide tne
documentluon outlined on pile 3. If I am covertnl my domestic parUlCr. I understand that !be amount I pay and the
amount Cooley pays is subject 10 wes. I understand that if lOW of prIce till and Spendinl Account contnbuuons IS

more than $100. I Will pay !be difference with before·w payroll deductions. If IOtll of price till and Spendinl Accoulll
conulbuuons IS less thaD $100. I can take the difference as tl.Uble cub or spend It on additional coverall.

]

]

Name _ Date, _
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Empioyee D0rr.es,;;: P:lr.:;e~

I Chtld Date of Sinh
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ChIld Date of Smh
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Child

Child

9.

Date of Smh

Date of Sinh

We understand that the domestic partner and the children of the domestic partner listed above Will be ineligible
for either the domestic partner subsidy or the health insurance benefits on the date we cease to be domestic
partners. However. revocation of this affidavit will not affect coverage of children otherwise covered under
other provIsions of the employee's benefit plans.

I
10. We agree to notify Morrison & Foerster if there is any change of circumstances attested to in this Affidavit

within thirty (30) days of the change by filing a Revocation of Affidavit of Domestic Partnership. Such
revocation shall be on a form provided by the firm and shall afflIIIl that the partnership is dissolved. and that a
copy of the revocation has been mailed to the other partner.

I
I

II.

12.

We agree to indemnify the firm for false statements contained in this Affidavit.

We provide the information in this Affidavit to be used by the firm for the sole purpose of determining our
eligibility for the domestic partner health care subsidy or health insurance benefits including medical. dental and
vision. We understand that this information will be held confidential and will be subject to disclosure only upon
our express written authorization or pursuant to legal process.

Signedon ,19_in _

Warning: The domestic partner health care subsidy or health insurance benefits may affect your taxes. Check with your
accountant for possible tax implications.
9/95

We declare that the statements above are troe and correct. We cenify that to the best of our knowledge and belief. all
information stated is correct and complete. We understand that this form is not an application for insurance and that the purpose
of this form is to establish the eligibility of the persons named herein for the domestic partner health care subsidy or health
insurance benefits provided by the firm.

We understand that. once approved. the subsidy or the health insurances we have enrolled for will be effective
on January 1 or the first of the month following the submittal and verification of the Affidavit and evidence of
coverage. whichever is the later event.

Print Name--------------Address _

Print Name _
Address _

Date of Birth _
551 _

Date of Birth _
551. _

Signature _
Domestic Partner

13.

Signature _
Employee
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In addition, we currently possess the following [check all that apply; at least three boxes
must be checked):

PILLSBURY ~IADISON & SUTRO
CERTIFICATION OF DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP

We, the undersigned, ---:~--- [please print name of
employee}, and [print name of domestic partner}, each
hereby certify as follows:

• We reside together in the same household and intend to do so indefinitely;
• We are of the same sex;
• Neither of us is married;
• We are both at least 18 years old and mentally competent:
• We are not related by blood (or of a relationship that would prohibit marriage in

the state in which we reside); and
• We are responsible for each other's common welfare and share financial

obligations.

I, [print employee" name}, agree to notify Pillsbury
Madison , Sutro in writing within 30 days of the termination of our domestic partnership
relationship. I understand that I cannot cover another domestic partner under a Firm-sponsored
health insurance pian for at least 12 months from the termination date of the partnership.

We both understand that a domestic partner who is terminated from the employee's health
insurance plan regardless of the circumstances is not eligible for COBRA continuation coverage.

We provide the information in this Certificate to be used by Pillsbury Madison & Sutro for
the sole purpose of determining our eligibility for domestic partnership health care benefits.

Each of us declares under the penalties of perjury that the statements in this Certificate
are true and correct and that he or she executed this Certificate at -:---:-- _
[please print place where Certificate is signed} on the date set forth below.

Date

Date

A written domestic partnership agreement

A joint real estate mortgage, lease or deed (eith« as tenants in common or joint
tenants with right of survivorship)

A current beneficiary designation naming the employee's domestic partner as a
primary beneficiary of the employee's life insurance or retirement plan benefits
payable at death

A current will naming the employee's domestic partner as a primary beneficiary of
the employee's estate

A durable power of attorney for property and health care executed by the
employee in favor of the domestic partner

Joint ownership of a motor vehicle or I joint checking or joint credit account

o
o
o

o
o
o

Signature of Employee

Signature of Domestic Partner
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